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Commission Report proposals
.

Howard University gives
itself a critical examination
By

or conso li dation

Eric L Smith

Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

A report requested by Ho'''ard U11iversit)' President Franki)'Il Jenifer J1as
sparked national media attention in

recent days and has bee11 tl1e 'cause of
some concern among students and

administrators, on campus.
The 240-page documcnl. \Vhich [OOk
four n1on1hs to compose, \Vas released

to faculty members and select student
leaders Monday. It calls for several initiatives to make 1-lo,vard ready to ··face
the challenges of the r.vcn1y-first cen-

of six

of the recomn1endations arc the closing

proposed changes will be beneficial

Rochelle Tillery

to

students.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
''Before/any of these suggestions are _,
applied, if any of them are, they will be
One of tl1e n1ost controversial pro- reviewed by faculty, administrators,
posals called for in the con1mission 's st udent leaders, myself and the Board of
report is the recomn1enda1ion for the Trustees," Jenifer said. "Then a detailed
closii1g or consolidation of six of the plan of actibn will be iinplemented. All
'
university's schools and colleges.
changes will be to enhance Howard and
•
•
make this institutibn belier equipped 10
111e commission proposeO elin1inat- meel the needs of our sludents and the
•
ing the School of Hun1an Ecology, African-American c.o111muni1y."
moving the School of Education into the
Jenifer cnoouraged students to seriCollege of Liberal Arts, and combining 1 ously review the report, which is avail1
the Colleges of Nursing, Alli'ed Health, · able in the undergraduate library, and
Pharmacy and Pharmpcal Sciences~
give back oonstructive criticism with
Jenifer said if there is dne 1hing he
could · assure stude11ts \\'as all of the see CLOSINGS, page 14

D. Restructuring the Unlveislty's Schools and Q:illeges
E. Strengthening Graduate Programs
F. Adding or Consolidating Individual Programs
G. Establishing Linkages wth Other Schools and Colleges,
and with External Agenci3s

H. Raising Admissions Sta1dards and Intensifying recruitment Efforts
I. Upgrading Campus FacilUes

•

•

.Report proposes closing. or
consolidation of six schools

SUMMARY OF \IAJOii RECO"l"IENDATIONS

C. Creating New University Centers and Institutes

see REPORT, page 8

•

'

B. Enhancing Faculty Resea-ch Productivity

tury." Amongsr the most controversial

•

many on campus.\

WO

A. Developing Technological Capacity and Infrastructure

uni,•ersity's sc\1ools or colleges and tl1e
reqL1 irement that i11con1ing freshman
score a mi11i111un1 of 1000 011 tl1e scholastic aptitude test for admissio11 into tl1e
u11i\'ersit)'.
Jeni fe r, \\'ho promised to 111ake dran1atic changes " 'hen he \Vas selected to
head the uni\·ersity last )'ear, is scheduled to meet \Vith students on December
5 i11 the Scl1ool of Business Auditorium
at 6 p.m. to discuss the recon1menda;
tions in the report.
He said the recommendations are
only part of a prclin1i11ary report and no
final decision \viii be made until he has

November 30, 1990 •
I

The major recommendations.of the Howard University Q:immlsslon and Its
working groups have been sortro Into 9 categories:
of tl1e

•

. Howard University, Washington, D.C. 20059

See related Medical School story, page 2
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Ten students
called to war
I

SAFETY IN NUMBERS

Student raped
near Slowe·
H;all
•

Otlier Hozvard active
reseroists fear their
ti1ne may soo11 co111b

between the hoiirs o[ 8 and 9 p.m.
Each person " 'as attacked on
Hilltop Slaff Reporter
3rd. St., ni!!u lhe 1800 block of 3rd
I
ahd l·st St.'s N\V.
.
Crimes agai11st HO\\'ard University • Campus _seCyrity - became in•
•
studer1ts {:'011t111ue
to
\\'Orscn
as
a
recent
vbl\1Cd when they "had a call from
•
i11cide111 nea~ can1puS e~ed \\'ith a stu- one of"the
victims,"' ~awson
said. ,
.
,
dent bei11g sexually assal'hted ~ionday ··Tuey' (members of security, and
e\•en111g.
one of the victims-)'\;Ve'nt south to see ·
Ll\\•rence D:l\\'SOn, cl1ief of HO\\'ard if they ,could find him (the atsecurit)1, said tliree fen1ale students• .. tacker)."
,
0
\\'Cre attacked "iii separate incidents ;_en A. ., One student was able to fend
•
route to Bcthu11e Hall. ..,
'-.I.. \ him off by sprayii1g him in the face
The 'vomen left a thl11'C'h 10ft1ted o~ with mace, ~ul Dawson does not
Rhode Island A\•e. NW., at three differ- . believe it was the rape victim;
ent tin1es and '''e~e as.suited by the same
''The thir~ . as~ull' victi~ pro~aman, described as a 22-year-old black
male, 5'6" to 5'8" tall \vith a slight build, see RAPE, page 12

Reporter

Ten students have bce11 pli!led fron1
clas.ws since Novembe r 20 to prep.'lTe
1ogo to Saudi Arabia for a possible war
with Iraq, according lo Vii1cent Johns,
dean of S~ S1udcnt Services. ,
1be students, \vho \Vere enlisted in
military's acti\1e rcscrvCSi have been pu1
on academic hold and gi\'Cn ii1completes in all of their classes. .
There are presently 90 stlµlcnts at
Howard who are in 1he active reserves.
It is likely they \viii be called first in
preparation for ~ar.
Kelvin Dickerson, \\•ho has been at
Howard for three semesters, can1c to
college after being in the army for lhree
' He ls now in the acti\'e reserves
years.
and has been info1TI1cd his u11i1 \vii i
probably be called in about five mor11/1s.
"l1's hard 10 concentrate on )'Our
studies with this li11gering 0\ er 01)'
head," he said. r
Dickerson said he is not me111ally
prepared for war. "l'n1 i11 tl1e n1 ind set
•
•
of school and classes: noJ \\'ar," he said.
President George BJsh recei\•ed the
support of the U.N. Security Cou11ci! 011
a resolution authorizir1g force agai11st
Iraq. Bush is expected 10 call a special
sCs.sion of Congress to seek its appr0\ al
for his handling of the Persian Gulf
crisis.

INSIDE
Greeks
Black greek organizations' future i11
question.
See page 3
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By Kevin Chappell

,

Hilltop Staff Reporter

PHOTO BY ..w.ES 80LDEN

In a letter written to tl1e cl1aim1an of
tile pl1ysical education departn1ent, Dr.
Oliver Order, a P.E. professor, \\'as
called a ' peepi11g Tom' by a female
student \\ ho accused hi111 of ··bursting
i1110 tl1e '\von1e11 's locker roon1 despite
clearly voiced objection."
This recent allegation raises questions about the comrnon practice of n1en
using the \VOmen's locker roon1 as a passage\\'ay_to other are<lS of tl1e g)·n1 and
comes on the heels of a se:1rch for a
nun1bcr of teennge bo)•s \vho ha\'e been
spotted in the \\ 0n1cn's locker roon1
\v;1tcl1ing students undress.
The fen1ale student, \Vho only identified herself as ~1. Hi11ds i11 tl1e letter,
described Order as a niale ch11uvinist
pig a11d threatened to am1 herself and
''di.s<1blc hin1 if she S<L\V hin1 near the
\\•on1en's locker roon1 ngain .
Order, \vho has been an assistanl
1

Hozvnrd seci1rihj
/1as i11for111ed fe111ale
sti1de11ts to Iua./k i11
groi1ps (abovr) i11
Iua/(e of a rece11 t sexital
nttaclc a11d a "peepi11g"
i11cide11t (rigl1t)

ge~flflt:

-rtlt
fE,tf11JOj

rDf1

1

0

'

professor for l\vo years, said' the
\vomen's locker room is the only
\Vay he can exil. gym in the· evenings. Ho\vever, he said he always
asks a female student 10 escort hiffi
1hrough tlie locker room and he
never thought it was a problem.
··tt is not uncommon for faculty
to walk throµgh the women's locker
roonl \vhc n it is not in use," he said.
··other colleagues have done the
same thing."
Recent robberies have prompted
university security to lock r&>st of
the doors inside Burr after dark - '
forcing many male students and
faculty to use the women's locker
roon1 as a \vay to enter the gym and
the \vcight room at night.
Dr. Jessyna McDonald, ., chairn1an of the P.E. department. has
recon1mended all classes be suspended in Burr gym next semester
until that problem and other renova-

see PEEPER, page 8
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Shades of !lfa11l1ood
• Campus calender controversy

See page IO

'

See page 15

I
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Drop out and enrolhnent ' rates become priorities

• Bison and ~ers lose
matches.

'

'

•

Do11ble Defeat

•

, Phys ed ·professor
accused of 'pee
g'
•
In ladies locker room

•

•

"

.

Rock Creek Park attacks on tl1e
ri se.
See page 7

• Cancer amongst AfricanAmericans on the rise.
See page 12

•

•

Assa11lts in the Park

Cancer

•

0

1

•
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By. Jennifer Golson

1

•

•

•

By Kevin Chappell
Hilrtop Staff

•

By Shantae Brown

and John Jackson
Hilltop Slaff Reporters
For 1l1e past tl1rce years Ho\\'ard has
had a11 aver<1ge drop out rate of 21
percent. and Jenifer has established a
con1n1i11ce to address the issue of improving Ilic university's retention rate.
According 10 university officials,
students leave tl1e university for various

reasons. Statistics for the 1989-1990
academic year revealed that: 19 percent
of r.JJ students withdrawing from the
university left fo r either personal or
fan1ily illness; 17 percent left for personal problen1s; 13 percent left for fi.
nancial reasons; and 20 percent did not

specify why they left.
Although only 13 percent attributed
their withdrawal from the university IO
financial difficulties, Jenifer thinks
quite a few of the students who had

financial problems said they \Vere personal problems.
Fifty-two percent of the student \vho
drop out leave in good academic stand-

ing.
Most students who drop out do not
return to the university, last year only 11
percent of the enrolln1ent consisted of
old students returning.
According to Dr. Alfred Fischer,
executive assistant 10 the president,
Jenifer is attempting to control and

n1onitor the drop out rate by establishing an enrolln1cn1 comn1ittee to look
into st;eps 10 increase enrolln1en1 and
decrease attrition.
··Tue con1n1i1tee has been meeting
for"''? n1onths no'''·" Fischer said. ''Jt
is an fn1portant issue \vith Dr. Jenifer.
He '''ants it 10 be handled as earnestly
and efficiently as possible."
The 16 n1en1bcr enrollnicnl managemc11t con1n1ittce, consisting of facu lty
and students, is co-chaired by vice

president of student affairs, Dr. Steve
Favor and Vice president of academic
affairs, Dr. Joyce Ladner.
In the past, the registrar's office and
the office of student recruitment have
reported separately to the vice president
of student affairs about the
oul rate.
The committee plans IO
sistant vice president f
management who wo

.
see DROPOUT, page 8
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College of Fine Arts
plagued by assaults
on student prope

' Medical
school·
under fire

u11til midnight Oil \\ eckd<l)'S.
The genroal co11se11sus an10ng the SIU·
dc111s is that the thief \Vas 1101 one of their
Hilltop Staff Repbrters
peers\ •·\\1c 1111 trust each other and
al\\'ays lock the door," said J<.jn1 \Valier,
•
Missing and vandalized art and other a sc11ior
p:1i11ting n1ajor \vho's art \vas
articles of stolen property have brought dam11g~d.
\_
n1cn1bcrs of the College of Fine Arts 10
··1
in tea~ '''hen I found out that
11 point of frustratio11 s<1id Dr. Carole· nly picture \\'as s1ole11 because ii had
Si11glcton, chaim1an of the dran1a de- been 11 gift for son1cone a11d they were
par1n1c11t.
Sllpposcd to pick it up the san1c day,"
''\Vc'rc just so 1ircd of the chcfts over sl1e adclecl.
licrc, '' she s..1id.
T11crc '''ere 30 to 40 pieces of
l"hc l:1tcst incident occurred Monday art in the roo111, accordi11g 10 Colen1a11.
cvc11ing al approxin1atcly 6 p.n1. Y.'hcn 'They \\'Crc ver)' selective,'' he said.
unc student appro:1chcd Dr. Flo) d Colc- ''Sonic of these '''ere excellent paint·
111an. chaim1an of the art dcpartn1c11t, 1ngs.
:1bou1 a piece lhat had been cut from his
,;The thief l1ad a good eye for art
painting .
'''ork,'' he added.
''At firsr I thought it \vas a random act
George F. Bc11ny, Jr., administrative
of vand:1lism. '' Coleman s.1id. Sonic of secretary for the art dep..1rtn1en1 said thate
the pieces h:1d been cul out. leaving onl)' the thief should not be hard lo decipher.
the fr:m1cs behind.
l-lc believes th:11 they \\'ere fi1n1iliar \\•ith
The fol\o\\'ing n1orning c;:ither stu- the locatib11.
dents rcponcd both n1issing and d:m1·
''The ,robber obviously is familia r
•1gcd \\orks of art fro111 roon1 2008. The \\'ilh the roon1, so it n1ay be a fom1e r
locki:d studio is an <trca for students to stuc.lcnl 1h:11 l1:1s 11 kc)' or 111:1) bc a pcrso11
stur..:: :111d cre;11c their projects.
tll<lt \V<1.s gi\'Cll ;1 key by so111eo11e \\ 110
··111i:re arc sonic open studios, but l1ad :1cccss to the key,'' he added.
1His Olli.' l1as so111c security," Colcn1an
As f11r as t!1c painti11gs being rcs:1id . l IO\\'Cvcr.Coli:111<1n ;1dded students r.l11cc<I, S!llde11!s s:1id th;1t tJ1ere could be
have bi.·~·11 k110\Vn to prop tl1e door open. 110 l)'pc of Sl1bstl111tc for a piece of art
··Apparr11tl)' it's C<IS)' to get in there," he tl1at they h:1ve put 1l1cir ··t1carts and souls
''
<>:1id.
irtto.''
TI1rre \\'as no sign of d;1mage to tl1c
Walter added tl1at tl1e \Vork of tile
'
door in a11 a1tcn1pt to enter tl1e room.
s1ude11ts \\ as ··spo11ta11eous like jazz
ln addition, son1e graduate students music.''
have access to lhc studio and tl1cre are
Chi11ec.lu Okala. a gr<1du:ire p.1inting
:1pproximatei)' four to fi\'C kc)'S in t/1eir major, \\'110 c<imc fron1 lhc lns1i1utc of .
possession. according to Coleman. , Mar1:1ge111c11t in Nigeria fell ''violated··
n1i~ is IO pro\ ide Students
\\ ilh a11 because fi\'I.' of l1is p:1i11ti11gs \\'ere stouppurtu11it)' to Ji,·e up to the cxpecla· ic 11.
1
t1u11s of the depann1e11t. ''\\1e demand
·· \ \ J1i:11 I fou11d out tl1;1t nly p.1i11ti11gs
thal !lie)' i)toduce." he said. TI1esc stu·
Je111s tire allo\\ed 10 \\·ork from 7 a.m. see ART, page 12
No one has been arrested In the theft of Fine Arts students artwork.

By Tracy Vinson
and Jennifer Golson

By Deal~" Robinson

1

'''as

Howard University's College of
Medicine i=ived the baJ>hest aiti· Cisms from the university commission
roport as it was deemed "out of touch
with the latest trends in leaching cquip-

\

men~

technology and methods."
LaSalle 0. Leffall, Jr. chairman of

the departmerit of surgery for the college, and chairman of the 34-member
assessment commission charged that
many of the criticisms arc "incoJTCCt"
Other criticisms illcluded the Col·
lege of Medicine's request for early
retirement for 165 members of the
school's tenured staff, and the domina·
tion by graduates of the medical school
"entirely, absolutely, and exclusively."

1

•

According

l.effall. the
commission's recent rvport was a "preliminary report" to be reviewed only by
memben of individual schools and col·
leges for comments. The ropo<t would
then be resubmitted for further evaluation and a subsequent official rcJX>rl
would be roleased at a later date.
''The proliminary report was sent to
the deans and faculty of the various
schools and colleges, and any time
multiple copies are made of anything,
· the wrong information gets leaked out

1

1

''

1

and into the wrong hands,•, Leffall said.
According to Lelfall, the membm

'

1

1

P1010 8Y EOGAA 8.

•

Profe's sor with ·stem reputation to leave HlJ
By Paula M. White
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Deadlines. Deadlines. Deadlines.
The professor '''ho locks her door
pron1ptl) at 10 n1inutes ii.fter the hour
and takes no excuses for not gelling the
story is retiring fron1 1he departn1ent of
jour11alis111.
Fra11ces L. t-.lurph)' II. the lady \\•!10
has challc11ged hundreds of joumalis111
a11d public relations studi:11ts to be on
tin1c. to be accurate a11d to be persistent,
has decided that this wi!I be her final
se111ester 1cachi z1g '' l~eporting and \Vriti11g'' classes in lite Scl1ool of Con1n1uni·
catior1s.
1

t-.1u111lt)'. \\•ho J1as bee11 an associate
professor ·since 1985, said tl1c course
load of four classes that professors are
expected to carry is too heavy.
''I feel very s1ro11gly tl1at those of us
110 ha\'C taugl1t for n1any )'Cars have
so111c problen1s tca chi11g tl1c way
they 're teachir1g licre in tl1e School of
Con1n1unications,'' r-.1urphy said.
She also said, ··1 don't thi11k professors tcncl1 '''ell \\'he11 they're teaching
four courses.''
Accordi11g to r-.1urpll)', tl1c average
professor i11 tl1c school is not doing the
ki11d ol~ \vritir1g or researc!1 tl1ey should
1
\\

bo.

''Ho\vard is talki11g about bci11g. a
rescarch-orier1tcd i11stitu1io11, and I be·

lievc there should be a balance (between
teaching classes and professional careers)," said Murphy, who ·iS publisher

of the Washington Afro-American and
one of the two professors in the print
journalism curriculum that holds a dail)·
job in the media.
''Theo!)' is fine, but if you're not able
'
10 put thal theory into application
then
)'OU're not going to even be able to do an
interview," said Murphy.
Murphy also said she went to the
dean and protested the requirement of
four cla"5Cs; however, she said he denied her request lo change the policy.
The dean was unable to be reached
for comment.
The 68-year-old professor admitted

she has been thinking about retiring for
approximately a )'ear and a half. She
had already begun the papenvork \vhen
the wiivcrsity annowiced the nC\V tenure program for voluntary earl)' retire·
ment.
Because of the benefits, she decided
to delay her paperwork \\ hich she had
alread)' submitted.
Murphy began teaching in the jour·
nalism department in 1984 as only a
visiting professor, who was on sabbatic~ from the State University College of
Buffalo (SUCB). She \Vas an a.'isociatc
journalism professor at the school and
came 10 Howard with i11tentions of
doing research and start.ing a book
chronicling the life of her f~thc r, Carl
1

to

Murphy, \vho \Vas a very po\verful force
in the field of journalism.
Ho,vcvcr, it \Vas not Jong after she

began. that faculty and students felt the
explosive impact of her teaching methods, \vhich led to the reputation she has
today of being a no-nonsense educator.
Murphy earned three degrees-a
bachelor of arts in journalism from
\Visconsi n University (1944); a bachelor of science in education from Coppin
State ( 1958) and a masters degree in

of the commis.sion agreed not to comment on the report; however, they are
free to comment with reference to their
particular schools and colleges.
Regarding
the
College
of
Medicine's "ancient teaching practices," Lefiall said he ''strongly disagrees," and that the conclusion is one
rendered "not on the basis of our
committee's report, but on reports by
other groups who have problems with
•-" l''
.... ,
t he SC1ivv
.
,'
,
Leffall a!so said that \fue medical
school's request for tenure, was "taken
totally out of context."
''Other schools with tenured faculty
have offered an early retirement option
to thelr staff and we ju.$1 want to offer the
same option to ours,'' l.cffall said.
"Our roquest is no differont from
what any other school or oollege already

has," he added.
The report also mentioned the distribution of a discretionary fund to the

dean of the College of Medicine.

She began her career as an elemcn·
tary school teacher in the Baltimore
public school system (1958--64). She

Charles H. Epps, Jr., dean of
Howard's College of Medicine, said
through the school's spokesperson,
''After meeting with and receiving input
from his departmental staff and faculty,
he will be prepared to make an official
statement regarding tne school's rcac·

see MURPHY, page 8

see MEDICAL, page 8

education (1963).

•
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Petition to remove
Berryhill still awaiting

WHMM

continues
fend drive

By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Rochelle Tillery
Hilltop Staff Reporter

in an effo'i't to continue tl1eir curre11t
te11-)'ear track record in broadcasting,
\VI ll\1M TV 32 calls for the commu·
nil)' 's financial support in its fund drive.
WtlMM is the nation's first African· American owned and operated
public television station.
General
Manager ·Echvard Jones, Jr. said the
s1a1ion was established to provide diverse programming, community serv·
ices. and education for future broadcast·
ers.
•
\VI-IMM 1V operates on a $4.:? mil ·
lion annual budget and receives tl1e
majority of its operating budget fron1
the university. But since tl1e u11 iversity
had budget cuts, the station has had to
find otl1er fundraising sources, accord·
i11g to a report in the Tues., July 10, 1990
issue of T11e Washington Times.
Beginning this fall, WHMM has
t1elc.I a fund raising drive to earn
$500,000. As of October 31, t11e stat1u11ed raised more tl1:1n $161,CXXJ.

~

Spokesperso11 for \Vl-IMM, Angela
Hc11derso11. !hiid this )'e;1r's fu11draising
drive ge11cr:1ted the niost mo11ey ever in
a 1hree-mo11th spa11. Usually donations
1otal a11 approxim:ite $13..J,OOCI a1mu-

ally.
"Ideally, if just half of the 371,000
households '\\'atching Cha1111el 32 in a
given \\'.eek were to invest $32 annually
1hen the st11tio11 \vould be self-suITicieni:· He11derso11 saic.J. ''hO\\'ever, \\'e
\\'01i ld li ke tl1e co111n1u11it) 10 give a!)

much as they can."
Channel 32's signal reaches further
than Baltimore, Maryland; beyond Frc·
dricksburg, Virginia; Maryland's Eastern Shore; and Huntington, West Vir·
ginia.
; Jones has been meeting with the 32
top Black civic and business leaders
once a month' to help generate support.
He also meets with other community
groups lo discuss the station.
··1 keep preaching to people, 'You

-

.

.<

•

'

•

•

•'

•

•

11¥ Anl;trew

WHMM TV 32 marked Its tenth anniversary November 1,7 by honoring Its supporters.

,•

(

Whet

guys ta1k about supporting the black
community 1and complain about ho\v
the media covers the black con1munity,
and how we can't get our message out.
Well Cllannel 32 is ours.' ," Jo11cs said i11
the Sf-me Times report.
H~ is also featured in pron1otio11s
' '
'
urging
viewers
to donate money to the
' '
stat1ojl. On November 14, the station
hono[cd supporters and pcrson11el at the

see

~HMM,

page 8

There have been two meetings held
by l-lo\vard U11ivcrsity President Frank.li11 Ji:nifer to discuss the petition calli11g for tl1e ren1oval of Gara Berryhill as
tl1e U11iversity Bursar.
The petition, which \Vas initiated by
senior political science major, M!lrshall
Ed\vards, was submitted to Jenifer on
Oct. 12.
'The reason that I did this (submitted
a pctitio11) was because of the way that
she (Berr)·hill) ·,vas carrying herself
u11profcssionally in the school 's eyes,"
Ed\vards said.
As stated in a previous issue of the
Jiil ltop (Oct. 19), the i11itial incident
\\•hich caused Ed\vards to submit a petition occurred during a n1eeting between
Ed\vards and Berr)'hill to discuss validation \\'hen she: s:iid, ''Strong men
\vould have gotte11 the money.''
''Basicall y, he (Jenifer) said that he
would look into ~!," Ed\vards said. ''He
n1us1 have looked into it very fast because I '''ent to sec him on a Friday and
by t-.1onday she (Berr~·hill) " 'anted to
sec n1c."

According t6 Edwards, Berryhill
denied making the remark and rational·
ized . many situations by placing the
blame on students' attitudes.
''I think that the meeting was scheduled 10 see if she remembered me"
Ed\vards said.
In ·late November, Edwards met
again with Or. Jenifer 10· d~ the
current status of his petition. At that
time, Or. Jenifer had already met with
Berryhill. According to Edwards.
Jenifer did not wish to meet with Berryhill but she insisted.
"He (Jenifer) said that actually he
could see her saying thar ( strong men
would have gollcn the money) juSI from
meeting with her that day," Edwards
said.
''It would be very hard to remove her
because she's been here for several
yean. lf she was (removed from her
position), she would probably file a law
suit against the school,'' Edwards said.
''I really do not know what's going

on. They said that thero would be a
meeting and I have not heanl from Dr.
Jenifer or Kasim Recd. But I have a
feeling that something is going to be
done before t_he end of this year,'' Edwards said.
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Future for Greek organizations
filled
with
options
•
•

continue, others question whether the
Greek·letter organizations arc needed at
all.
Mark Phillips, a mcmbd of the studio audience, called the Gree~ ''too
elitist," saying ·''I think that attitude is
what's holding them back."
Members maintained the need for
the organizations.

•I

By Juan Ponder
and Tarryn Nola
Hilltop Staff Reporters

No hazing, larger numbers, and a
more Afrocentric outlook. This is the
future for black Greek-letter organizations, as indicated in a panel discus.-.ion, ,

•

black Fraternities and Sororitic~ A
Glorious Past, The Road Ahead, held
•
and broadcast live Wednesday at Black

Entertainment Television in Nortlteast.

"
It's going to be the

In addition, rncn1bers of the Ho\vard

University Con1n1unity \\'ere able to
view the videoconfcrence live, via satelite in Cramton Auditoriun1.
The panel was comprised of Henry

undergraduates
who are going to
make the change.

Ponder, general president of Alpha Pl1i

Alpha; Yvonne Ke11ncdy, national
president of Delta Sigrna Theta; Ul-

"
- Tarrus

..

Richardson

There's other ivays
to see if a brother
or ,sister ca11 . ..
.you re not tnj111g
to kill the111.
•

"
- Israel Tribble

•

•

• ,

.

:!I

•

•

"Fraternities and sororities provide
students with a network of nurturing."
said White.
''It's more of a family type thing,"
said Houslin, who is still an undergradu·
ate. She said she' enjoys the social,
cultural, and economic opportunities
opened up by her sorority.

-

l)'sses McBride, grand polcmarch of
Kappa Alpha Psi; Katie K \Vhitc, na-

•

tional grand basileus of Sigma Gamn1a
Rho; C Tyrone Gilmore, grand basileus
of Omega Psi Phi; Eunice Thomas,
grand basileus of Z.Cta Phi Beta; Mary
Shy. Scott, president.elect of Alpha
Kappa Alpha; Carter D. \Vomack, nationa1 president of Phi Beta Sigma; Jack
Creeden, Associate Provost for Stm:lcnt
Affairs at Rutgers University; Israel
Tribble, pfFsidcnt of Florida Endo\v·
•

"'

CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS
PARTICIPATE IN K\VANzA

I

The Howard University Student
• \Vith the
Association, in conjunction
School of Divinity, \Viii sponsor ''A
Celebration of K\vanza." \Vith participation from other campus or·
ganizations, the campus-\vidc cul·
tural event will be held on Fri., Dec.
7 at 7 p.m.
Groups participating in the fcstivi·
ties will include 1he Ho\vard Univer·
sity Student Association (HUSA);
the School of Divinity Student
Government Association; the HO\V·
ard ChapteF of the NAACP; the
Louisiana Club and the Alpha Phi
Alpha Sweetheart Court. During the
program each of the organizations
will give a presentation on one of the
celebration's seven principles.
This program 'is free of charge to
all Howard students. faculty, a11d
friends.

CSA CLELEBRATES CHRISTMAS WIT1I AN ISLAND nv1sr
The Howard Universi1y Carib-bean Students' Associatio11 \Viii host
its annuaJ ··Christmas Candle Ligltt
Dinner and Concert'' on TI~ursday,
Dec. 6 at 7:00 p.m. in the Armour J.
Blackbum Cen1er Ballroon1.
The event will feature" the musi·
cal groups Sprang and Full Force
and a three-<our$C Caribbean n1eal.
Dinner will be serVed from 7 to 9
p.m. with musical entertai11n1e11t
from 9 pml. until 11 p.m.

• •

'

Tickets are $5.00 for CSA n1en1bers
and $10.00 for general adn1ission
and may be purchased at the
Cramton Auditorium box office, the
CSA office located in Blackburn
Center, or from any CSA executive
bnard member. Seati11g is limited
· and the attire is sen1i-formal. For
further fnfonnation, call the CSA
office at (202)806-6915.

•

Yet other critics charged they were
not Afrocentric enough, including one
Featured pannellsts were executive national members of Greek-letter organizations.
,
•
member of Kappa Alpha Psi, who said it
men·1 Fund' for Higher Education; Diane pledging should be lost."
(National Pan·Hcllenic Cou11cil) has demic con1pct1t1011s, and oratory skills was wrong to call themSelves ''Greek''
Housli{l, seco11d gra11d anti-basilcus of
Scott said when Alpha Kappa Alpha
taken a courageous stand and an impor· test;; as some alternative methods.
because the Greek people gained much
Sigma Gan1ma Rho; and Tarrus was founded at Ho\vard, ''They never
tant stand and are light years ahead of
of· their knowledge from the Afri;ans.
Richardson, student body president of dreamed that hazing \vould be a part of
the white fraternities." he said.
Ponder said the new process, which
Undergraduate members of sorori·
Purdue University.
the initiating process of Alpha K..'lJ>pa
The question of hazing has pron1pted consists of only a \veckcnd of initiation, ties and .fraternities agreed that a lack of
Speaking of the initiation process, Alpha."
~
thoughts of possible alternatives to the compared to six or eight, \Viii ''dcfi· Afrocentrism exists because they were
Gi!n1o~e said, ''Son1e,vhcre bct\\'Cen the
Creeden, the only '''hite member of
process.
nitely'' result in larger numbers, includ· ''phased out'' of the new membership
60's and the SO's ...thc attitude of vio· the panel, said; black Greeks have a
''A11 we have to do is use some of OL1r i11g son1c brigl1t leadcrs \vho did not join intake decision process.
But
creativity," said Tribble. ''There's otl1cr b~re due to fear or disrespect for tl1e Richardson said there will be a new,
lencc becan1e ,the ~rer of the day:· reputation for violence amongst each
Referring to tl1e ba o J1azing, he said, other, though other members of the
ways to see if a brother or sister can. . pledgi11g process. '"The learning proc· more African focus. ''It's going to be
''l think thcy·re movi g in the right par1el seemed to agree the n1edia pla)'S a
.you're not tl)'ing to kill 1!1cn1." He ess takes place after you get in," he said. the undergraduates who are going to
direction. I don't 'think the idea of large.Dart in that. ''I think the NPJiC ~ indicated onc"°n"°ne basketball, aca·
And 'vhile some hint that hazing will make the change."
,..:.~
r~~~~~~~~~~~,:....~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~, ·

'
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ENGINEERING
.s:ruDENT
COUl\CIL TO SPONSOR FIRS'fEVER SPEECH COMPETITION
Ten participants have bce11 se·
lccted lo participate i11 a spcect1 co11·
test addressing the topici ''Spiritual·
iiy: A t-.1eans of Unification or Sepa·
f'J tio11." The evc111 \Vil! be held 011
\Vcdi1esda)', Dec. 5 al 1? p.m. i11 the
School of Engineering Auditorium
(DO\\'fling Hall). •
This pilot endeavor, sponsored by
t/1e School of Engineeri11g Studenl
Council, \Viii offer first, second and
tl1ird prizes of $200, $100, and $50
respectively. The eve111 is free of
charge. For further infom1atio11. con·
tact Project Coordinator, Kevin Har·
ris at (202)806-6633 .

'-}-
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ATIANTA UNIVERSll'Y S.Ll.S.
BRINGS BLACK CHILDREN'S
BOOK FAIR TO l)LACKBURN

'

The i111por1a11ce., of Black t chil~
dre11's books i11 pro\'idir1g stro11g a11d
positive int<iges for Black children is
an issue of specia ir1terest to Black
'
Jibrari a11s.
TI1is special i11teresl serves as the
niotivatio11 for tlie Atla11ta University
School of Library a11d l11format n
Studis (AUSLIS) Alun111i Sup rt
Con1111i11ee lo spo11sor its Fit'1h 11·
nual Black 01ildren'ts Book ·Fair n
December 6tl1 arid 7Lt1 at t11e Ar111 ur
J. Blackbum Ce11ter
ll1e book fair \viii open at 11 a.m.
a11d close:; at 4 p.m. 011 both days. It
\viii featu re a \Vide selection of cur·
re11tly publisl1ed Black children's
books. i11cludi11g titles by local au·
thors Eloise Gree11field, Sharo11 Bell
MaLliis, Nkecl1i Taifa a11d Darla
Da\'enport· Po,,•elt.
ll1e e\·e11t is co-sponsored by tl1e
Black Cl;1ssic Press,itl1e Moorla11dSpi11gan1 Research enter, a11d the
Ho'''ard U11iversitr . lackburn Ce11ter. For further iflformalion. co11tact
Ms.Karer1 Jefreh;on at (202)726·
5003 ..
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embering Its Mission
In light of the Preliminary Report oft the Ho,vard
University Commission and the drastic changes it pro-

junior colleges are losing their accreditations as well as

~·

students should make an active effort to become

would forfeit the right to pe!SOnally supervise the int·

mvolved in the implementation of the findings to

provement of prospective students and would be in

ensure that the proposed changes are mindful of the

effect making its admissions standards dependent upon
the quality of those schools.

university's mission.
Many of the changes suggested, if undertaken,
could tangibly improve the· university 's ability to
achieve its mission . Ho\vever, son1e of 1J1e con1mission's suggestions appear to disregard the university's
historic mission. For example, the com·n1issio11 suggests that the university raise tl1e admission sta11dards
of virtually every school and college. It has also suggested that the university ''require a nii11imu1n SAT
score of 1000 for all undergraduate schools and colleges."
While we applaud the comn1issio11's suggestions
that the unive~ity ''intensify its efforts to recruit African-American students and to ina·ease tl1e number of
qualified students in its various programs tl1rough a
more vigorous fecruiting effort," \Ve acknO\Vledge that
some of the actual suggestions for increasing the university'r admissions standards do not appear to be
mindful of the university's niission. T11ese suggestions, apparently, are sincere in nature, but do no1 take
into ac,rouTit the unique situation in \Vl1ich n1any black
students find themselves after being failed by An1erica's educational system and the i11tri11sic biases i11 t11e
SAT. Moreover, requiring students to atte11d a junior
college or other preparatory schools, as tl1e admi11istra-

tion plans, may not be a plausible soluBon.

Many

their finances at an alarming rate. Also, the university

Students sl1ouldunderstand that despite ho\v drastic
some of the ;suggestions sound, they may improve this

institution. Fbr example, reduci11g Ho\vard's top heavy
a,dn1i11istration by co11solidatir1g certai11 schools, as tl1e
c;bm111issio11 suggests, \Voufd cure a portion of
Ho\vard's fina11cial ailme11ts. 111e existing programs of
1!1e e.li111i11ated scl100Js will be tra11sferred to otl1er
scl1ools. Hence, tl1e effect of tl1e change wbuld be felt

!

' .

solely at tl1e adn1i11istrative level. Moreover, the university , by cutting its administrative cost, \vould be at
liberty to direct tl1e saved revenue toward increasing the
quality a11d diversity of its courses.
TI1e repo11 also entails suggestions for the establishn1ent of pre-entry tutor+.ns, institutes, and stronger
acaden1ic suppot1 S)'Stems in the graduate school for
stude11ts \Vith noted deficiencies. Such changeS \viii
011ly improve tl1e quality.of graduate students emerging
from this institution and should be applied to the undergraduate level as \veil.
By n1aking sure that the university in1proves its Sl1p'
po11 .progran1s, i11creases the quality of its instructors
and "courses, cuts its costs, and continues to serve tl1e
historically disadva11taged, ,ve ca11 rest assured tl1a1
Dear Editor,
I
I am writing
. . .m response to the HillHo\vard \Vil! ren1 ai11 tl1e n1ecca.
top article entitled ''Blackn1an's Training Society Attempts to Develop Boys
into Men''(Nov. 16). After reading this
article, which glorified the organizatrepreneurs.
Ho,vever. black-O\.\'ned banks n1ay be
tion, its efforts, and its purported objecsl1ri11king in nun1ber. Recently. Freedont National Bank tives, sel,!eral contradictions be\\\'een
of Harlen1. after serving a diverse clientele ranging from
the organization's rhetoric and its acnurseries to restaurants. was shut do,vn by federal regutions appeared in my mind.
lators. Several anal) Sts have sighted poor capital
Campus men1bcrs of the 'so-called'
nianagen1ent as tl1e major cause of the bank's failure .
Nation of Islam clain1ed they wa11ted to
The need for black people to acquire skil ls in capital form an organization based on their
management is evident. If we ever hope to witness the religious practices but that was non-deeconomic and JX>litical en1po,verment of our people, nominational. The article then listed
n1any of us will have to set sail in tl1e turbulent sea of some of the rules (no lying, no S\veari11g,
l)anking. Moreover. the banking industry lacks black no drinking, no backbiting, etc.) a11d
representati9n .at tl1e n1anagerial level. Thus. its policy quoted the CEO, Michael 3x, as sayi11g
''if son1eone has a problem with so111edoes not represent the interest of tl1e black con1munity as
onc • they should go directly to the pera result.
son and speak about it ... " Readi11g tl1is
The Ho\vard University Center for Banking Educa- was almost humorous to n1c. I have
tion, located in tl1e S~l1ool of Business. was established personally witnessed Michael 3x leadin 1974 \\'ith t11e expressed objective of developing ing the Blackman's Training Society
qualified candidates for positions in banking. The center and N.0.1. members in a physical attack
is the first and n1ost de\•eloped of its kind in this pan of against three Muslin1 brothers 011 can1the country and n1ore than 400 students have been placed pus.
'
This attack,
which was wit11essed by
in 35 banks dispersed across the nation.
111ough the progra111 is geare·d chiefly toward job at least 80 other students in Douglass
Hall two weeks ago, was the group's
placemen!, it can provide the opJX>rtu11ity to learn tl1c
not so ''brotherly·• response to havir1g
banki11g industry. After gai11i11g 1J1e nianagerial ''kn0\\'some questions posed abol1t tl1e legi1i110,v··, \\' C can tl1en begin to tl1i11k of opening our .. Q\\'n
macy of some of the N.0.1. 's doctri11es.
banks. 111e Treasur)' Departn1e11t's Mi11ority Banking The Muslims who were attacked had
Deposi t Fragrant provides us \\•ith an enorn1ous oppor- I previously attended a progran1 tl1e
tunity. ''Minority'' O\Vned banks can apply for 'minor- group sponsored, e11litled '' \V l10 is
ity; status and ob1ain business fron1 all the f~deral f\1i11ister Louis Farrakha11?
TJ1ey
dep<irt111ents and agencies. 111is program could Slipply a · questioned the speaker regardi11g in1 black-o\vned bank with access ~ to large amounts of plicit threats on the life of El Hajj Malik
El Shabazz (Malcolm X) shortly before
capital.
It 's past 1in1e we strirted taking full advantage of the
, many opportunities we are given and use them toward
helping our people. Being crucial to black en1po\ver-

Letters to the Editor

Blackman's Training Socfehj, a positive force

A Capital Venture
Black empowerment is an often disc~ssed .. topic
on Howard University 's campus.
Unforrunately,
much of che discussion has been focused solely on the
need for black empo\verment and not on possible
avenues towards empo\vering black people. Meaningful dialogue is seldom undertak~n about the element that controls the success and survival of black
businesses and communities: capital.
Just last month, ownership of Mega Foods, a
black-owned grocery store, changed l1ands.
T11e
~~e,viouS owners said that the store had been under·
capitalized s)nce its inception. Sin1ilarly. other black
e~terprises are capital deficient and have no cl1ance of
survival without adequate resources.
Black enterprises are heavily reliant upon \vhite
banks for loans and for safe havens for deposits.
Moreover, most of the money we save is deposited in
non-black owned banks, which maintain no interest
in reinvesting money back into black con1munities.
Although the Federal Community Reinvestn1ent

Act requires that banks commit some Jf their re·
sources to the neighborhoods -where tl1ey take deposits. the law does not s1ipulate ho\v niuch nloney

should be

rei~vested.

As a result, banks have not sub-

siantially reinvested in those comn1unities. For
example, residents and businesses in East Harlen1 l1ad

more tlj;ln $220 million on deposit last year in the
seven banks with branches in tl1eir neigl1borhood.
The banks awarded 15 mortgages of a con1bined
worth of just $2.4 million to owners of houses and
apartment buildings in the area despite their huge
deposits. Hence, most white O\vned banks initially
appear cager to invest money in the black con1munity,
but when giv,en the opportunity they seldon1 do so.
Many or· the existing black-owned banks have

been steadfast in the provision of capital to black en·

1

0

'
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How can many of us be expected to 'fight for tl1e
oontinued prosperity of this nation while \Ve are periodically denied the right to taste the fruits of out
labor? Our oommander-in-chief cannot expect us to
sacrifice our lives in a barren land thousands of miles
away, warring against other people of color who are
merely pawns in a djctator's quest for JX>\Ver, while he
oontinuaJly avoids peaceful solutions. Any conscientious black man should have serious reservations
about being involved in the cold \var in the Persian

Quit. It is clear that our people 1vill ·die at a rate dis·
proportionate to the benefits \Ve will receive.

Surprisingly, "Operation Desert Shield" niuy not
be completely geared toward removing Iraq from
Kuwait and protecting the interest of US oil con1panies.
last week in Paris, our nation 's con1n1;111der-inchiel met with President Gorbachev and several other
'
European Icade~ to finalize plans for the demilitarization. of Europe. The nations in atte11dance agreed
upon a 40-month disarmament program \vhich \vould

e11tail the elin1ination of large portions of US and SO\'iet
military hardware. · This reduction has heaped pressL1re
on tl1e shoulders of American officials to reduce the
11ation's n1an1n101l1 defe11se budget. Of course politicians, Bush included, are wary of making defense cuts
for fear of losing their political lives. Defense contractors
are, Perhaps, the most generous contribt1tors to campaign funds for national elections.
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The crisis in tl1e gulf solves this problem for policy·
makers. The n1ilitary-industrial romplex has been given
life ane\v. The massive amounts of weaponry, as well as
the military services, may be sold to the Saudis if war
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does not break out, bringing profits of 40- to-50 billion
dollars over the next IO years. It is highly probable that
the US n1ilitary presence in the Gulf is pern1anent. \Vith
An1erica fal ling behind in the technological race and
\Vith US policy-makers doing little about it, the military

We welco111e your
letters a11d co1nn1ents

may be the only thing that provides it a place in the new
world order.
Considering the calculatedness of the American
Gove1nn1ent and the fact that the "White House repeat-

e,dly ignored wa1nings about Iraqi aggression before tbe
invasion, it should surprise no 011e if Ollil government
actu11lly encour11ged the eve11ts tl1at transpir'ed Aug. 21
· After t,l1ousa11ds of you11g An1erican men were killed
in Vietnan1 for reasons that are still a mystery, this nation
has another pi·esident who is insistent upon sweeping
a\\'ay American lives as if they were dust .

•

1bc Hilltop welcomes your views

, on any public issue. We routinely
condense letters for space. We also
correct enors of style, spelling and
punctuation.
We publish only origi11al factual
material addressed to us. \Ve do not
publish poell)' or open letters.

Faculty a11d administrators are encouraged to write and share their ideas and innovations.
Sc11d to: Letters to tl1e Editor
111e lfilltop
2217 4lh SL N.\V.

\Vashlngton, D.C. 20059
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Let1ers as well as commentaries must be
typed and signed. oomplctc with ~I address
and telephone number.
The opiniom expressed on ·the Editorial
Page of the Hilltop do noc nccessarJly re.Oect
1he opin::?.
'o of Howard Uiiiversity, its
administra1·
The Hilltop Board Or the
student
y.
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DANIEL J. P01VDER, 81tSi11ess Afaiwgcr
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'
his death by Farrakhan in an article tl1ey claim to be' striving towards a
which appeared in the newspaper ''living heaven where righteousness,
''Mohamn1ed Speaks." The brothers [and], wisdom ... " "prevail when they
questioned his claini that Farrakhan is rely on media hypc ·and violence against
lhc Holy Quran, although he cannot olher black people to maintain their
read it. Also they questioned the speak- false image as a positive force in the
ers failure to n1e11tion that Farrakhan is Black comn1unity?
calli11g our people to \\'orship the \Vhite
I si ncerely hope tha1 Howard stun1an. The speaker, National representa- dents and African-Americans in general
ti ve to Minister Louis Farrakhan, Abdul will consider thesC questions as the
Alin1 ~1ohan1n1ed, could not effectively N.0.1. and its satellite groups (i.e. the
defe11d the position of his \Vhole lecture Blackn1an's Training Society, etc.) vie
a11d ideology, for that matter, in the face for the control of the minds of black
of these questions. Most importantly, I people. I encourage all students to
\VOuld like all students to understapd is exan1ine what their stated purpose is, as
that the Blackn1an 's Training Society opposed to the purpose they really
and n1en1bers of N.0.1. under the leader- serve.
ship of f\.1ichael 3X, did n·ot ''go directly
Next week's Hilltop will probably
to the person a11d speak about it." In- feature more rhetoric attempting to
stead, they brutally assaulted the person explain away the information I've preafter going to the individual 's job the sented or a story on how a muslim
night before thre atening lo break his woman got jumped by the Blackman's
neck and hurling profanities at him.
Training Society and campus N.O.I:
111is, ho\vever, should not be at all men1bers. Or, perhaps, they will. wisely
surprisi11g to students \Vho are fan1iliar try to ignore this letter and the views
\Vilh the 'so-called' Nation of lslan1·s expressed in it. But, I urge you, the stuin1pact in African-An1erican history. dent body, not lo ignore this ~ue which
They car1 boa.s1 1hat one of their n1em- is so in1portant to the Black community.
bers assassi11ated El Hajj Malik El Sh- I also urge you to look past what· the
abazz because he becan1e ~1uslin1 and media presents as Islam and examine
tried to lead people i11 a true re\·olution for )·ourse lf \\'hat true Islam is about.
or 1!1a1 1l1ey rougl1ed-up ar1otl1er Dlackn1:in \\' 110 questioned their ideology.
But, !1.:t\'e tl1ey e\·er killed or.harn1ed in
Saliha Kauthara
a11y \\'ay our \V\1ite·'-oppressors \\'l\0111
tl1ey clain1 are tl1e devil? 111ey clain1 lo
111e tt·1·iter is solely resp01isible for
be •·e levati11g bro1!1ers lo n1anl1ocx:I'', tl1e 11ie11•s e.rpressed i11 tl1i.s letter.· Tliis
bul does a real nian figl1t because he s/1m1ld by 110 111ea1is be COIJ.Sidered t/1e
ca11·1 a11S\\'er a questiori a11d 011ly \Yhen official opi11io11 of tl1e Hott·ard Mus/Un
he has a five to 011e advar1tage? l·IO\V can St11de11t.s Associatio1i.

KEVIN CHAPPEU, Edi1or-U1-Cl1ief

Azperican patriots are correct \vhen asserting that
it is every citizen's duty to protect their country \\ hen
threCltened. However,. black people have beeh de11ied
equal citiz.enship since the beginning of th~s nation
and should not involve then1se lves in an ill -defined
war.
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Rethinking 'politics'
for empowerment
and leadership

I

I

Americans are frustrated and disgusted with the behavior of most politi-

I

cians this year, including Prcsidc11t
Bush and the Congress. Elected officials arc afraid to make difficult decisions, seeming to lack a JX>litical and

even moral compass.

But

\Ve

should

Dr. Manning Marable
recognize people generally ge·1 the lead-

ership they deserve. If we look to politicians for the answers to society's problems, nothing will ever get resol\•ed.
Three elements of characteristics are
missing from contcmporarv politics.
which used to be apall of the Civil
Rights Movement of the 1960s and

I
' .

other democratic protest movements in

our history. Any slrategy for dcn1ocracy which addresses the practichl problem of working people must include
empowerment, leadership and political
v1s1on.
- Firstly, empowerment is essentially
the capacity to define clearly one's in·
terests, and to develop a strategy to
'
achieve
those interests. It is the ability
to create a plan or· program to change
onefs reaLity in order to obtain those
objc!ctives or interests. Power is not a
"thing" it's a process. In other \\'Ords,
you .,. shouldn't say that a group has
power, but that through its conscious
activity, a group can cn1po\\ er itself by
1

increasing its ability to achieve its O\vn
interests.
This disti11ction is extremely in1portant because many progressive political
mo\ cn1ents have failed to understand
the nature of po\vcr. \Vhen Congress
passed and President Lyndon Johnson
signed the 1%4 Civil Rights Act and the
1965 Voti11g Rights Act. many obscivers insisted that the Negro had won
·•po\ver." And of course, the subsequent
election of hundreds of black office
holders, including Virginia' Governor
Douglas \Vilder and Ne\V York City
f\1ayor David Dinkins. seemi11gly vindicated the vie\v. But this \vas a misreadi11g of what had actually happened.
The civil rigl1ts n1ovements had
increased blacks' ability to achieve
certain objectives, but it didn't fundan1entally change their opPressed status
within the econon1ic or social system.
Segreg~ion had ended, yc;t blacks were
not en1po\vered to control !he banks, the
corporations, . or the government.
Power is not a zero sum game, like
poker. If people of color, women, or
other his1orically oppressed groups gain
certain rights. that doesn't mean the
systen1's elites actuatly lose any po\\'er
at all. En1po\vem1ent 0111y comes when
people u11.Qerstand \vhat their O\vn inter·
ests are, and develop specific strategies
to achieve those objec1ives.
Seco11dly, the quality of democracy
depends on leadership, the learned abil-
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Dr. Franklyn G. Jenifer
And the statistics bear us out.
In one random survey of 1,857 college stuqents, 36 percent reported being
victims of crime a11d 8 percent reported
having conm1itted a cri111e. ll~e sur\'ey
was oonducted last year by the Cenler
for the Study and Prevention of Campus
Violence at 1"owson State University in
Maryland and was cited in a special
Nov. 4 e.ducation supplen1ent of 1be
New York Times in an article \vith the
title: ''Campus Crime 101." Both
Towson center and The Ne\v York
Tunes . article testify to how important
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Paula M. White .
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v1s1on. I don't mean some spiritual or call upon people to resolve collectively
ity to represen~nd articulate the goals
parapsychological concept here. Politi- these problems.
and objectives of any group. LeaderIf \Ve \Vant to reclaim our political
cal vision is the asking of very dClibership i~'t something which people have
ate questions. which can only be an- sySlem, the ans\ver won't be found in
at birth, it's leame.d 'over time, and
through experiences. Leadership is ' swered in the oontext of changing one's false solutions such as restrictions on
reality. When did the last politician you the number of years individuals are
acquired by placing young people into
heard say something like, "What would - pennitted to setve in Congress or the
responsible positions where they are
it really take for this society to abolish state legislatures. . 1be real problem
forc.ed to make hard decisions, for the
unemployment. poverty or homeless- isn't with the politicians; it's within
benefit of the community. Leadership
ness? What would it really take to attack ourselves. Unless we rethink everymeans being able to take a stand, regard·
the drug. traffic in our central cities. to thing we mean by ''politics'', nothing
less of the cxlds. . These are quaLities
construct· a system of mass transit, to will ever change for the better.
which our political system doesn't
1
Dr. Afa1111i11g Marable is Professor
reduce pollution, and to uproot racism
teach, but have to be relearned if politics
and sexism?'' A political vision of of Political Scie11Ce, U11ii'l!rsity of Colois ever going to address our needs in the
emancipation is more than a set of rodo, B011lder.
future.
Thirdly, the most important missing ambitious goals, it's the courage to state
element in American politics today is what 's wrong with our society, and to
•
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President Jenifer on combatting campus cnme
the issues of safety :ind securitf have
bccon1e in the higher education setting.
These iss'ues arc particul<1rly compelling on campuses located in urban
areas. such as Ho\vard's. The urban
setting offers students a \vealth of cultural, professional and recreational
opportunities, as \VO-: \veil knO\V, but it
also brings students face-to-face with
any nun1bcr of grim realities. Among
thcn1 is crin1e.
An cxan1ination of 1989 crime statistics for sc\•en urb:1n based uitivcrsities
(Yale . Cincinnati. l-l oustor1. 1'cn11>lc.
Chic;.1go, Wa~· ne Stnte and Colun1bia)
rc\'eals tliat the 11ur11bcr of violc11t
crin1es on these can1puscs ranged fron1
10 to 65, \Vit!1 property crin1es ranging
from 461 to 1·178. Duri11g that san1e
)'ear, Ho\vard experienced 35 violent
crin1es and 358 properly crimes. as
reported b)' our security division.
Some ma)' fi11d sol:ice in this con1par1son. After all, it sho\vS that the

'

Being an African-American rollege
student has never been easy. However,
imagine beins.a female African-American college student in 1990 when the
president of the United States decides
that civil rights are not wonhy of protection.
~,
After deliberating and seemingly
negotiating for seven months with various civil rights leaders, members of
Congress and other groupS. PJ<Sidcnl
Bush velOed the aucial Gvil RighlS Act

•

Crime and the threat of crime violate
our basic human need to feel safe and secure. For a long time, the m)'lh persisted
that college and university I can1puses
were oases in a crime-plagued society.
We know, of course, this is not true.

Civil rights
battle n\ay
become war

crime picture at H<lward is not nearly as
bad as it is on some other urban campuses. It's also dramatically better than
it is in the Third Police District in which
our n1ain campus is loqi.ted.
But I beLieve that even one crime on
our campus is one too many. rughtfully,
we should be upset about any level of
crime-which is why I have made
con1batting campus crime a top priority
of my adntinistration. The concrete
steps we are taking to boost the security
and safety of the campus include:
-Launching joint Howard-Third
District Metropolitan Police patrols on
can1pus:
-Beefing up security patrols when
there are special events on campus at
night;
-Ins.tailing new lights outside
Blackbum Center to intensify the illumination of the entire area;
-Allocating
approximately
$50,CXX> to improve campus lighting

overall by the spring of 1991 ;
good old fashioned common sense, I
- Initiating monthly meetings in the believe \Ve can dramatically reduce its
Blackburn Center belWeen students and incidence.
police officers fron1 Howard and the
There is o·ne poi11t I can't stress
Metropolitan Police Departn1ent:
enough, though. And that is that in1-Finalizing plans to hire a cadre of proving ca1t1pus security must be a joint
student marshalls to serve p.m. requests re51X>11sibility of the administration and
from the Blackburn Center and the !)ludcnts. All the new locks and ne\\'
Undergraduate and Founders ' libraries. lights and new gl1ards and new workOur residence halls are our homes shops in the world won't make a differaway from home. \Ve all feel panicu- ence if people make foolish choices.
larly vulnera~le when the '·specter of
Students \vho prop opon donnitory
crime mars our sense of tranquility in doors to Jct in friends or deliverymen are
the very place we live. That old saying not just being lhoughtless; · they are
'"A man 's (or woman's) hon1e is his (or bringi11g JXllential hnrm to their fellow
her) castle'' touches our very beings.
students. The san1e is true for stude nts
In this context, fie have targeted \\'ho choose to, socialize \\ ith questionsome of our security .initiatives exclu- able individuals or are themselves ensivc:ly at residence halls. These include: gaged in dest ructive or self-destructive
-Recruiting a pennanent security behavior.
staff for all residence halls;
There are some students on this
-Meeting with RAs to ensure that can1pus, as there are on others-a small
they make safety their number one pri- nun1bcr- \\ ho seem to get perverse
ority;
pleasure in behaving on campus in a
-Sponsoring .a series of \vorkshops Way they never would back home. We
on self-defense, safely, and rape pre- need to let them know in no uncertain
vention in both on- and off-can1pus tern1s that son1e behavior is totally
dormitories;
unacceptable in an academic setting;
-Beginning the process of install- that Ho\vard is no place for individuals
ing more than 200 new locks in dormi· \\'ho endanger property or persons; and
. tory rooms so that whenever a student that those \Vhose actions resull in such
loses a key, fails to rclurn a key when he endangerment· will be dealt with
or she ha.$ left school, or is the unfortu· harshly-\vithout violating the right
nate victim of a break-in, the lock will due process, of course.
be replaced;
Caring about others means looking
-Providing all residence halls with out for otllCrs. If \VC believe, as I do, that
engraving pencils that students can Afrocentricity is first and foremost
borrow to mark their valuable posses- about caring and respect for our people,
1sions;
we can't then become mute and blind to
-Promoting the slogan, ··Be Safe, j hostile acts within our midst. Indeed,
Not Sorry. Insure Your Property To- our first line of defense against crime
day'' and backing that up by redistribut- may \veil be our O\Yn eyes and cars.
ing information about student priVate - So111etin1es being vigilant is inconvenproperty insurance.
ienl. But it is esse11tial for our collective
A campus that is totally free of crin1e \veil beir1g.
may be an impossibility in a society I
Together, I believe, \Ve can br•g the
beset with M many social ills as ours. comfort level of this campus to
allBut through these initiatives and some time high.
1

1

an

of 1990--thc act that wou~e overtume.d the six recent Supreme Court decisions which make it more difficult for
victims of discrimination to obtain relief.
Such a veto cenainJy raises questions about where the presidcrU's priorities lie. If America is truly going to be
the ..kinder and gentler nation'' tliat he
promised during hls campaign, does he
really believe it will come into existence
through the good faith or the spontanc·
ous kindness of employers?
The Gvil RighlS Ad of 1990 was not
a "quota bill'', as the president feared.
The bill simply reslored the guarantees
of fair treabnent on the job after a persOn
has been hired, and took the burden of
proof of discriminatory hiring and promotion pradices off the victi~' -shoulders.
Moreover, the bill made it dear that
it is illegal for employers to make job
decisions on the basis of preju<lice. It
also guaranteed the right to sue fur
damages to vidims of inlentiona) discrimination based on religion, sex, eth'
. .
n1c ongJn, or race.
Before the actual veto, the prcside111
seemingly was trying to work with the
proponents of the bill, and he suggested
certain revisions that could be made to
make it more acceptable. However,
after some 30 amendments were added
to adjust to his suggestions, the president came up with more.
The act was caught in "the game of
shifting targets," as columnist William
Raspbeny suggeSlcd in an edilorial letter to the president; however, as a result
of the game, despite the hard work of
many people--the act still mis.5cd its
mark.
,
As a member of the generation that
has enjoyed various luxuries and opportunities my parents were denied, the
president's final decision troubles me.
When l graduate from rollege, what
ramifications will this veto have on my
career as an African-American female?
Will doors of opportunity Iha! my parents' generation opened in the 'tiO's be
sJan1medin my face?
~

I

No! I will not allow that to happen
without a fight Although the president
and his administration have won this
battle, the war is not over. AfricanAmerican college students must come
together and fight harder to regain the
rights the Supreme Court is slowly taki11g away.
The Bush veto of the Civil righlS Act
of l 990 misScd being overridden by
Congress by one vote. Obviously, the
Act was not ' too far from its mask, but
next time African-Americans and
women will work to make sure that they
hit the bull 's eye.
\

Pa11la lV11ite is a jw1ior in dre Sc/IOOI of
Co111111w1 ico tio1is.
•
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The divided house: How the black .community got divided
.....And Jesus knew their thoi..gl1ts
and said unto them, 'Every kingdom
divided against itself is brouglit to desolation; and every city or house divided
against itself sha11 not Sland.. .''' Matthew 12:25. The black comn1unity,
once the strongest of all communities,
has become divided. Racism, hatred,

Prlsc~la

Bottoms

discrimination, Jack of funds, poor
educa1ion, and poor leadersl1 ip have
infdtratcd the community, thus causing
a division between the people.As racism reared its ugly head in tl1e
late l~'s and ~rly 50's, the hatred for

'

the \vhite man increased amongst
blacks. It was dl1ring this time black
uni,ty was most exen1plified, in tl1at
blacks had the evils of tl1e white man as
a focus. 111 fact, the very blatant evils of
the \\•bite man seemed to bring the best
out of black people. 1l was as if tl1ey
realized they had to pull together in
order to survive. It \Vas as if they under•
stood tl1at violent retaliation was a
waste of time, energy, and precious
black Jives. It was indeed as if tl1ey had
realized tl1at no 011e else was goi11g to
properly educate, en1ploy, and supply
their needs unless tl1ey became diligent
in prayer, unity, and peacekeeping.
During tlie n1idst of tl1ese revelations,
many black businesses began to pros-

per. Black schools, shops, and stoi<s came important. People had, in a sense,
were strongly supported by their own as reverted to slavery mentality, \Vhere
blacks dealt with racism on an intellec- light-.skinned blacks were considered
tuaJ level. As time passed, and a true superior to dark-skinned blacks. Llghtleader (Dr. King) ~ve his life for tbe skinned blacks actually started denying
cause, things did indeed begin to their color if ~t seemed this would help
change. The black community was them advance. Dark-skinned blacks
slowly losing the hatred of the white focused bad feelings toward the lighterman as its focus. Obtaining the better of skinned blacks because of the frustra·
things was no longer a true struggle. So, tion they were experiencing from being
what next?
· rejected by their own beca~ of color.
What happened next was, and still is, It was a '1ry sad experience.
a complete and total tragedy. Somehow, discrimination within the black
A5 the government began to desegrecommunity became very evident and gate schools and communities, blackcreated obstacles which would have owned stores a11d shops cxperie11ced a
never originally existed. The lightness gradual decline. After years of hatred
and darkness of black complexion be- and struggle, blacks were finally receiv-

ing the opportunity to live ~accfully occurred to acate a divided house:.
\vith the whites. Blacks even started
The black' community. once a thrivtaking their business back to the \vhite ing community, is divided. It is a house
establisl1111ents. Son1eho\v, they be- that cannot Sland unless blacks deter·
lieved an)•thing O\YnCd by a white man _mine that they 'will pull together (as they
hnd 10 be of a better quality. It \Vas this did in the paSI) and find some solutiom
belief tl1at began to take a\vay money to sonlC very serious problems. They
that \Vas once flo\ving into tl1e black must regain that old understanding thal
comn1u11ity . It also caused Blacks to violent retaliation is a waslC of time:,
develop the attitude of Jiving for them- energy, and precious black lives. They
selves rather than helping their fello\v must reacquire the realization thal rhcir
ntan. They \VCre pushed aside ln cm· needs can only iruly be mc:I , through
plO)'n1e11t and even in education. Black diligence in pr~yer, unity, and
childre n \vere not comfonable \vith peacekeeping. For it can cmainly be
\vl1ite instructors and had a reason not to agreed thal oo ooc blade man desiia
be .
Black children be)an1c discn- thal his house should per)sh. Thcrcfun:
cl1anted \vith education and heads of eveiy black man and wclnan, boy and
households \vere tired. So ntany tl1ings girl, child and elder, should take a stond.
Tl~ wrilu is a fiahmur /rollC Vvginia .
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Served for
lunch on
12/4/90.
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IPE BELOW)

And enjoy great Sllvings on the

MEXICAN DELUXE DINNER
'

•

1 pkg. KRAFT Deluxe Macaroni and
Cheese Dinner
1/2 cup finely chopped green or
red pepper
1/2 cup pitted ripe olive slices
1/2 cup mediu,n salsa
2 tablespoons sour cream

.r
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79945
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when you buy one package
of KRAFT Deluxe Macaroni
& Cheese Dinner

RETAILER: II.nil\, Inc. will f9imburae you !of tM lie. value of th1• coupon plus Bl h•ndling
~nee II eubmllled In compliance with Kn.It .. Coup0n RtKMmpllon ~ prelllously
pro¥ided lo you tn<J lneOfporated by relt<ttne. here-in , ~ wn&re ts~ed. restricted or protlltlited. Cuh '181ue l f100C. U.H lo l(qft, Inc. (KFO), CMl Dtipt a21000, 1
Driw,

L

l

EXPIRATION DATE, 2128/91

Save 6()cl:
"••wtt

S

21000 4126

71MO. Oftw uplrw: 2121191.

ONE COUPON PER ITEM PURCHASED. REDEEM PROMPTLY
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MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

1·

Prepare Dinner as directed on package; stir in remaining
ingredients. Serve.
5 cups
Prep time: 10 minutes
)
Cooking time: 15 minutes .

I

rich taste of2 cheeses in every bite...
<->. I
I
I
60•

5

c: L0-85 ~
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ingles files for ban

Montego
<Bay gets
new owners
•

•

y Cydney K. Jones
Hilttop StaW Repatar

j Mingles, a well-known restaurant
•

By Cydney K. Jones
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Montego Bay. a popular restaurant among Ho\vard University students, is in the process of
being sold.
The well-liked West Indian
restaurant is situated at 2437 18th .
St., N.W., in the Adams-Morgan
area. Montego Bay is in the process of being sold to Yues Courbois
by its present O\vncr. Errol
Gillette, a native of Jamaica.
Courbois, who O\VllS l\vo other
French restaurants, said h~ plans
lo purchase Montego Bay in a
matter of days.
''I am in the process of purchasing the restaurant, but the agreement has not been finalized. I am
not the owner ycl, it \Viii be about
30 more days until the negotiations are finished," said Courbois.
Courbois said the employees,
menu, and restaurant hours will
remain the same. ''I do not plan to
make any changes to the restaurant. Evcl)·thing \viii remain the
same," said Courbois.
According to Courbois,
Gillette lost his lease and tl1e
building was purchased by John
Deoudes.
David DeCosta, a member of
the Howard University soccer
team, said Gillette, an avid soccer
fan, moved to Mian1i and abruptly
made plans to sell the restaurru1t.
The Nov. 12 issue of 171e
__ }VashU1gton Jm1n1al reported tl1at

'
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Mon1ego Bay: a popular restaurant for Howard students.
the I11tcn1al Re\•cnuc Service placed a
federal tax lien against I\1ontego Bay on
Sept. 20. The lien \Vas for over $5,000.
Tl1e lien \Vas placed on Montcgo Bay
u11dcr its corporate nan1e, Jan1aica Inc.•

known for being one of the hottest spots
for black professionals to hang out at
during the week, recently filed for bankhiptcy.
The popular restaurant which is situed at 1400 I Street, N.W., in the downwn Washington, DC. has been open
or approximately six years and is
black-owned and operated.
lose Lindsay, co-owner of
inglb, said the club would remain
pen. ''We have in fact filed for bankptcy, but we are not closing our doo~,
I ' dsay said.
Lindsay declined to say wl1etl1er tl1e
financial problems were due to a recent
lack of support from the ''buppie''

The
Baltimore IRS department.
ho,vevcr, \Vas unable lo locate a11y record of a tax lien bei11g placed.
Sam Serio, assista11t public affairs

officer for 1l1c IRS said. ''\Vi1l1out the
business' social security nun1bcr, the

files arc harder to be located.''
Serio did say even if the debt is paid.
the IRS usually has a record of the lien
for approxin1atcly one year after it has
been filed.
Gillette, alo11g \\ ith starting his O\vn
soccer tcan1 . . Uprising. frcql1cntl)' at1ended gan1cs at Ho\vard and assisted
the coaches.
''A lot of us \vcre \\'Ondering \Vh)' he
•
{Gillette} left all of a sudden." s.1id
Decosta.
1

simply allows businc;sses to pay on
an extended basis.
"Although bankruptcy can severely damage an individual's
credit rating, a small business can
still survive if the busines.s lowers
its expenses and increases its revenue,'' said Floyd Haynes, certified
public accountant. at Diener, Haynes & Associates.
Floyd said when businesses
file for bankruptcy they cannot
cover their expenses and most
times they end up being liquidated
for their as.sets.
According to l.ihtisay ,business
is normal, althoughit14th Street is
partially blocked off because of
construction.
Lindsay hopes the ~mmunity
will continue to support Mingles.

'

''l eat at Montego Bay all the tin1e,"
said Doroth' Phillips, a native of
Trinidad and a custodian at Howard: ''I
will still cat there as long as they doil't
cha11gc the food," she added.
'

I

r

for \Vilhholding social security and

uncmplo)'mcnt taxes.

community, or if tl1ey were a result of
poor n1anagen1ent.
·Levi Lipscon1b, deputy director of
tJ1e Small Busi.J1ess Developme11t Center at Ho\vard, said, ''Bankruptcy is
nothing more tl1:1n a strategy of business
operations. It is not a course that businesses cl1oose to select because of the
ramifications tl1at it brings such as bad
publicity and a stai.J.1ed credit record."
According to Lipscomb, there are
different kinds of bankruptcy. One
example is tlie Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Act, which is filed in state courts. This
Act allo\vs businesses to be protected
from creditors under the supervision of
tl1e courts.
''1l1e court becon1es tl1e 'general
manager', so to say, and decides \vl1icl1
creditors will get paid," Lipscomb
added. He also maintains that filing for
bankruptcy docs not excuse debt. 11

Bardio Ferdo\vski, who is the nl<lnagcr of Montcgo Bay, maintairu; that he
had no knowledge of any tax problems.
Ferdo\vski said, ''Mr. Gillette was a
wonderful man to work with and a hero
in Jan1aica. I thi11k that he left so he
could spend more time with his wife and
children."
''\Ve have Jost son1e of our Jamaican
custon1c~ \\'ho patronized the restaurant because of Mr. Gillette," Ferdowski added.
FerdO\VSki also said, ''Mr. Courbois
is a nice indivictual to work witll and he
is a -kind man." Ferdowski maintains
none of the en1ployecs will be replaced
as a result of the new management.
Gillette was unable to be reached for
comment.
•
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Mingles restaurant and bar Is black-owned and operated.
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Five women attacked in Rock
Creek Park, one possible suspect
•

By Iesha C. Matthews
,

Hilltop Statt Reporter

As a result of five attacks on \VOrnen

in the Rock Creek Park vicinity since
May, U.S. Park Police officials are
pleading with women to travel with
partners when indulging in recreational
activities in area parks.
Park Police officials are seeking one
man who is believed to be respOnsible
for committing five assaults on \vomen
during the da} time in the Rock Creek
Park. vicinity.
Park Police are pleading \vith tl1e
public for assistance in attempting to
catch .the suspect, who is believe~ to be
alxiut 30 yea~ old, 5-feet, 8-inchcs tall
and stockily built.
Park Police Major Robert Hines,
said the police became a\vare last month
the assaults may be c.onnected after the

tacked \\'ere all \\'bite and in there 20s.
The first three victin1s \vcre able to
escape b)' )'elling for assistance. but the
last l\\'O \V0111en \\'ere raped, police said.
Polic.e officials said there has
been a•
•
rise in reported attacks on \\'0111cn this
year.
Hines said there have been· ntorc
sexual attacks this )'Car. He att ributes
the increase to the act being an act of
of pD\\'Cr .
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Major Hines said, ''The parks are
unsafe. \ve've had five assau1ts in the
las1 ~·car and they all had the same m.o.
[n1odc of operation J.''
According to Hines. Park Police and
officers of the Metropolitan- Police
Department are "''orking together on
closing the case. Anyohe with infonnation on 1hcse assaults is asked to telephone (202~33· I050.
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The parks are u11safe,
we've had five assai1lts
,in the last year a11d
they all had tl1e sa1ne
1n.o. [1node of
operatio11].
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~ Sll\NLEY H.

KAPIAN

• On-Site Laundry Facilities
• Great Views of DC
through Spacious Windows
'
• Cable TV
Available
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rJ // 11 o ~v for· ~v111ler f?X;J111s1

"
- Major Hines

''description of the assailant became the
Same in each case.''
•
According to Park Police, in each
case the attacker wore a ski mask and
was armed with a knife. Major Hines
Said a!J attacks OCCUrrea \Vhile the
wqmen were walking or jogging alone.
Four women have been sexually
~led in the vicinity of the park near
Montrose Park and Dumbarton Oaks in
the Ncirthwest area. A fifth case, involving a woman who was assaulted on
the George Washington MemOrial
Parkway near the 14th Street bridge, is
believed to be related.
The five women who were at-
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\vishcd tl1ey had \Vaitcd until next
scn1cster to take ii. Still, 111any of
Murphy's students., past and present,
arc unhappy to see her go.
''l really feel I've lcan1cd a lot in n1y
fi~ld bccau~e of 1!1c experience she has,''
said sopl10111ore Endya Ea111cs, \vho l1ad
no prior \Vriti11g experience before
Murplty's class, and \Vho ad111itted tl1at
sl1c \Vas real!)' scared of ~1urpl1)' tl1e first
t\VO \Vecks of clas.s.
'
··1 <Ion,'~
tl1ink tl1at son1cone \vith less
expcril::ncc could motivate us lite way
that s~c docs. I'm grateful that I l1ad the
experience of having her as a teacher,"
said Ea111es, '''110 vol11ntccrs daily after
class al t11e Afro-A1nerica11 office \vherc
~1urpl1y \VOrks .
Chris \Vashington, a graduating
sc11ior \Vho took Murphy last year said
he ren1en1bcrcd ··a lot of people running
ragged for her."
''There arc only 16 \Vceks i11 the
se11testcr and to get 15 stories published
is a lot to expect," \Vashi11gton said.
''But for tl1c sake of tradili~, stude11ts
\\•110 did11'l l1:1ve lier arc nlissi11g out.
.Tiie expcric11ccs in lier cl sses \Vere
so111ctl1i11g everybody could relate to."

'Murphy

0

·t.

conlinucd from page 2

served as an assistant professor of Eng·
lish and was the director of the Nc\vs

Bureau of Morgan State U11ivcrsity
El964-71). Murphy also ICtturcd at tl1c

Univeraity of Maryland (1974-75) and
served as a tenured professor ' at SUBC
(1974·1985).
''Her first year at Ho\vard, she required 18 published stories for stl1dcnts
to be oonsidered for a passi11g grade. I
thought that w"as terrific," said la\Vrcncc Kaggwa, chairn1a11 of tl1e department of journalism and the pcfson responsible for hiring Muiphy.
After completing her first year,
Kaggwa, without hesitation, asked her
to stay and within a fc\v semcsterS had

the journalism schen1e set Up so 1!1a1 all
journalism students had

•

to take

Murphy's class.
j
''Students were avoiding l1cr. so to
make sure they \Vould tak1 lier class I

gave her all the sections of Rcporti11g

I

and Writing,'' he said.
''I'm sorry she's leaving bl!causc it
will be hard to find someone on the
faculty as committed to inlposing sucl1
high expectations,'' Kagg-.va said.
While some students said tl1ey 'vere
happy 10 just survive her class. others

'

rou~~~;'~~ ~~,~os~fr~~~~~~~~~as ~~
II

been a parl of ll1e 11e\vspapef. usiness all
of lier llfe. After tl1is semest r, she said
sl1e plans 10 '''ork full-time in the \Vashingto11 Afro-An1erican offide.

WHMM

Rep <!~!ea

spoken with members of hLs staff, students and faculty members.
''Righi now I want to hear what the
students and faculty have to say,"
Jenifer said. Responses from the deans
and student "organizations. are due by

We 're trying to change fat into muscle.
No student would be hurt by this,"
Jenifer said.
One of the biggest concerns about
the comm~ion's report is lite recommendation that the mi11imum SAT score
for incoming freshn1an be raised to
1000 by academic year 1994. Ho\vard 's
current minimum SAT requirement is

December 31. "After that I will meet

between 700 and 800.

from page 1

\Vith the Board of Trustees to discuss the
matter,'' he added.
'The worst tl1ing that could happen
no'v is that people start complaining and
saying that nothing is wrong. Others
may not agree with the report, but problems do exist,'' Jenifer said.
To eliminate some of those problems.. the commission, formed 9f 22
faCJtlty members and 12 business and
civiC Icade~ recpmmended the consolidation of the following schools and
colleges: The College of Allied Health
Sciences, the Col lege of Nursing, and
the College of Pl1armacy and Pharmacal
Sciences into a ne\v School of Health
Professions.
The. report \vent \~n to recommend
tl1at tl1e School of Human Ecology, the
School of Education and the School of
Continuing EduCation be closed with as
111any of the progran1s as possible being
transferred over into existing schools.
In addition. the report called for the
establishment of a College 'Of Sciences
and the restructuring of the CoUege of
iberal Arts.
''The purpose of the report is not to
cut programs but to build strength.

Because many consider the SAT a

\VHMt>-1 TV also airs tl1e top rate(!
a11d soo11 to be syndicated ''Evening
continued fron1 pag~ 2
E.xcl1a11ge'' \vitl1 ltost Kojo Nnamdi;
''Spotlight'' a11d ''Ne,vs Vision,'' botl1
anniversary reception.
st11denl
productions; and ''Aging
conlin~ed from page 1
• ''Mayor Marion Barry gave a cere- Ti111cs." prodticcd \Vitl1 the American
•
monial proclan1ation to tlte station a11d AsS!\Cintion of Retired Persons and lions arc corrected.
C.ouncil mentbcr Frank Sn1itl1 (\Yard 1) ··u1·b. ·1 l-lcaltl1 Report."
''Bu rr is a very old facility and tl1ere
presented a resolution to mark tlie
· llecc11lly. \Vl1r..1r..1 TV and the Capi- arc 1nany problen1s we are working to ·
(10th) ·anniversary," Henderson said. tal L"it)' C!1apler of the C~.. :;1iu1. 1f 100 correct," said McDonald, who has been
•
··other notables, corporations. and dig- Black \Vbn1cn \Vere the first to hold and J>.E.
chaim1an since August.
nilarie.$ honored the station."
Burr gym was originally d..:signed· as
broadcast a D.C. nla)'Oral candidate
In 1980 the stationed aired for four forun1 a11d a debate bet\vee11 dcn1oc1atic a n1en's gym. Over the yrars, special
hours a day. Now the station has over 15 and republica11 ca11didatcs.
arrangements have been n1ade to achours of daily progran1s, seve11 da)'S a
!Ji addi1io11. the station has produced con1modat'c women.
week.
...
se<?trral specials includi11g ··~1ahalia's
Students have complained about
Song," ''All things considcred ... Black," other problems in the gym. Among
WHMM TV is part of the Public and the national PBS series, '•\Vith them include:
4i
Broadcasting Net\vork (PBS) , and airs Ossie and Rtib)'·"
•Grimy build-up on the nOOr of the
Sesame Street and the MacNeiVLehrcr
Hc11dcrsor1 encourages the co111n1u- locker room.
report as well as other PBS sho,vs. The nil)' to conti11uc their financial support
•I-fair build-up blocking the shmver
station pays PBS $394,0ClO i11 a111tual of the statio11 so \VHMM ca11 co11ti11uc a drain.
programming dues.
lc\'Ci of ''cxccl\e11cc·· i11 progra111n1ing.
•Roaches
•
•Broken clothes dryers

culturally racist exami11ation, some
have questioned why a historically
African-American university would
place so much emphasis on it. Others
have said that such a decision \YOuld
move the university towards an elitist
position which would ·force it to abandon many of the would-be students it
was originally intended to be11efit.
Has.san Minor Jr., special assistant to
the president and staff director of the
report, said despite the criticism, the
purpose of the report was lo strengthen
the university academically.
''If the commission wa11ted to be
popular, it wouldn't have tol1ched 'son1e
of these issues. There was no n1andate
from the outside to do this. Very fe\v
institutions are mature enougl1 to critically evaluate themselves.'' he added.
Minor said one of the reasons beliind
the SAT recommendation was the rapid
increase in the number of Ho\vard students that arc dropping out of school, a
number which Minor estimated at bei11g
six out of every 10 students that enroll.
''We have a 38 percent retention rate.
We're not doing st 1dcnts a favor by

having !hem come h~re, have Ho\vard
take their money, and then have them
'
flu11k out in two years,''
he said. ''Ho\vard should not admit anyo11e that it docs
not believe can get out." ??
AJ1J1oug~ he vie\vcd the SAT as a
racially biased exam, he added that it
cou ld be used as an indicator as to ho\v
son1co11e '111igl1t perform on a college
level. He said a strong emphasis would
be placed on high school g.p.a's and
leadersl1ip abilities for those who
scored less than 1000 on the exam.
Students \vithout the strong academic
background in high school and who
scored under 1000 on the SAT would
not be adn1ittcd to !he school.
'·We're not trying to close anybody
out. We're trying to be honest with
them. You don't do anyone a favor by
lying to them,'' he said.
But several student leaders, including Ho\vard University Student Association President April Silverf queslioncd the int~ntions of the report saying
that n1<iny of the items called for in the
proposal \Vere, ''in direct conflict with
the missio11 statemen t as \veil as the
protest of ''89.''
Addrcssiiig several students al a
General Asscn1~ly ntecting in Douglas
Hall Wednesday evening, Silver said
she \Vas also concerned about the limited amount of time student leaders
•
•
\Vere given to respond to the report.
''Ho'v do you expect people to revie\v
a 1d comment \vhen \Ve are going into
linals and Christmas break," she said.
Booker T. ''Chip'' \Vashington, vice
1 coordi11ator of UGSA, agreed that the
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ED .TO LOCAL, HOME,
APPOINTMENTS WILL BE
BILLING ADDRESSES
DEC. 3 - DEC. 7, 1990
''

•

r

TO IMPROVE THIS ._ REGISTRATION PROCESS,
STUDENTS
Y MEET AND EXPRF;ss CONCERNS.
REGARl>ING INTERACTION WITH .TIIE OFFICES OF
TI IE BURSAR,
STUDENT ACCO
S
.
DEC. 4, 1990, 6:00 prh
CENTER
FORUM, BLACKB
•

•

•

.

I

•

'

•

•••

•

•
J

•

•

I

*

SHAMPOO & SET
$16.50 •nd up•
SHAMPOO & BLOW OR Y w/
HOT OIL TREATMENT
$ 17.50 •ndup
TOUCH.UP RELAXER
$22.50 end up
RELAXER PERM
S30.00
PERMANENT WAVE
SJ0.50 •nd up
COLOR
$10.00
FROSTING
$1 5.00
BLCACHING ('llrtth• H•lr)
$25.00,•nd up
CUT $8.50 •nd up
TRIM ss.oo ·SHAMPt'O & CO NDITION
$15.00
ARCll $5.00 RINSE 16 -vk1) $8.00
JERRI CURLS with 1 RIM
end CONDITIONER
$45.00
WAVE NOUVEAU
$50.00
SH AMPOO, f'RESS I. CURL $16.9<) •nd "P
HOT OIL TREATJo'ENT
$8.00 •nd Up
• And up-D•pendl1111: 011 L•ncth •nd
Tllicknn• of th• H•lr.

SERVICE BY ·APPOINTMENT
•

I·

I
I
I

*
I

Call 806-6868

i
I

HOURS:
SUNDAY {A ppo intments) 10 AM· 3 PM
MONOAY thru WED .
10 AM· 6 PM
THURSDAY & FAlOAY 10 AM. 9 PM
SATURDAY
9 AM . .. PM

I
I

'

I

"'

·234.5579

CENTER. BALLROOM
'
JAN. 8 ·- 18, 1991
(ALL STUDENTS - EXCEPT LAW SC~OOL STUDENTS)
I

I

I

•

BLACKB

I

..
I 1849 Ninlll SL, N.W: • Cor. 9111 & T Sis.

WILL BE HELD IN THE
\

Staff Reporters Rochelle Tillery and
Sha1u1tae Bro•v11 co11tribt1ted to thi.s

I That's My Style
I HAIR DESIGNS
I Experts In Hair Repair

Peeper

•

students needed more time.
''December 31 is not enough time to
make an intelligent response. We're
going to ask President Jenifer to extend
the d at~ until March 11," he said.
Other students had varying opinions
about the proposal.
Lee McLean, a junior in the school
of Liberal Arts, was concerned over the
SAT score requirement.
''l see the need the university has to
attract the best student possible, but it
must be mindful that not everyone
comes· from a background that gives
them the tools to score 1COO on the
SAT,'' he said.
Anthony Hooper Jr., a consumer
studies major in the School of Human
Ecology, said it upset him to hear about
the recommendations for his school.
''It makes it seem like our majors
were a waste of time. We Should be
given the benefit of the doubt that -we
can achieve,'' he said.
But Jenifer contended that some
~hanges have to be maCle because the
university was ''sleeping.''
''This is one of the biggest decisions Howard has made in the p~t 50
years or so. When Howard stands up,
\Ve're something to behold, but when
you sit for too long, your muscles gel
\Veak and you forget what it's like 10
stand."

' ''
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NAL

ATI
Government
By Quentlna Johnson
Hilltop S1aJ! Rep<>1er

During the event of national oppc)Sj·
tion to- U.S military invasion abroad
(war) or widespread internal dissent,
plans have been made to impose martial
law and detain millions of African-

AmericaM by the United States government. It was developed \\ ithin the hands
of Lt. Col. Oliver folorth and some of
Ronald' Reagan's former advisers in1

cluding previous national security ad\•isor William Oark and Attorney Gen-

eral Edwin Meese.
At Howard, students under the in-

pl~ns

for mass detentions exposed

structionl of William Worthy in their
International Issues in the Media
course, are ]assigned to uncover information regarding the plan's developement by investigating FBI, CIA and
other government agencies.
Revealed through the congressional
investigations of the Iran-Contra Affair
in 1987, it still mai11tains the possibility
of existence. The plan \Vas created in
1984 bcnvcen the offices of Federal
Emergency . Managen1cnt and National
Security Council in the \Vhit~ House's
Executive Office Building.
The chief counsel of the senate
committee, Arthur Lin1an, wrote in a
memo according to Knight Ridder

Newspaper, that North was involved in
the secret operation of a government
within the United States govemnlent
which had its separate army, ait force,
diplomatic agents intelligence operatives and appropriations capacity.
1be government would be under
the guidelines of FEMA and the U.S
Constitution would be suspended. It
would appoint military commanders to
• •
run state and local governments. This
idea was drafted into written form as a
legislative package for Reagan to sign
in an arrangement of secrecy with the
National Security Council until the climate for its enaction arose.
The circurmtances leading to the

•

activation of the plan were said lo be in
an emergency or crisis of violent reactions interfering wit~ national security.
It has not been revealed if Reagan did
sign the plan.
Officially, the White House has
rejected the Senate's ch~ef counsel's
fmdings of a 'secret government' plan.
In 1987, a representative had reportedly
stated that the president inform; public
and consults with con~ regarding
foriegn policy and position. Yet, the
trial of North exposed some of the various covert activities operating outside
the boundaries of constulional and congressional law within the Reagan administration.

•

'

•
•
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King researchers find missing source citations, media manipulation
By Quentlna Johnson
Hilllop

Sia«

Rep<>1er
'

Researchers at the Manin Luther
King Papers Project in Palo Alto, California have discovered that King borrowed passages of his doctoral thesis
without properly documenting their
sources. 1be media firestonn which
was unleashed by the announcement of
this finding left the researchers dismayed by the lack of care and profes·---

--

sionalism exl1ibitcd by tl1e press in
handling this rcvctaiion.
Dr. Oaybome Carson, professor of
Afro-American hi story at Stanford
University and director of the Project,
said ''of all the things this Project does,
this is the one thing that gets publicity.''
''The main story is that here is a
black-controlled institution sponsoring
the most extensive research project ever
dedicated to a black person which has
discovered something that has been
missed by everybody else despite the

fact that King is one of the most studied
figures in history,'' he said.
According to Dr. Carson, ''it shows
that this kind of project can be done with
a high degree of competence and integrity by a mostly black group of researchers including students from Howard,
Spelman, Oark,

and Dillard."

The King Project, which is sponsored by the King Center headed by
King's widow in Atlanta, brings in
black college students from around the
country during summers to involve

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

----------

National Briefs
BLACK PANTHER
CONTROVERSY
The as.sassination of Black Panther leaders Fred Hampton and
Mark Oark has reemerged as an
issue of controversy in Chicago as
the cily councii is feuding over a
resolution honoring Hampton.
Hampton and Clark were killed
while they slept during a police
raid.
'
The assassination was part of a
wider FBI program which targeted

the Blac~ Panthers in the late 1960'sr
and early 1970's known as COIN- \
TELPRO.
Out of Chicago's 50 city aldermen,
16 whiles have withdrawn their
support f?r the resolution. 34 alderman - 12 white, 18 black and.4 Latino
- are supporting the resolution despite
a protest by the city's police union.

U.S. OFFICIALS FEAR
NORIEGA TRIAL

into problems in its attempt to hold
a criminal trial for ex-Panamanian
General Manuel Noriega.
Federal investiga to~ arc afraid.
to bring Noriega to lrial because
they are afraid he will expose the
sordid nature of the history of U.S.·
Panamanian relalions, including
revelations about ex-CIA chief
George Bush.
There is also the possibility that
Noreiga will expose that the CIA
put him into power and their role in
the drug trade.

The U.S. government is running

them in research as a means of encouraging more African-Americans to pursue careers in research and teaching
African·American studies.
·
The Project did not intend to release
•
the information at the time it came out,
but leaks had sprung up around the
country. And a conservative magazine ..._. •
had an expose ready for publication ' - - - - - - - - - - --=
next month which would have accmed
the researchers of covering up the information.
According to a statement issued by
In response IO the wave of public
the Project, "During 1988, slaff mem·
bcrs became aware that many of King's opposition to President Bush's sending
academic papers contained passages additional troops lo lhe Middle East, lhe
that were similar or identical to texts White House has issued an official
· King consulted and that he did not ade- explanation for the presence of hundreds of thousands of U.S. troops in
quately cite these source texts."
Carson accuses the media of ma- Saudi Arabia.
There were three reasons given by
nipulating, and sensationalizing the
story in order to sell newspapers. the President for the U.S. presence i11 the •
''Scandal sells and positive news Gulf. First he stated that Iraq represents
a threat to the ''new world order:
doesn't,'' he said.
He also blames tJle media for build- ''Saddam Hussein is an international
ing up an image of King as a perfect outlaw not under the control of the
individual. "What the media can build ''civilized'' world which is now in the
process of fashioning the rules that will
up, they c:an tear down," he said.
''You always strive to be perfect, but govern the new world order beginning
you know that you're going to fall short, to emerge in the aftermath of the Cold
but the most important thing is that War.''
Secondly, he said the national secuyou're willing to devote yourself to
rity of the United States was al stake:
serving the people," Carson said.

.., . , '

z'SI • • 'I

President Bush offers explanation for
U.S. inter:ention in the Middle, East

•

''Energy security is national security,
and we ~ust be prcpaicd to act accordingly.'' But many believe that it is only
the oil they arc after.
Lastly, there arc 1hc hostages. Sad·
dam Hussein has promised IO free 1hc
hostages by March 25 if there is no war,
but the President insists he must fight a
war for their safety.
Of course, there arc the implied reasons as well. 1bc President asserts that,
''Iraq must never again be in a position
to threaten the suivival of its neighbors
or our vital interests."
However, whether the American
people

•

will buy Bush's cxplanalioos
•

remains in question. The lives of thousands hang in the balance as the President plays political games with human ~
lives.

•
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CongratuJations! You're on the scent of

Spot the JetPak Commuter Book'
Ten one-way tickets for a mere $449. You'll
save 35%-take the savings and wa1£h 35%
more naughty foreign films.

the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student fare
of $69*But then you've always had a nose
for a good deal.

.'

•

Chew on this. Travelers with taste knoY.'
that there's no better wa)' to travel between
Boston, New York and Washington than the
Pan Am Shuttle'

The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gives the
flexibility of the nimblest athlete. Flights
depart every hour on the half hour. No reser·
vations nece$ary...just show up and go.
So, getting out of town is never a hurdle.

'
The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares
will leave you with more dough y,·~ere it counts...
in your hand.
You always were quick on your feet! Pan Am
WorldPass," The Richest Frequent Traveler
Program in the World57' will really get 'em
scurrying up the Matterhorn, stomping out a
flamenco in sunny Spain, or dangling out of a

order your JetPak today by dialing these digits,
l.S00.221·1111, or contacting your travel agent. ·

and join Pan Am WorldPass today.

•

I

•

'

I

•

Your finger is a wonderful digit! Use it to

hammock in Hawaii. Just dial 1·800·348-8000

•

•

I
•The S69 Youth Fare is valid Monday- Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and
7:30 PM-9:30 PM , and Sunday 3:30 PM- 9:30 PM . A S59 Youth Fare is
available aH day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fare and sched·
ule subject lo change without notice. A $1 surchafQI! applies fo< flights
departing Boston. Youth fares are valid for passeooers 12-2'4 years of aoe
with proper ID.

•

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.

•
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Intraracial conflicts
•
exist on campus?
•

•

UI '

By Troy Goode

I

Special to the Hilltop

By Kimberly Coleman
HUttop Staff Reporter

Go to any fashion shO\V and one will
no doubt sec a model with one on. Go to
any major department store and one \Viii
surely find one there. Fur coats, hats,
and gloves arc not new to the fashion
world, but recently animal rights activists have been making headlines ~h
the fight to end the killing of anin1als for

their furs.
Nationally, the controversy has

taken a sometimes brutal tum. Anin1al

rights activists are launching \Vidcworld graphic campaigns \vh.ich fK>rtray
animals as poor, helpless creatures.
Some fur wcareis have been attacked by
activists, some beaten, and some have

had their furs destroyed.
On campus, the deba1c over furs has

done little to affect the vie,vs of many.
The n~n:iber of students \Vho actually
own a Lfur c.oat is few, and yet many
students wear fur in one \Vay or another
without realizing it.
Some of the more expensive leather
jackelS that studenlS wear usually have
fur aroWld the collar or in the lining,
leather gloves sometimes have fur inside, and fur can aJso be foWld inside
m:>st boots.
Shenita Vanish, a junior fron1 South
Carolina, said she never thou.gl1t about
furs witil shl began reading about the
controversy in the newspapers.
''But once I saw an advertisement
which showed a model coming do\vn a
nmway with a fur coat on, and \Vhen she
twned arowid the blood from the aninlal
came pouting out of the coat- that
realiy made me think about where furs
come from," Vanish said.
Pebbles Ran1os, a jWlior political
science major. O\vnS a fur coat that was
a gift frofn her father. Ran1os said she is
an animal lover and was very angry
when her father brought it home from
New l.ealand. ''He kno\vs hO\V n1uch I

Carlene Chin models one of many attractive, but controversial, furs.
love animals.''
Yet, Ramos admitted that she does
\\'ear her fur coat during the winter, and
she also sports a pair of fur boots. ''But
recently my falher offered to buy me a
fur hat a11d I told him no. It's not much,
but it 's a start," Ramos said.
01arnet1e Gibson, a senior· accounting n1ajor, said she doesn't understand what the uproar is about. ''We kill
1
animals for' food everyday. \Ve hunt
them for the sheer enjoyment of hunt·
ing, and then we hang them as trophies.
Does t11e purpose in which we use the
dead animal really matter? '' questioned
Gibso11.
Vanessa Thomas, a junior from New
York, believes that the way in which the
anin1al is killed is what makes a differ•

•

ence. ''I feel that as long as the animals sity. Most people wear furs as a fashion
are raised and bred for the making of statement. The cruelty that goes into the
furs it is okay. However, the trapping of making of one fur coat is unbelievable.
wild animals and leaving them to die a It takes 20 fox-skins to make 011e coat.
slow, painful death is horrible."
People who wear furs should be aware
But Thomas agrees with Gibson that of what they are doing," Stanford said.
the killing of animals has been going on
One student, who wished to remain
for years. ''Whal do you think the pre· anonymous, said that people who claim
historic people wore? They didn't have to be animal lovers are h)'pocrites.
•
•
nylon or lycra," she said.
''They eat chicken, hot dogs, and pork
Some students do feel strongly about chops every day. Those were once
the use of animals for fashion purposes. animals too. If you're going to protest
One such student. Dionne Stanford, a cruelty against animals, remember that
junior majoring in political science, nearly everything you eat is made from
objects to the use of furs, ''for ornamen· an animaJ."
tal purposes." She feels that hun1ans
lronically-fur sales have increased
can do without furs for warmth and she nationally from all the publicity the
refuses to buy such products.
controversy has received, and is a hot
''The Eskimos use fur out of neces- · fashion commcxl.ity this season.

I

Race relations are strained not only'
between whites and African-Arneri·
cans, but also bet\veen black Americans
and others from the Diaspora.
A recent random survey of approximately 20 native Africans, black
·Americans, and Caribbean students on
Ho,vard University's campus revealed
that some students feel definite separation within the race, while others see no
conflict.
Neil Abraham, a junior from Ore·
nada said, ''Some Caribbean students
think that black An1ericans are lazy."
Caribbean students tend to see opportu11ities available here i11 the states,
that aren't available at home he said.
Other stereotypes are that black
Americans are rude and violent. There
are differences in value systems, family
structure, and religion, said Abraham.
''The Caribbean students tend to
stick to themselves and have their own
separate cliques," said Erika Kyles, a
sophomore in the School of Business.
•·on the \vhole, they don't associate
\vith anyone but their O\vn," Kyles said.
Ricardo Carlton, a mecl1anical engineering student from Barbados said
''Even the Caribbean students don't sta I
togethCr. The Trinidadian studenlS s1 ..y
with the Trinidadian students, and 111e
Jan1aicans stay \\'ilh the Jamaicans:
''The Americans feel inferior ''' the
Caribbean students. They think tl1 .1t we
come here to take jobs, because w,• have
much greater academic ability th:. n they
do," Charlton said.
Kimberly James, a psy('. hology
graduate stude11t, had a diffe1t-nl opinion. ''In the classes that I hav·.: had over
the years with Africahs and students
frdm the islands, we have al\vays had
good relationships. In fact, son1e of my
closest friends in New Yr.rk, are originally from the islands," JJn1cs said.
D.C. businessmen, Ju:;eph Osung,
said that he found himst'lf being very·
judgmental agai11st bl ai.:k Americans

•

when he came here from West Africa '1
thought that they were lazy and didn't
take their work .seriously enough," he
said.
In the context o{i the ''American
dream,'' Africaiis share a compelling
desire for success like any enterprising
American; however, it seems, they often must work harder and overcome
greater obstacles to achieve their goals, '
according to an Ebony article, ''Afri.
cans in America.''
For some of the black Americans
surveyed, the problem was not intrara'
cial conflict but assimilation.
•'My problem is not so much the
African students; but those 'De La Soul'

•

looking 'wanna be' Africans. They're
all caught up in the trend," said Barry
Thompson, a Howard graduate.
· The study showed that most studenlS
are afraid to be placed in a situation with
foreign studenlS because they feel out of
place due to the fact that they have little
in common.

"We seem to be accustomed to different kinds of music and 1food," jun~~
Amelia Witherspoon said.
There seems, however, to be more
'
interaction between the Caribbean
students and the American studenu lately
because of a new interest -in Reggae
music.
The Ritz Nightclub in 'Northwest
Washington is just one example o~ the
trend for socialization among black
Americans., native Africans and .Car·
ribeans.
''We are the revival of black art,
music, and culture. This is the first club
where native Africans and blacks can
mix together and have a good time,"
said TesFaye Hidaru. Ritz's owner.
The whole intraracial conflict is

probably best summed up by international busineM studenlS Noyana Kinnard.

.

'-

(•

''I think thal we as black Americam

and African sfudenlS should rommunicate more, there's so much we could
learn from each other, and so much
culturally we could gain," Kinnard said.

Music Revieiu

Calendar overcomes controversy

'Blaze'
album
barely
•
simmers

By Cydney K. Jones
Hilltop Staff Reporter

By Allan R. Clyde

What has been labelled a Blaze could
more aptly be described as a flicker.
''I'wenty-five Years Later," which
marks a debut for the group Blaze on
Motown records. certainly offers an
eclectic assortme11t of n1usic if notl1ing
else. The group consists of Chris Hebert
on vocals, Josh Milan on keyboards,
and Kevin Hedge as band leader and
drum programmer.
1lle concept of this LP circles around
the life of a fictional civil rights leader
born 25 yem ago (he11ce, tl1e album's
title). The leader who, like Blaze, gre\v
up in Newark, N. J. attempts to stan a
movement to educate and uplift his
community. .

•

(Clockwise from standing) Blaze members: Chris Herbert, Josh
Milan, and Kevin Hedge
sounds of their musical influences, such LP's best song;, the lead is delivered i11
as Stevie \Vonder, Maivin Gaye, and a fashion sin1ilar to Prince's sometimes
Donny Hatha,vay. Side l\VO was sup· shocking falsetto, mixed with a bluesy/
pused to give listeners a dose of the jazzy Curtis Mayfield-type instnimental, Barry White.styled narration and
uniqu~ ''hip-house'' sound made popular by Ne\V York bands such as Blaze. some very tight background harmonies.
The only detraction from this other·
Unfortunately, this concepl mis~
fired. Blaze sounds out of their element wise gem is an orgasmic moan in the
for nlost of side one. While songs such background of the song. It starts out
as ''I Wonder'' (\vhich sounds much too being subtle and complimentary, but
similar to 1'Mercy, Mercy Me'' by escalates to the point of being distract·
Ga)'C), ''Go11na Make It Work," ''All ing and obnoxious.
''Sometimes the world seems so That I Should Kno\v, '~ and ''Mis.sing
Side two of ''25 Years Later'' seems
cold, watching the elderly as they gro\v You," \Vere suppllSCd to pay homage to
old. Where's our respect for the fan1ily? tl1e musical influence of these Motown to find Blaze in more familiar waters.
'Cuz without them, we could never be," icons, they ended up sounding more like Songs such as ''Get Up," ''Anything for
Your Lovin','' and ''Love ls Forever,''
sings Blaze on the album 's first song- ne,vly recorded MolO\vn retreads.
offers listeners a taste of pure nineties
''We All Must Live Together.''
Someone 011ce .s<1id ''Variety is the ''hip-house.'' While this side is much
While this song offers a cool reggae/
calypso flavor at first, it soon falls/ prey spice of life." Blaze, ho\vever, has taken more of a cohesive effort than side one,
to problems which plague much of the this idea to the extreme. On ''Lover it readily succumbs to redundant mo·
first side of the album, including inane Man," t11ey sound like a mixture of notony, sounding more like an extended
repetition, poor vocal production, bi- Teddy Pendergrass, Marvin Gaye and re-mix than seven individual songs.
zarre ad libs and instrumentation which Prince, and on ''Broad & Market,
One thing that weighs . heavily
is often reminiscent of organ music NWK." they sound shockingly like
you'd hear in a shopping mall.
Take 6. For Blaze, an attempt at variety Blaze's favor is their attempt to incor·
Part of Blaze's concept for this al- ended up sounding like a musical iden· porate educational civil righlS is.sues
such as Apartheid, drugs and violence
bum was to separate it into l\VO pans. tity crisis.
On ''Lover Man,.. easily one of the into a mixture of music.
Side one intended to celebrate the

i(

In January of last year, 10 Ho,vard
students oimc together to form a calendar similar to those found at other pre·
dominantly black colleges such as
Morehouse and Hampton. Little did
they know of the problems they would
encounter along the way.
· When 22-year old Michael Elazier (
who is currently not enrolled at Ho,vard
this semester) got the idea to produce a
calendar or Howard men, his excite·
ment and ambition maY have caused
him more problems than he could have
ever imagined.
''The Shades of Manhood Calendar'
was inspired by my girlfriend," Elazier
said, who is the executive producer and
photoSrapher of t11e calendar. ''Sl1e
sho,ved me a calendar from Morehouse,
and I wondered wh)' we could11't do tl1at
here at the mecca of black education.''
With this idea in mind, Elazier selected 28 male students to model for the
calendar and went to \VOrk. He named
his company Elazier Limited and began
drafting letters lo send to potential advertisers and sponsors.
''I drafted a letter asking for people to
sponsor the calendar in the amounts of
$25 and $50 and in return, I would print
tfieir names on the back of the calendar.
In the letter, I typed that the calendar
was 'i n conjunction with tl1e 1990
Homecoming festivities','' Elazier said.
'"The letters were only sent to parents
and close relatives of the models in the
calendar. I feel that the letters that were
returned with a payment \vere returned
because the parenlS and the relatives
were supporting their son, nepl1e\V or
grandson in the calendar.'' he explained.
1be 1990 Homecoming committee
felt differently. Eric Smith, treasurer of
the Homecoming Committee, said that
the only reason people sponsored the
calendar was because they thought it

•

•

•

•

was associated \Vith the school. ''He
(Elazier) \vas very deceptive in solicit·
ing his sponsors. Not only did he refer
to the cale11dar as being in conjunction
\Vith the Homecoming festivities, with·
out even mentioning it to us, he also had
a return mailing address at a post office

box in the Administration building,
which gave people the impression that it
was as.sociated with Howard," Smith
said.
According to FJ.azier, Thomas

see CAI EN DAR, page 12
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Long-term .study shows cancer rate in blacks on the nse
•

The danger of cancer is it invades
and dcs1roys nom1al tissue. In the beginning, cancc't cells usually remain at
their original site, and tl1c cancer is said

By Cydney K. Jones
Hilltop Stan Reporter

•

•

A recent 14-year study of cancer
rates throughout the nation, done by the
American Cancer Society (ACS), has
shown that the cancer incidence rate for
blacks is higher than for \vhites. The
study has also sho\vn that the death rate
for Afric'1-Americans is higher.
Over this 14-year period, black ri1ale
cancer death rates rose by 15 percent•
compared with an eight percent increase in black females.
According to 1990 figures. cancer
sites where African-Americans ha4
significantly higher increases in inci1
dcnce and mortality rates included the
lung, colon-rectum, prostate, and esophagus. E.sophageal cancer, long con- ·
sidered mainly a disease of males, remained the same in whites but rose
rapidly• in blacks of both sexes.
The cells that make up the body
reproduce in an orderly manner so that
wom-oo.t tis.sues are replaced, injuries
are repaired, and gro'vth of the body
proceeds. Occasionally, certain cells
undergo a change that is abnom1al, and
thus begin a process of uncontrolled
growth and spread. These . cells n1ay
grow into masses of tissue called tun1ors. Some tumors are !benign and
others are malignant (canryrous).

to be localized. Later, canc'c r cells may

metastasize (i.e., t11cy invade· distant or
neighboring organs or tissue). This
occurs either by direct extension of
growth, or by cells becoming detached
and carried t11rougl1 the l)'rnph or blood
systc111s to otl1cr parts of the body.

According to tl1c All1crican Cancer
Society, cigarette smoking is responsible for 85 percent of lung cancer
among men and 75 percent among
women-abou t 83 percent overall.
Sn1oking accounts for about 30 percent
of all cancer deaths. 111osc \vl10 sn1oke
r.vo or more packs of cigarettes a day

have lung cancer mortality rates 15-to25 times greater than non-smokers.
Other factors that might contribute to
the development of cancer include extensive sun light, alcohol, smokeles.s
· tobacco (cl1cwing tobacco), tl1e use of
estrogen, and exposure to ionizing radi ation.
The risk for colon, breast, and uterine
cancers increases in obese people.
High-fat diets n1ay contribute to the
development of cancers of the breast,
colon, and prostate . . High-fiber foods
n1ay help reduce risk of colon cancer. A
varied diet containing plenty of vegetables and fruits ricl1 in vitan1ins A and

C may reduce risk for a wide range of
cancer.
i
Statistics show early detection of
cancer is the key to successful treat·
ment.
The colorectal tests are recon1mended for the early detection of colon
and rectum cancer !n people without
symptoms. The exam includes a stool
blood test, a re.eta) check and a proto·
sigmoidoscopy. The examination
should be carried out every three-tofive years, based on the advice of a
physician.
Yearly Pap tests are advised for all
women who arc sexually active or over
the age of 18. This test provides early
detection of cervical cancer. A breast
examination is usually performed hr
the phys!cian. however, it is recommended that women examine their
breasts daily for lumps, bumps, or disfigurations .
In a survey done by the ACS in
December of 1987, the public's awarenes.s and use of cancer tests was determined.
The survey showed that while 92
percent of black women knew of the Pap
test, only 72 percent had actually had
the test. For proctosoopic exams, only
49 percent were aware of it and 21
percent had it.
Many therapies are being experimented to kill the invading cancer cells.

TRfNllS IN SURVIVAi. BY SllF Of CANCER, RY RACE
1970·7.l , l'l74 ·7fi, 1977-79, 1980-85
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. Courtesy of American Cancer Society.
The most popular treatment to date is
chemotherapy, which is designed to kill
the cancer cells through radiation.
The Howard University Cancer
Center is the site of some promising
research aimed at controlling the spread
of cancer.

•

One team of investigators, com·
prised of Kenneth Olden, Sandra L
\Vhite and Martin J. Humphries, is attempting to find \vays to control cancer
by using agents which pre.yent the
spread of cancerous cells to the bloodstream. The potential for theraputic
success of this kind of strategy appears

to offer marked improvement over the
random, semi-emplrical screening approach~ used in the past.

The H. U. Cancer Center provides ~
complete cancer screening test for $25.
The toll·free cancer hotline is 1-8()0.

I

331-4186.

I

Traditional pumpkin ·:pie
offers holiday meal alternative
By Arlcka Westbrooks
H ~ttop

Staft Reporter

As the holidays approach, many

cooks would like to combine health
with their holiday meals. Pumpkin
desserts can offer a healthy alternative
with traditional flavor.
''Let's face it, pumpkin pie is one of
those classics that shouldn't be tampered with,'' S!l,id junior, Amelia With·

\

ersoon.
But pun1pkin has a great nutritional
value. ''It is easy ,to appreciate pumpkin
for its great taste and conveniencemillions of An1ericans do -but it has
imprcssi\•e nutritional value too," said
Linda Davis, a ntitritionist with the
Libby's Company.
·'P umpkin not only contains dietary
fiber, its also generous in
vitan1in A (beta-carotene), vitamin C,
calcium, potassiun1 and other valuable

nutrients.," Davis said.
''How can pumpkin be nutritional
when you add a dollop of heavy
whipped cream or a scoop of vanilla ice
cream on top and it is full of sugar?,"
said sophomore Johnny Hannah.
Nutritionist reveal that ''it is all in the
recipe, how you prepare pumpkin undoubtedly effects the nutritional value".
The method of mixing-up the filling
is crucial. You can mix-up filling, apple
butter, and spices like cinnamon, ginger
and nuuneg, eggs and milk, and create a
healthy version of the traditional pumpkin pie," said Janice Miller, a nutri tional scientist.
''A crumble topping made of flour,
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Despite nice
weather, flu
season is here
By Sheri L Wineglass

Children's Book Fair
•

margarine and pecans can take the place
of heavy toppings and ice cream,''
Miller added.
The Carnation C.Ompany offers a
brochure with recipes for pun1pkin.
Recipes in the brochure include Pumpkin Orange Oat Muffins, Oat's 'N Fruit
\Vheat Bread and easy Pumpkin Yogurt.
For a free copy of the Carnation
brochure and additional infom1ation
alx>ut healthy holiday eating, sc:nd a
self-addressed, stamped business-size
envelope to :~'
. pkin Primer'', Car11ation Ccmpan
,O: Box 1010, Young
America MN. ' 394-1010.

'

Paul Coates (202) 806-7260 days

1
Co-sponsored by Alumni of the Atlanta University School of Library and Information Studies,
the Moorland-Spingarn Research Center, Howard University and the Blackburn University

Center. Proceeds will benefit the scholarship funds of Clark Atlanta University Library School.

Have you ever been experiencing
chills, fever, Joss of appetite, and aches
all over? . Well then, you may have the
flu.
lnOuenza and pneum·onia have
ranked as the sixth leading cause of
death since 1979, reports the American
Lung Association of the District of
Columbia .
According to a report alx>ut the prevention and control of influenza by the
U.S. Department of Health and Hwnan
Ser-vkh. those people who are involved
In institutional services, such as schools
and colleges, should be considered for
vaccination to keep routine activities
going in case of an outbreak of the flu.
The report also recommends that
high-risk persons should be vaccinated
each yCar before the influenza season .
High risk individuals are those with
chronic lung disease such as asthma or
emphfsema, heart disease, chronic kidney disease, diabetes and people over
the age of 65.
Some of the symptoms of the flu
include fever, chills, weakness, los.s of
appetite, and aching of the head, back,
arms, and legs. This may be accompanied by the sore throat and dry cough,
nausea, and burning eyes.
Influenza is caused by a virus that
infects the tun~. It -is contagious and
can be spread when someone with the
flu sneez.es, coughs, or talks. It can also
be transmitted by direct contact.
The flu can be contracted repeatedly
because there are many strains of the
virus that are c~ified by virus familieS. Influenza A and Influenza B are the
major families. For this reason, immunizations should be kept current eacl1
year in order to combat the new strains
that your body hasn't built up an immunity.
Howard University· senior, Carl

see FLU, page 11

Peddle your way to fitness, ·
bum-off holiday pounds
Special to the Hiiitop
More and more blacks are taking
their workouts to the great indoors by
exercising on a stationary bicycle. If
)'Ou are an indoor cyclist, these important tips Can help )'OU make the most out
of your workout.
Before beginning any exercise program, sec )'Our doctor. Your physician
should give you a complete medical
exan1i11atio11 and inform you if you have
any restrictions before beginning your
exercise program .
Make sure your biC)'Cie is in good
working order and there are no loose or
broken parts. The seat should be adjusted to a comfortable height so that
your knees are just slightly bent. Wear
comfortable, loose fitting absorbant
clothes and sturdy athletic shoes and
sweat socks.
Drink room temperature fluids be·
fore, during and after your bicycle
workout to replace body fluids you
sweat away.
One of the most important parts of
your stationary bike workout is the
warm-up. An effective warm-up increases body temperature and pulse rate
and gets oxygen flowing.
Begin your 10-minute wann-up
with some light pedaling to warm 'up
muscles, then do some relaxed streti;hing. Following tl1e stretches, you can
get back on the bike and pro~ively
build the pedaling intensity.
One recently introduced computerized exercise bike actually has a preprogrammed warm-up designed into it.
The AeroBic)•cle, from Universal
Gym Eql1ipment ( !hat is featured in
most health spas in the \Vashington
D.C. area), provides several pre-programn1ed workout modes, each with a
\varn1-up wl1erc tl1e user pe·dals first at a
reduced level and gradually increases
t11e intensity of effort.
HO\Y long or l1ard should you' pedal
during your workout? Each person has
a target pulse rate range where he or she
gets the most aerobic benefit. You can
figure )'Our approximate optimal target
pulse rate range using the following
formula :
Beginner level (220-yQur age) x
60%. Example 220 minus 40 years old =
180 x (i()% = 108 Target Pulse Rate.
Intermediate level (220-your age) x
70%.
Advanced level (220-your age) x
85%.
Your exercise bicycle should have
an adjustme11t for work load. Begin
your \VOrkouts \Vith a shorter time period, perhaps as little as t\vo to three
nlinutes, at a lower work load range.
Then progrcs.si\•ely add more exercise
time and more difficult work load to
your regimen.
Your goal should be to exercise

continuously for 20 to 30 minutes at
your target pulse rate. For best resuhs,
you should exercise a minimum of three
times per week on alternate days with oo
more than two days between exercise
sessions.
Include a cool-down period following your bicycle workout. The best way
to cool down is to gradually decrease
body movement until your pulse ra~
breath~nll and perspiration ratC ~a~'e"-:> ·
·""'!' ·
•
1n1f' irr9 r:
returned to a normal l'C.$ting state. · _ ·
The AeroBicycle includes a pre·
programmed cool-down period that
keeps the blood circulating and helps
prevent dizziness. Never sit down
immediately after getting off your blke.
Keep moving and let your system unwind.
"
The key to an effedive bicycle workout is motivation. To help keep yourself
motivated, try to exercise at regular
times each day, making it part of your

•

"
Drink room
temperature fluids
before, during and after
your work-out to
replace body fluids you
sweat away.

"
daily routine. Set realistic goals and
monitor your fitness capabilities by
keeping a log that measures your progress.
Selecting an exercise bi<:ycle that
offers a nwnber of workout options will
help keep your workouts interesting.
The AeroBicycle, for example, of·
fers several exerci.Se modes to choose
from, such as rolling hills, steady climb
and constant RPM (rapid pulse mooi·
tor). It also has a fitness test program
that can measure your fimes.s level in
percentile ranking according to national
YMCA

norms.

Other nice features to look for in a
stationary bike include pulse rate moni·
taring and displays that show exercise
time, work load, pedal speed, distanco
traveled, and number of calorics
burned.
Cycling your way tOfitness on a
stationary bike can be effective as well
as run if you keep these tips in mind

'
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Flu

•

treat the symptoms of the flu.

This

season we've had few students to come
continued from page 10

in for treatment, n1aybe it's because of
the nice weather'' Pringle said.

Robinson. said that when he had the flu,

L Dar11cll Jo11es. vaccine coordina-

he 'felt extremely weak and missed

tor of the Office of Immuniz.ations of

aboul three or four days of school.

\Vashington, D.C. said. ''This year we
received 5,000 doses of the vacci11e to
be distributed to all the neighborhood
cc11tcrs a11d private providers i11 the city.
All those doses have been dispensed."
Flu vaccines are provided at 11
neighlx>rhood health cc11tcrs throughl
out Washing1on. D.C and are also
available lhrough private providers.;
For n1ore i11fonnatio11 contact your local
health ccn1cr or docto"r.

According to the American Lung
Aswciation, most doctors rccomn1end
plenty of bed rest, fluids and somcthi11g
•
to reljeve high fever.
Dorothy Pringle, of Howard Uni\'Cfsity's Student Health Services, i11dicated that lhe flu vaccine isn't givc11
here at Howard, however, it is available
at the local public clinics in the area.
''Here (student heallh services)

\VC

coming.

Calender

''\Ve did11't fee l that his n1anner was

appropriale," Smith said. ''\Ve wanted a
continued fro111 page 1-0 public rcn1ission, but he \vasn't w~lin,!J
Brooks, one of the models who also 10 sub11Ut an apolog)' in a timely manworked at Ho\vird Plaza To\vel's, had ner," he said.
Shades of M:111hood, which is curthe letters sitting on top of the reception
desk when someone from the Hon1c- " rc11tly bei11g sold for $10, is i11 black and
coming Commi11ee noticed them. TI1e \vhite · and features male sludcnts at
letter was then brought to the attentio11 HO\\•ard. The 14-n1onth calendar starts
of Janelle Jones, chairperso11 of the y.•ilh November 19W a11d ends wilh
Homecoming Comn1ittee, who asked Ju11e of 1991. The staff consists of
Elazicr to write a fonnal apology a11d 10 Sl1aron Nurse, depuly director, Fredric
Hemdo11, artistic coordi11ator and Michange the le11ers.
''On Sept. 21 we n1et, a11d she (Jo11cs) chael Elazier, producer/pho1ogr.1phcr.
\i.ranted a rebuttal from n1e by lhat
''I feel that the '''hole situation was
u11necessar)' and should have been
Thursday.~ £lazier said. ''I drafted a
le11er to the edi1or a \\'eek before Hon1e- handled n1ore professionally'' said
coming, but the editor did not pri11t it." Nurse, '''ho is also a senior marketing
The Homecoming Commillec subse- n1ajor. ··1 sa\v their (Homecoming
quently published a statcn1c11t i11 the Committee) point of viC\Y, but I wish
Sept. 28 issue of the Hilltop ~plaining that ,,,e 001h c~uld ha\·'C 'Con1c together
that the calendar wa~ not approved b)' 011 this," Nurse adclcd.
. the Homecoming Committee. Alsq, the
The co11tro\'crsy ma)' haVe i11 fact
statement, written by the con1mi1tec, _ i11crcased sales said. Elazicr, because
requested that students refrain fron1 sales are goi11g \\'Cl! "' despite very little
purchasing the calendar.
advertising. ''MOS! of our sales, so far,
··u I had kno\vn !hat their article \\•as ha\'C bee11 b)' \\'Orll of niouth. \Ve hope
going to be that harsh, I \voulU have tried 19 have 1he calendar :lvailablc for sale in
harder to get my rebuttal published." Ida's Ideas in the HO\\'ard l11n, and we
Elazier said.
also \Ya11t to ha,,e a premiere at the Ritz
Approximately 28 letters \1:ere re- nightclub this Sa1urday, bul we haven't
turned with sponsorship front the origi- fi11alizcd that yet.)' Elazicr said.
nal letter. After the disapproval of the
Proceeds from the firsl 1,000 calenHomecoming OJmmittec, Elazier re- dars sold '''ill go tO\vards the care of the
vised the letters to say ''in the spirit of 00.::irdcr lx1bies at Ho'''ard Uni\icrsity
Honi'ecoming''.
Hospital.
''Even after we changed the letters,
The ptoblen1s '''ilh 1he J-lon1econ1ing
Janelle still lhought the)' sounded as if Con1n1it1ee ha\'C certainly not dampthey were a part of the Hon1ecoming c11cd Elazier 's spirits. ''\Ve h.::i\ e alactivities." Elazier said. Although the rc.::id)1 selected 13 girls for our fen1alc
calendars ''"ere not rc<idy by Hon1ecom- calc11d.::ir. \Ve don't kno\v \vhat it \viii be
ing due to financiql difficulty, the called yet, but Nubia11 Pri11cesses is the
Homeco ·
mittee refused .co best idea we have so far,'' he said. The
•
give E1azi -Limited a vendors pcnniLto fc111alc cale11dar is expected to go on
sell lhe c ndars on the day of l1ome- sale Jan. l, 1991.

1

continued from page 2

)

continued from page l
bly used mace and that's when he \vas
caught by the police,•: he said.
Still suffering from the effects of the
chemical, according to Da,vson, the
assailant had been spotted by citizens as
he tried to flee the area. By tl1e 1in1e tl1ey
caught up with him, he was already in
the custody of the Metropolitan police.
''They were directing traffic on Florida Ave. and saw him running,"
DaYl-·son said. He \\'3S later positively
identified by the victims.
AJthough there was no record on him
1or • .ipe, Dawson said tl1e assailar1t had
~ en arrested before for lesser crimes of
robbery.
Dawson. said what happens to the
assailant next is up to the courts. "'It's
their call," Dawson said. ''The n1an will
be prosecuted. Its just a matter of if tl1e
accusers choose to testify."
Other sludents were notilied about
the incident thfough the circulation of a
Oyer that was distributed by tlie security
division. The Oyer heightened the co11cem of many female students.
''It really scared me," said sophomore Jennifer Edwards. ''I used to walk
to certain places alone, no\v I just don't.
walk.''
Angela Benjamin, a junior political
science major, said to be placed i11 a
position where one has to be :ifraid is
''rea1ly sad."
Realizing that security ''can't
be all over the place," Benjamir1 said,
''All fe~a.les should be armed with
some type of preparatory weapon.·• SJ1e
added that if alone, she al\Ya)"S looks
behind her for those who n1ig!1t help her
or hurt her.
Nicole Boseman, a junior political
science major, views the incide11t as ar1
awakening experience.
''It makes me want to be more a\vare
of my surroundings no ma11er wl1ere I
am on Howard's ca1npus," she said.
Boseman feels ii is neces.sary to
''take percautions not to be so gullable
and feel safe just because )'ou're near
campus.''

1..ASalle D. Leffall, Jr. Otairman of the

Department of Surgery; Hass.'\n Mi-

tion to the re.port within the week."
Audiey Vaughn, public information
officer for the college, confirmed that
Epps met with his faculty on Wed. at 2
p.m. According to Vaughn, the dean
opted for a ''closed meeting.'' Vaughn
was not available for comment concerning the meeting's outcome at Hilltop
prcs.s lime.
Lcffall did agree with the criticism of
former graduate faculty domination
over the school.
''That is a true statement, and we
have agreed that we should make
greater efforts to get faculty from other

nor, Jr., Special assistant to the President; James S. Adkins, Chairman of
the Department of Human Nutritio11
and Food; Winston A Anderson, Pro-

fessor, Department of Zoology; Alli·
son Blakely, Professor of European
and comparative history; Herman
Russell Branson. President e111eritus.
Lincoln University; Taft Broome, Jr.,
Qi.airman of the Howard Univeristy
I
Senate; Galer T. Butcher, Profeswr,
School of Law; Josephine A. Chargois,

·CllainnO!I of the Dcpartn1enr Qf General Scf\lices and Dcvelopmcnt; Ke11neth J, Oienault, President, Consumer
Card Group. USA, American Express
·'
Company; Kenneth B. Oark, Pres1dcn~ Konncrh B. Clark & Assocjarcs,
[nc.; Marian Wright Edelman, Prcsi-

schools," l.effall said. '
''However, most of us who attended
Ho\vard came back for that reason.
Although \Ve are n1aking ~rides in actively pursuing other facul1y, we arc the
ones that have kept ttUs school to·

dent, Children's Defense Fund; Lafayette Frederick, Chair1nan, .Department
of Botany; Lawrence E. Gary, Professor, School of Social Work; Thomas .
Georges, Jr., Cl1airman, Department of
Com111unity Health and Family Prac.
ticc; Dennis F. Highto,ver, Vice President, The Walt Disney Company;
Pamela S. JeMings, Assistant professor
of Psychology; Lawrence N. ~ Jones,
Dean, School of Divinity; Faustine C.
Jones-Wilson, Professor of education
a11d editor, Joun1al of Negro Education;
Vcr11on E. Jordon, Senior Partner, Akin.
Gump, Strauss, Hauer & Feld; Delano
E. Lc\vis, President and CEO, C & P
Telephone Company; Eleanor Holmes
Norton, ProfcSsor of Law, Georgetown
University Law Center, florence W.
Prioleau, Partner, Patton;·•Boggs and
Blow; A. Barry Rand, President, United
States Marketing Group, Xerox Corp.;

'

Ann Knight Randal~ Diio®r, Uni·
Librari~;

,Louise A. Rapbitel, ~
Professor of Mathematics; llarl)' G.
Robinson, ll~ Dean of the School of
Architecture and Planning; .William.

versity

•

A. Sadler, Dean of the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciencos; Frank
•
Savage, Vidc Otairman, Equitable
Capital Management Corp; ·Carole
W. Singleton, Chairman of the . Department of Drama. OJllege of Fm~ ·
Arts; Jeanne C. Sinkford, Dean of the
College of Dentistry; Michael G.
Spencer, AsSociate professor of electrical engineering; Orlando
L Tark>r,
».
,, , _
Dean of the School 'of C.ommwuca~
~

•

rions; Karen Smyley \ValljlCC, Acting .
chairman o( the Dep;u1merit of Ro- ·
•
•mance Languages; and Stephen J. ·
Wright, retired, formerly affiliated .
wiih The College F.nrrance Examinillion Board.

... : . . .
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronon1y exan1.
I.
On the c,ther hand, Vivarin i,rjves you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awak() and mentally alert for hours. Safely and coilveqiently. So
even when the subject n1atter's dull, your ntind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered lhe solar
system fasler, too.
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It seems unfair. The genius had all thal time. While you have a few

Art
con1i11ued fro111 page 2
\Vere stolen, I fetr as if so111eonc had
stolen a part of 111c," Okata said.
Dr. Jeff Donaldson, a™>Ciate dean
of ll1e College of Fine Arts, said this was
not tlie first ·incide111 in tile college.
According 10 Don.::ildson. facult)' n1en1bers' of!ices are broken i1110 regularly.
He blames part of it on the position
and structure of the building.
''A person can get through it (the
building) in a short period of time," he
said. ''There is a parkir1g lot in the b.::ick
for easy esc.::ipe. ''
fvfen1bers of the drama department
h.::ive also been victimized.
Accordi11g to departme11t chaiiman
Singleton, one student's coat and boots
\\'ere stolen as sl1e audi1ioned for
''Dreamgirls.··
.
During tl1e last perform.::i11ces of
''Ceremonies in Dark Old fvlen"' in tl1e
Ir.::i Aldridge Theater. both a wallet and
cos1un1e '¥\'ere s1olen.
Singleto11 found this surprising considering the fact th.::it, •·\Ve al\V3)'S have
secur~~y coveragl during a perforntance.
r
• •
However ~
'\ eople move so
quickly.,.J'm /11ot blan1ing tl1e security
officer at all .!'
Also in t!Je Ira Aldridge 111ea1er, at
tl1e 1in1e of its re-dedication, bet\veen
12-16 photos \Vere stolen from a display. Ni11e or 1e11 or them \vere head
shots of old alun11ii. Mosl of the photos "'
liad been taken i11 the SO's or 60's. All of
the pf1otos \vere part of lhe depa tmenlal
arcl1ives.
~
U11like tl1e pai111ings, repor were
not liled regarding tl1e loss of e photos.
··\Ve tl1ougl1t tl1at we coul track
tl1em do\\'11." Singleton said. "(But)
the)' \Vere loo old tu describe."
To preve11l furtlieroccurrenc in tl1e
theater and tl1e College of Fi1 e Arts,
Do11;1ldson said, •·\vc·re goi11g to protect ourselves.''
Altl1ougl1 lie refused to give specifics, Donaldson added tl1at pla11s ere in
tl1e making for efforts agai11st c in1c.
''\Ve're going to beco111e m e proacti,•e," he said.
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~THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

~~ ·

by Henri Arnold and Boti Lee

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to eactl square, to form
loor ordinary wotds.

SILAA

-·- --. ..
·-MEERS

'Rtc.K WELLS

JAA311130
3AOT2

•

1
"I · IZ.

CELLOA

HOW MUCH 01 P

I

A &ELTL/5EP
TO C06T?'

KLUSCE

Now &1Tange·1he cl"'ted letten to

~

foon the surprise aosw., aa aug~ed

Ans#el• rrx::oTH:N"(

by the above cartoon.
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Ct1eck out Mobil's So homore Experience!

The Sophomore Experience was i '11tr

·years ago and is desig11ed to .·attr
with the ultimate goal of improvi

'

llced by Mo bi 1 more than 2 o
t, hire and develop minorities
their representation in Mobil

management.

~-

"

e. Hilltop

•

The program is open to college sop omores who are Black,
Hispanic, or Native American. The bulk of the students
participating in the program are m joring in marketing, finar1ce,
accounting, co nputer science or ch mica!, mechanical, petroleum,
electrical or c ivil engineering.
e're especially looking for
candidates who are outgoing, energ tic and active in school and
community affairs.

•

ADVERTISE ,IN .:·.

•

•

'

•

•

Call

~806-6868 ' ~ ~ ·

'Successful applicants
spend a week d.u ring spring term as Mobil's

guest in Dallas for a brief look a
company.

the mar1y facets of an energy

'

'

\

•
l

During the week Mobil people will
businesses: exploration and produ
esearch and development. You'll v
computer center and a plastic pack
learn about our retail gasoline sa
the orientation week, you'll spend
meet on your first job assignment

alk to you about their
ing, marketing, chemical and
sit our research lab, a major
ging plant, and you'll. also
es operation. At the end of
some time with people you'll
s a summer intern.

You must be offered and acc ept a s
participate in the Sophomore Exper
you'll get a summer job at one .of
such as Beaumont, Houston or Dalla
Rochester, New York, or Prince ton,

mmer internsttip with Mobil to
ence.
If you're successful,
ur many locations in the U.S.,
in·· 1'exas; Fairfax, Virginia;
New Jersey, to name a few.

•

EACH FOR AMERICA
appllcatlon dead/1118 tor spring Interviews

January 4, 1991

0

Many of our participants return to Mobil for a11otl1er summer
internship following their ju11ior ear. Once you're ready for
graduation, you also will be cor1si ered fo1· a permanent position

I

with Mobil.

I

•

If your interested i ·n the Sopl1omor

Experience, you'll need to

fill out an application and be int rviewed by a Mobil
representative. Application forms are available at your
Placement Office.

r

'
Mobil will be on c ampu s c onduc ting interviews on December p ,

1990, you can pick application 'for s from the following Plhcement
Office contacts:
Henrietta Duncan
Associate Director

•

•

Career Planning & Placeme nt
student Resources Centc~ r
Howard University
I
Sixth & Bryant Sts;, NW I
Washington, DC
20059

u0hn Faxio
Director

School of Business
Howard University
2600 6th Stre~t, NW
Washington, DC · 20059

•

•

•

Teach For America is
a national teacher
corps of talented,
dedicated individuals
from all ethnic
backgrounds and
academic majors who
commit two years to
teach in urban and
rural areas that have
persistent teacher
shortages.

•

Applications ar9 availab/9 at th9 CarHr Planning
and Placsmsnt Offics
for more information, oontact
Maria Alves at 408-5143

I
•

•
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Closing
continued from page 1

alternatives.
'"These are not my suggestions, they
arc the commissions. But we do need to
look at it and assess its creditability and
give alternatives to solving, the problems." Jenifer said.
Hassan Minor! , Jr., special assistant
to the President and staff director of the
commission, said these recommendations are being made to en.sure students'
tuition is being used in a cost effective
and beneficial manner and to cut excesses in administration in the individual schools and colleges.
"The university spends approximately half a million in each school on
•
administration," Minor said.

'

Jenifer said that student should not
have to pay for an education that is not
preparing them for the future.
''Professors, administrators and staff
will show up for work regardless if there
serving one stu<1ent or not. Thal's g~at,
but is that the best use of students'
tuition?'' Jenifer said. ''The report is
supposed to suggest how can we give
the students the best education for their
money. Money that's directed to the
programs and equipment."
Jenifer guarantee.d that the proposed
cl~ng of any of the schools and rolleges would not affed current student's
'
maJOrs.
1
' If the proposal was to go into effect,
students would be allO\\'ed to complete
their majors as they intended or to
change their majors,'' Jenifer said.
If the proposed closing of the School
of Human Ecology goes into effect, the
existing programs. as dee1ne.d appropriate, would be transferre.d into other
schools and colleges and retraining
opportunities would be provided for
those faculty being as.signed to other
schools and colleges,
The report recommends Closing
Human ll""logy because
some of the courses offered by the
school appear to be misplaced or duplicates of others offered with in the University.
''For instance, the nutrition program
would be transferred to a new School of
Health Professions., which will include
Allied Health, Nursing, and Pharmacy,
or consumer sciences be placed in Business,'' Minor said.
Another reason for the proposed
closing is the question of whether the
programs offered are consis1ent with
the mission of a research-oriehted University.
0, Jackson Cole, Dean of Human
Ecology, said he is unsure if the data to
substantiate the closing were sufficient.
"My faculty and staff do ~ lot of
research . We were commended in 1989
on our research achievement especially
in the field of childhood developn1ent,"
Cole said, "Ou; faculty has been recog-

nized as top scholars, researchers and
community leaders., by their peers nlore
times then nlany other schools a11d colleges. ''
Cole met with his faculty, staff and
student leaders to review the re(Xlrt and
recommendation to close 1he school .
''Our school is no\v con1piling a11d
analyzing data to develop alternative
proposals for Prcsidc111 Je11ifer,'' Cole
said. 'We believe our scl1ool tins been,
is and will continue to be i11 direct accord with the university's 111ission as a
research institution and a quali1y training ground for leaders and scholars."
Many of the students agree \vith
Cole. Mitzi Roscmin-Pierre, Hl1111an
Ecology's Graduate Studc111 Cou11cil
President, said that 1he scl1ool l1as a
holistic approach to education.
''Hu111an Ecology's courses teach
people to care and nlake thetn more
oriented to ho\v hu111ans interact with
C\'erything in 1l1eir environn1ent. That
core belief is \vl1at nlakcs Hu111an Ecology u11ique and 1hat could c,asily be
lost," Rosc111in-Picrrc s.1id.
The con1mission decided to close the
School of Education and combine it
with 1he College of Liberal Arts to ensure future teachers arc specialist in
their subject areas. N~la 1l10111pso11,
senior ele111entary cducatio11 major,
expressed her co11ccm.
•·f\1ost studc11ts aren't fully a\vare of
the report i11 its entirety. But from reading 1he ne,vsp..1pcrs and from hearsay, I
don't 1hi11k tl1a1 tl1is is the best idea,
· unless, tl1e 11d111i11is1ration can assure
future st11de11ts that tl1e progranis for
scco11dary education as \VCll as prin1ary
education \\ ill ren1ai11 as detailed as
1l1ey should be,'' Tl10111pson said. ''It
can be a good idea if students' tuition
really \Viii be used for i1nproving the
progran1s and not ad111i11istr•1tive s.1la1

ropout
continued from page 1
spe.c· 1cally on the drop out rate.
S dent reauitmcnt will play a signifi t role to increase enrollment.
Jeni~ r has set a goal of an 8 percent
enro lment increase for next year.
Che er Wilson, director of student
tment, said the new interest in
t recruitment is long over due.
think the president realizes the
ts are the life-blood of the univerThis is the first time in 15 years
t recruitment has been give priorwell as a budget increase,"
said
e office of student recruitment
will lace special emphasis on the District f Columbia, Virginia and Maryland public school. Currently, local
indel T, Hill, Jr. Dean of the
Sch 1 of Pharmacy and Pharrnacal
Scie cc, has been nominated to head
this roposcd school.
'' haven't given the idea of being
dean too much thought But I do know
that ur colleges staff and faculty WV
asse ·ng the report and recommendation '' Hill said.
arkins and some of her faculty fear
this roposal will only change titles and
not vc ~y money. However, she and
othe are drawing up alternative proposa s.
I addition to the three schools being
in 1 propose~ new schoo~ the school
wou d include exercise physiology,
nulri ion, sports medicine, health edu·
catio and 1)re-pharmacy, which is current! the col1Cge of Liberal Arts.
dria ~illcr, sophomore physical
ther py major, said that th e
ission's pro(Xlsal may not that

feels money isn't as big of a problem as
people think.
''The money is there. All students
have to do is look for it. There is not one
s1uden1 ( have lost in my department due
to money, if I knew about it.;• said
Kaggwa.
''We need more counselors who will
take an interest in their students, and we
need more teachers who care enough olo
get to know students on a personal level.
If we don 't do that, students will continue to feel isolated and alone, and they
will continue to drop out.'' ~ggwa
said.

have the n1oncy to stay hear,' said Miata
Darley, junior french major.
''Ho\vard needs to in1prove the financial aid S)'Stem; student can't stay
l1ere if t11ey don't have the money,"
Darley said:
''Differe11t students drop out for differc11t reasons. l think the school needs
some type of cc11ter that students can go
to \vhere they talk to people whose sole
job is to keep them in school," said
Marie Euscbe, a senior public relations
nlajor.
Dr. l..a\vre11ce Kagg.va, chairman of
tl1e department of journalism, agrees
the:e should be more counseling, but

ON BR£AKING WITH CIVILITY,

•

'

'•
Bo\•ll CUll ,

'

-

1\Al'IDI AND
LUNCH UND!l
T HI IUN .

ri~."

f\1inor s.1id tl1at it is nol logical to
ha,·e tl1rcc dea11s, tl1eir staffs., and expc11scs. '''l1c11 tile)' can be consolidated
i11to 011e scl1ool \vitli 011c dean and 11
dep.1rtn1c111s essx:ciall)' v.•hen it costs
approximately S5.4 n1illio11 annually to
mai11tain Allied Health. Nursing, and
Phar111acy as scp.1r:1tc enlities.
''Closing ad111in ist ra1ive bureaucracy \\'Ollld allO\V us t9 con\'Crt that
n1011cy into edi1catio11al 111011cy,·• Mi11or
s.1id. ·'Sucl1 a co11solidation 'vould also
pull togetl1cr research resources a11d
talent.''
Rosc111ary H:1rki11s. Dean of Allied
Health, s.1id there is son1e con11ectcdness in tl1c progra111s, but tl1cre is s1ill a
lot of co11cern abo11t tl1c effecti\1c11ess of
a cl1angc.

'

enrollment comprises 29 percent of the
student population.
Administrators, stude11ts and faculty
have differing opinions on what else
should be done to increase 1l1e enroll·
ment and reduce attrition.
Wilson said, ''It doesn't matter 110\v
many applications we send out, or how
many we receive, if the university can
not offer housing and financial aid to
students, they are not going to come.''
Administration officials and students alike, agree that finances are often
at the root of the university's cnrolln1ent
and retention woes.
''A lot of people al Howard just don' t

we
nurs
diffe

e School of Health Sciences is a
small school, and we get rcgistra·
d other things done on time. Also
e already in tl1e s.1me building as
g, so it shouldn 't be too big of a
nee," Miller said. ''Actually it
interesting to be with others in
ealth science field."
inor said those concerned that a
lidatio11 would ruin the intimacy
n their ~lieges have nothing to

All complimfnts

\V f

'

ONLY lfl'IT

of thf !Mrmuda
CONV flT l l Lfl .

~partmfnl of

They're th

1"ouriim . Pink

perfect w1y

s1nd ind turquoise

10

w;iter co mpliments
ufnatu1e

con
\Vith
fear.
'' t is not the adn1inistrators per sc
\vho ake that closeness as much as it is
the professors and the fact that the
univ rsity is run by African- Americans
who care and want to sec the future
stro and well trained.''

,

party hop.
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you can win clsurf,

par••ai\, or dive.
Raise • racqur1.
Or join a

''How can disparate disciplines co-.
exists, especially when not located
togel her And how can one administrator handle all of those curriculums effectively," Harkins said. ''lbcre would
be an awful lot of work for this. jokingly
called, 'super' dean."
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The Sta.rs Are Out All Day!

•

America's premier theme
park in Williamsburg, Va.
is conducting auditions for
over 250 singers, dancers,
• •
•
•
mus1c1ans, variety artists,
actors; technicians, and
supervisors. You could be ,
part of the magic that truly
makes Busch Gardens an
.
''
.
,,
entertainment experience,
So get your act together
and 'shine' at our 1991
auditions.

\

'

Audition Date:

I

TOWSON

MARYLAND

···-~ · ---..:::..

- · ~· -

Goldman, Sachs I Co.

Salomol\ lroth.ers ll\c
Ch.emieal laM
Al\dersen Consulting
Aetna. Lile I Casualty
TI!.e Travelers
Th.e Prudential

I

ATCT
NCR
GTE
EDS
US Sprin!

3M
Procter I GU'lble
General Electric
Eaatmu Kodak
Jolu\son I Joh.nson
General Foods
The &oeing Co.
Ford Motor Co.

Exxon
Mobil Oil
Eveready Flattery

I

And 100 0th.er Outstanding Employers
At Careers '91 f
Careers '91 v.·111 il,1\'e yot1 chi;' opµorll1n11y to 1nl;'t"I a11d inter\'il;'Y.'
v.·11h so111e of tht> ndtion 's top employers . Q,•e r 10.000 ser11ors hd''e
dt tendl;'d pas1 conferences . v.•it h .') I % rece1,·1ng seco11d inter\•1ews
d nd dlmost 40% recc1vi11g di l("aSI o ne job offer AS A DIRECT

Monday, Dec. 3, 1990
I :00-4:00 p.m.
Towson State University
Fine Arts Building
Choral Room #392
Osler Drive &
Cross Campus

RESULT Of' THEIR CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION ,
'\~u cdn n1t>el "nd 1nter\'1ev.• v.•ith en1plO)'ers v.·110 dor1'1 recruu at your

scl1ool . or n1dkl;' d ll 1111pond111 seco11d 11nprcss1011 on those thdt )'OU do
1r111;'r\·1t'Y.' v. ith on cdmpus. In e ither c.tse. 1us1 0111;" da)· "' Careen '91
cd11 er1hance your choice of cart>er options and s1gn1ficdntly increase )'our
c har1cl;' of gl;' tting the job }'OU v.·ant . v.•1t h t he emp\o)'l;'r )'OU v.·ant .

ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCE, MATH,
llUSINESS, PHYSICAL &I lllOLOGICAL SCIENCES
AND Ll&ERAL ARTS majors are being recruited. "fo be considered
l'or" Ce.reen '91 in\'itation . send dn 11pdated resume by December
20, 1990 to Ce.reers '91 . P.O. Box 18.52. Nl;'v. Ha1't'n. c·r 06..508
(lnd1cdle thl;' co11ference(s) )'Ol1 'd like to dttend). Your interests and
crl;'denlials will be careft1ll y revie'>'·ed by our exper11;"ncl;'d staff and
con1pared to other seniors 1n your major discipline. Se11iors v.·hose
qualifications a11d i11tefl;'Sts bes t match the req11ire1ne111s of pdrlicipating
Careers '91 employers will be invited to dttt;nd. 'fhl;'re i~
A&SOWTELY NO CHARGE to seniors who a11end .

'
Auditions : I to I 1h r.;ins
For additional
information call

1-800.25.1-3302.

Careers '91 New York
Mea.dowla.nda, NJ
January 8 al. 9, 1991

Careers '91 Atla.n.ta.
Atlanta., GA
January 22 I< 23, 1991

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opponunity Employer Wf/H
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By Martin Lewis
By Martin Lewis
Hilltop
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BUIES

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Repol1er

CREEK, NC-Aller dropping

their season opener to a bigger and
stronger Wake Forest team less than 36
hours earlier, the· one question on the
minds of the roaching staff was ho\v the
Hoopsters would respond when they

went up against Can1pbcll University.
The Hoopstcrs iesponded \Vith a terrific team effort, just falling to the

Camels 82-81 in front of a vocal cro,vd
of 500.
In fact, the Bison were in position to
win the game when Manin Huckaby
was called for charging as he took \vhat
looked like Ute winning basket as the
final seronds ran off the clock.
lbough the refereeing \Vas question-

able,
Assistant Coach Jerry
Eaves,before the game. said the visiting
team cannot expect to get the close calls

on the road.
On the final play, Head Coach Butch
Beard said, ''The gan1e did not end due

\

to that play. We were just trying to get

•

a good shot. I've never been disappointed in the way we played. They
played hard. We have to learn how to
win, we don'l know how lo do tl1at yet,
bul we'll learn.''
Early in the game, the Bison 'vere on
fire, running lheir ~ay to a 7-0 lead
before anyone knew what happened.
Some much-needed defense also
arrived with the Bison, keeping the
Camels off the scoreboaid for the first
tlvee and a half minutes.
It was deja vu from this point for the
Bison, who were out- scored \vith 24-10
in the next 9:21, which finally ended
with a Howard time-out . \Vitl1 the ''ocal
crowd now wide a\vake and Camel
guard Rod Gourdine hittin~ ever}'thing
in sight, the tide of the game had definitely turned in favor of the hon1e team.
The flfSI half ended ,vjth the Can1els
leading 39:37.
j
The Bison receiyed an extra effort
from Julious ''Juice'' McNeil, who was
play'1ng al his former school for the first
time since he defected last season .
McNeil played t\vo years for the Camels
and, although his game was knO\\'n by

\'I~ I
Bison players huddle up to discuss team strategy.
everyone, ,he stil l led the Bison \Vith
nine first-l1alf points.
''Anytime you play your old school,
)'OU al\vays want to play, your best. The
last thing I wanted to see was my old
scl1ool beat us. This game definitely had
me pumped up," said McNeil, "'ho
finished 'vitl117 poi11ts before fouling
out \Vitl1 3:36 ren1ai11i11g i11 tl1e gan1e.
Since day 011e of 1rai11ing can1p, ··Tue
General'' has been loolµ11g for someone
to step for\\'ard and lead his tean1. _He
may ha\'e fou11d tl1at leader in number
•
45, 6·8 senior T)'ro11e f>o,\·ell.
As the lead see -sa'''ed i11 the seco11d
half, PO\\•etl ste1)ped for'''ard a11d
played \vell 011 botl1 sides of Lile court.
Po,vell took lite Hoops!ers' scori11g i11to
his O\\'n ha11cls, J1i11i11g 10 co11secutive
points late i11 tl1e gan1e. 1l1e cro,,·d
mar\ elled at l1is play as PO\\•el l l1it tun1.around jun1pshots and long-bon1b
three-pointers.
··we had to change t!1e pace of tl1e
1

game in order to win. I just started
concenl.rating more in the second half
and the shots started to fall,';said
PO\vell .
Along with Powell collecting 19 of
his team high 25· points in the second
half, the Bison did something they will
need to duplicate more tl1is season if
they are going to \\'in , out rebound their
oppone11ts. The Hoopsters out rebounded the Can1els 34-32, \vith 17
being collected off the offensive glass.
Going into the fi11al n1i11utes of the
ga111e. the lead cl1ai1ged ha11ds '''ith each
1.rip do,v11 t!1e floor. \VJ1ile Po,vell ,,·as
perforn1i11g his n1agic. tl1e Can1els got
an outsta11di11g effort fro111 fresl1111a11
Jamie Lee (18 poi11ts ). \\:hose tl1reepoi11ters ai1d clutch fret• -tl1r1J\\'S kept tl1e
'\• CfO\\'d alive a11d the game
frenzied
close.
ith tl1e Hoopsters cli11gi11g on to a
78lead \vith 1:14 left in regulatio11.
tl1e.. niels called a tin1eout. Got1rdi11e.
\vho had a career higl1 32 poi11ts a11d '''as

Grapplers prepare for battle
'

By Dean Bratton
Hnltop Stan Reporter

, The name of the game for the sport
of wreslling is dedication and hard
work, according to Howard University
wrestling team coach Paul Cotton, and
the Howard University wrestlers~will
soon be put IQ the test .
Dec. 2 marks the beginning of tl1e
season for the wrestling team with a
tournament up in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. In his assessment of the team for
this year, Coach Cotton reflects on last
year, which he called ''a great year."
The team had two wrestlers that
performed very well. Martin Gooden
made it to the NCAA region finals and
Mikhael Parks placed fourth in the
Eastern region. Both Gooden and Parks
:\Jc no longer eligible ' lo play and no'v

serve as stude111 coacl1es. ''Trying to replace those gu)'S is11·1 easy," 9Jtto11
said. ''No\v a fe\v veterans need to step
up and take on the load."
Cotton vie\VS the team's strengths
and \veak11esses some,vhat l1and in
l1and. Tiie \Veakness., he said, is a lack
of team men1bersl1ip. 1l1eir aren't
enough bodies available to get in a \vellrou11ded practice. ''lt"s just like basketball." s.1id tl1e coacl1. ''You may have
five players, \vl1icl1 are e11ough, but you
can"t practice \Villi five players the \vay
you could 'vi1l1 ten. It gets stag11ant."
111 assessi11g tl1e streng1 l1s of the
team, Coacl1 Cotton s.1id it is hard to tell
witltout co111petitio11. I-le does, 110,vever, con1plin1e111 1l1e guys 011 tl1eir attitude and tecl11i.ical level.
' looki11g back 011 tl1e 1alen1 the team
began 1l1e seaso11 \Vilh four years ago.
Cotton said tl1at he has a mucl1 better

Sia ing point this year. ''I l1ave a better
taJ l ixx>l. but a better talent pool witl1out hard work is nothing." he said.
oing into tl1is year, Cotton has l\VO
he wants to ~omplish. TI1e first
is t wi11 a MEAC championsl1ip, son1elhi g that has eluded him since he bcca e coach in 1983. The second goal i~
to nd and place a wrestler i11 tl1e natio als.
or his team to be successful. Cotto11
es the importance of bei11g in great
sha . He said he is a stickler for being
in 11e best possible condition )'OU can be
i11. ''If you had a limited arse11al," or
mo es, "'but good conditio11i11g. you'll
wi1 in ntost i11sta11ces." said C'otton.
Cotton was a wrestler fur 1-lo,vard
from the mid 70s until 1978. 1l1e te:1n1
is limited i11numbers110\V, but back tl1en
there \Vere 0111)' five par1icipa11ts. •'Jt
•t~ to be a don1inai11 program.'' he

13 of 16 from the ''cherry sl.ripe'', hit a
long three-pointer with :55 left in the
game. Howard's Milan Bro,vrt (8
points) answered with his own lhreepointer, returning a one point lead to the
Bison.
With only :08 left in the game,
Milton''Skip'' Bynum was called for
•
holding, sending Gourdine to the line
for two shots. After hitting the first one
to tie lhe game, Howard called a timeout to set up their final play.
Gourdine calmly hit the second freethrow, giving the Camels the victory.
The Bison's last hOpe for a win ended
when Huckaby was called for chargi11g
as he attempted a short jumper i11 the
paint.
''TilC win.was a total team effort. We
knew that he (Gourdine) would hit tl1e
two free-throws. There was never a
doubt in our minds,'' Lee said.
The two teams will meet again on
Dec. 12 as lhe Bison open their hon1e
season.

said. ,The last MFAC championship
was in 1976. He also said the wrestling
team placed second in team titles behind the swim team.
As far as the future of wrestli11g at
H..:iward, Colton said ii could be brigl11
since the sport is not very expensive.
Cotton also voiced the need for more
minority representation. ''It's another
avenue to bring the black man inlo lhc
'
college ranks."
This year, Colton hasl six new recruits. He is very optimistic about talent, but he said, ''they were good at the
high school level. They have a lot of
transition to make. This is not high
school." The level is so high, he said,
that, ''you can have a 23-ycar-old senior
going up against a 17 -year-old freshman."
Freshman wrestler Lance Taylor
agreed. "It's different from high school.
Since we're just freshmen, we're starting over. YOu have to rcaJly motiv<Lle
yourself.'' Ron Hubbard, another freshman said, ''college wrestling is a lot
more physical. Everybody out !here is
striving to be the best.''
Both wrestlers agree with wl1a1
coach Cotton is trying to accon1plish.
Taylor · is shooting for nationals a11d
Hubbard wants the same. Hubbard also
added he would like to be on the Dean's
list about six times ber.vcen no\v and his
senior year. '"The biggest step is ha11dling the independence," he said. He
also said its different with no one around
•
to make them do everything. There has
to be a sense of dedication, starting \Vith
6:00 a.nt practices every morning.
Taylor and Hubbard give a lot of
credit to Marty Gooden, who they consider their mentor. Gooden plays a
major role to all of the ne'v guys. The
players said he gets up every n1orni11g
for practice with them. He even s.1crifices other living arrangements in order
to stay with' them in Drew Hall.
Gooden said, ''I tell the fcll:1l1s they
have limited potential. I encourage
them to reach for lhe skies and have high
goa1s, academic and athletic. I have
faith in the fellahs, the problem is them
having faith in themselves."

WINSTON SAlEM, NC-When the final buuer sounded at the Lawrence Joel
Veteran Memorial Coliseum Friday
night giving the Deacons of Wake Forest a 108-74 \vin over the Bison no one
was too upset.
Sure, tl1e Bison had just dropped
their season opener, spoiling the debut
of Head Coach Butch Beard, but when
was lhe last tin1e the Bison broke the 70
point n1ark?
The Deacons proved to be too big.
too strong, and too good for tl1e ''ne'v
look run-n-gun'' Bison.
Dearons' Rodney Roger,; (6-7. 235).
Cl1ris King (6-8, 225) and Anthony
Tucker (6-8, 225) acrounted for 60 of
the tcan1s' point and proved to be more
than the Bison could handle.
Rogers. a freshman, led all scorers
with 24 points and thre\v in seven rebounds, five of which \Vere on the offensive glas.s.
''We had an opportunity to get things
done," said Coach Beard. '·My guys
gave an effort tonight. I've been
'pleased from day one with their perfonnancc and I thought they played
\Veil ,"
ln fact, the Bison did show moments
of brillian~e on the break, but they were
too often on the receiving end of twoon-one fast · breab and slam dunb.
Playing in front of 6,072 screaming
(ans, said one Bison player, only added
to the nervousness seen in the beginning
of the game.
''We \\'ere all very nervous, but that
\Vas to be expected. Coach Beard just
told us 10 calm do\vn and do what \Ve've
been doi11g in practice;· said Keith
Kirven, who led all Bison ,,·ith 15
points.
After \vin11i11g the ope11ing tip-off.
the Deacons jumped to a 10-0 lead before tl1e Biso11 kne\v \Vital hit them. The
Deacons exploded out of the gates,
hilt'ing their first six sl1ots.
The Biso11 fu1ally got 011 the scoreboard 'vl1en Kirven tapped in a missed
shot at tJ1e 18:1 1 111ark, after a Bison
tin1e out.
TI1e Bison \Vere not able to match up
\Villi tl1e bigger Deacons all night. The

-'

•
size differential hurt the Bison most in
the rebounding category. They were
out-worked in the boards 51-46, with
the Deacons getting a total of 25 offensive rebou11ds.
''We had a physical disadvantage
do'vn low. Their size helped them as far
as rebounding and pushing the ball up
the floor," said Milton ''Skip'' Bynum,
whose hot shooting in the fust quarter
kept Howard in the game.
On the up-tempo style of play.
Kirven said, ·•we were running wilh
them and, at times, we had them holding
their shons. We were doing what we
'''anted to do as far as the running went
we just didn't pick up .Plf~ , 1 ffi~f1~ 1~Di_'6n
low. Everybody played har,4, · ~ iris
definitely a system we can win with."
'This was quite an experience for my
kids and Howard University," said
Beard. "The important lhing with us is
coming out and improving and I definitely saw some good things tonight."

'

Renegades top
Team 1 in battle
of undefeated
'

By Richard Flowers

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Renegades retained their title
by defeati11g Team 1 in tl1c intramural
Supcrbo\vl Nov. 18, on a cold Sunday
at Greene Stadiun1.
Renegades and Tean1 1 both had
perfect records coming into the game.
The n1atch-up bct'''een the two had been
predicted from tl1e beginning of the
season by fans and pla) crs.
The gan1e li\'Cd up 10 everyone's
expectations. It \Vas very pl1ysical and
full of en1otio11s.
Tean1 1 jun1pcd out lo an early lead
1

and it seemed as though they would
have no problem captwing the title.
However, the Renegades fought back
and tied the score. Later in the game,
the Renegades took a lead of two touchdowns with three minutes left " in the
game, seemingly closing the door on a
Team 1 chance of victory.
However, Team 1 fought back and
forced the game inlo overtime where the
Renegades won 36- 30.
Team 1 Captain Gregory Yet said,
''This was their MEAC championship
or Whitney Young Classic. It was like
Penn S1a1e beating Notre Dame. It was
a bigger game to them M a team then it
\Vas 10 us," he said.

i

BISON BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
•

MEN'S BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
SCHEDULE

DECEMBER

DECEMBER

3
8
12

Northeastern

Away
Winthrop
Away
Campbell
Home

15

St. John's
Away

18
28

Townson State Home

29

Shootout Spokane
Away
Shootout Spokane
Away

4

William & Mary Col.
Away
7-8 Univ. Missouri Tour
Away
(S. Alabama, E. Kty,
MO.)
12 Univ. of MD.
Home
15 Saint Peter's Col.
Away
19 George Mason
Away

D

•

•

•

TI-iE HILLTOP
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HAPPENINGS
BKX Honor Society Meeting (Men1-

bers & Inductees) Monday, Dec. 3,
1990 5 p.m. Undergraduate Library.

BKX Honor Society Initiation C.Crcmony Monday, Dec. 10, 1900 1 p.m.
Undergraduate Library U 1 Please
dress appropriately!

"Lettin' It All Hang Out"
A Happy Hour spo11sorcd by
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,I1te
El Torito's- Georgeto,v11
5:00-8:00pm
50 cents Tacos a11d $1.00 Margaritas

IS IN GOOD CONDITI(ilN! Call
Rochelle (301) 853·3094 "tltw'n 10
a.m.-11 p.m.

The Brothers of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. Beta O!apter \viii be sponsoring a Bo\vl-a·thon Friday, Dec. 7,
1990 from 5:30-9:30 p.m. All inter-

The American Council on Education is
seeking an individual to work with its
Office of Public Affairs through Janu·
ary 1991. Indv. will assist in preparing
a daily news summary; sorting and distributing news clips a11d radio and TV
briefings, and other projects as necessary; and answering phone inquiries.
Salary will be on an hourly basis, commensurate with experience. Plse. send
resume and salary requirement to;
Public Affairs Search, American Council on Education, One Dupo11t Circle,
N\V, Room 804, Wasl1ington, DC
20036 or call 939-9424. EOE/AA.

ested parties ca11 pick up pledge sheetJ
from any brotl1cr.

Toastmasters Int. Nov. 29th· Thursday
6 p.m. Undergraduate Library
Lecture Room Power in Words!

Help homeless elderly a11d

~ub

children.

Call for Volunteer Saturday project
265-4920.

Louisiana
'Meeting Mon. Dec. 3,
1990 Rm. 143 DGH 5 p.m.

UNIFICATJONIS~1.

New Odcans Mardi Gras ·trip- leaving
Feb. 8, 1991· returning Feb. 12, 1991,
bus only· $105.00, bus w/2 nights at

World view for

the 21st century. Call CARP for semiriar i11troductio11, 265-4920.

New Orleans Sheraton- $155.00 \V/4

Food, Clotl1i11g, & Supply Drive for
homeless a11d Soviet U11io11. Call 2654920.

pe.ople per room. Interested, call Noqi319-1684. Limited space. Sponsored
by Louisiana Club.

School of Com111u11ications ,Ge11eral
As.sembly f\1eeting Dec. 4 at 6 p.n1. R1n
244
I

\Vatchout for one of the ne\vest singers
around. Mark Lamont Stevens. Bari-

tone (spread the news), (202) 526-0309.

FREE House Party all nitc long Frid:l)',
Nov. 30 at 42 Rhode Island N\V Starts
at about 10 something.

The School of Communications Stu-

dent CoWlCil presents WHUR's Nc\VS
Director Bill ChriSlian for an informative, informal rap session, Dec. 4 at 5:30

JOBS

BOOKKEEPER/FINANCIAL AD MINISTRATOR needed by 1vell-established small downto\vn DC Jobbyi11g
finn. Familiarity with basics of Quattro
required. · General kno\vledge of com·
puters a plus. Fff or Pff. Send cover
letter and resume in co11fide11ce to Personnel Department, P.O. Box 65942,
\Vashington, D.C. 20035-5942.
Earn as ¥·ou learn, work your own hours

MISCELLANEOUS

p.m ..

(703)- 7~11 24 hour message.

•

H.U. SKI· General Body Meeting 12/6

5-6 p.m. ~lackbwn· Rm : 150.

.

. AT)'ENT!ON! Members of the Church
of Christ, NO\V IS THE TIMEI (Matt.
5:14-16} Let's come together. Call
Anthony at (202) 635-8903 and stay

twied for more to come.

•

Bicyclists' Society Meeting- Monday
6:30 p.m. in Douglass· Rm B-21

Proposals fo1 fWlds from the University-\vide Appropriat'ion Board are due
today by 5 p.m. in th~ Office of Student
Activities, Rm 117 Blackbum Center.
Concerns about problem eati11g habits?
Expcrie11ce personal gro,vtl1 \Vithin a
sup}Xlrtive group \vhere problems can
be safely discussed and dealt \Vith. For
more information, contact Lpurctta
Grau or Nickole Scott at 806-6870.
Uni\ ersity Cow1scling Services.
1

SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY
presents their
1990 lnfonnal Rush
"Daring to be Different":
The Challenge of Sigma
~1onday, December 3, 1990 7:00pm
Blackbum Gallery loW1ge

For Sa!C:: Nintendo En1ertainment S)'Stem \vith Z1ppcr and six gan1es. $150
Call Kevin at 745-1968.
EVERYlliING MUST GO! Furniture
sale! Prices are IO\V! EVERYIBING

HOUSING
\VANlED: Female 10 share 2 Bedroom
in Mt. Rall1ier, MD. Exccssable to
campus on Metro. $315 per n1onth
Contact An.sela after 6:30 p.m.. 301·927-4405
4 BR 2 BA house washer/dryer/dishwasher $280-$340
424 Elm St. N\V \Vash. DC Right by
Ho\vard U call Mitch. Home (202)
333-2296 beeper (301) 94-0-0607.
•

Rooms a\•ailable in1n1cdiatcly in Historic Le Droit Park Spacious ne\vl~'
renovated rooms located on Howard
University campus
Desire mature
stable students • call: (202) 882-8620
days.

lllovember 30, 1990

PICS
Thinking about - moving 2nd semester?
Reserve your room now and n1ove in
before you go home for XMAS vaca~
tion. Two' (2) rooms available at $275
each. Both rooms are furnished and
have w/w carpet. Your housen1atcs \viii

ADAE L: A previous hilltopic to you
wl1ich was false and meant as a joke,
proved itself not to be amusing. I am
very sorry for any pain or discontent it
has caused you. I hope you don't stay
+ad too long. Love your friend, G.

~t~l~~r 1b~:~~e:::.nLS.

~'Ve knO\Vn about U,...bUt it's a Compro-

Call Bea

Wanted: one fen1ale to share 1/2 of ne\v
2 bdrn1 apt, furnished featuring ale, w/\V
carpet, microwave 1..ocated in LcDroit
Park wi1hin 3 blocks from can1pus on
bualine. For details call (202) 723·
4242.
Good security 1/2 block from busline/
close to campus
Female to share 1/3 of new house featur·
ing IKFA furnishings, washer/dryer,
w/w carpet, microwave, a/c, furnished
cal 'anytime for details (202) 723·4242

mise not knowing U personally. Will U
~llow 1l1is 2 change? ... My phone is still
on. Damon 2 Melinda.
~cc. 1

\lappy B'day
Oncita D. Jackson & James Jack

•

My thanks to everyone who was there
for me the past few weeks- Mr. Fears
Dr. Merrill, Ms. Sneed, AERho, Black
Nia F.0. R.C. E., Ceeon, Sterling,
Shawn, Marques, Gator, mu family at
434 Q, and the one who was there
when the s- hit the fan- Rhea.
Be Easy,
Lou.

I

ONEITA!!!

r:

C.P.G.
\Veil we made it!! It's been a year.
Thanks for the memories, and I know
there will be many more.
Pudgy.

car Lisa Simpson,
Call me if you have a bad day and we'll
ut the vase 10 use. And don't forget to
icll me wl1cn I'm ready to \\'aik the rice
bad and take tl1e marbles.
. Love your friend
Homer
3 roon1s for rent near Ho,vard. $250,
P.S. don't call on Tl1ursday, but call.
$275 & $300.00 (301)990-9577
'm coping 0.K I guess.
Marvin. Available now!
Nicely furnished large, clean and con1fortable room with priva1e porch. Furnishings include large desk a11d full
carpet. New w/D and miCTO\vave to
sha re in newly renovated 3 BR
to\vnhouse. Bus at comer, 5 blocks to
campu~ 6 blocks from R.I. Ave. Metro.
$320 + 114 utilities. (202) 232-1127.

24·A·90
Happy B-day
1 love you
That guy from LfL

I
thank u 4
'
'

111y

tJappy B'day,
' .
~ISstOn

.

i·oses...THANK YOU

~l1eilah

.
from
the girl on a

'

l)carcst l<im,
1-loppy Birthday and we hope you
have many, many more. - Love you!
Always,
\
Karol, Monique & Patrese
l11e Laws.
B.A.5.!
Are my stocks on tl1e rise?
Is there gas in my SAAB 900 ?

1%at's up GOOK.
fol1rtune 500 ar.d all that!
~' kill tl1ose bugs in your crib)

'.

•

Rooms for. rent Harvard St. & Georgia
Ave. area Large size. Carpet d/\V, \V/d.
micro. $290 utilities included. $270 for
first 3 months. call 462-7456.

.

Two bedroom apartment to share!!
completely ftimished , washer/df)'er,N
C. on busline, nice neighborhood.
Female students call 699-8847 after 6
p.m.

i\J,\RIL Y'.'/ O,\ \VSON, R:\', Licensed Esthetlclan

Holiday Special

•

$25 Makeover and free make-up kit
Oct. 31 thru Dec. 31, 1990
Afro·European Skin Care Specialist

• f acials • Body T~auncnu • Wa_,ing
• ,\cne Treauncnt • St~ss Massage

PERSONALS

• Ingrown Oair T ~atmcnu
Comp1-1, !'.falu ·up Eti.u:a1iD" s~nicu • ,W,dically OntN~d Ski11 Carz

CRISSY POO:
I love you with all of my heart!
I wouldn't trade you in for all of the
cookies in Chicago. Stay S\veet my little
cupcake!
Love,
Too S\veet

Call for Appoinuncnt (30 1) 589-72298750 Georgia Avenue • Su ite 107 • Silver Spring, \'ID

'

•

•

U.S. Department of Energy

• •

(

'•

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE AND RES

•

•

CH APPOINTMENTS

•
•

Oak 1Ridge Associ ated Universities, a private, not-for-profit ;issociation of colleges- and
universities, and a management and operating contractor o the U. S. Department t0f
Energy, encourages students and faculty at designated Hist rically Black Colleges and
Universities to apply for programs in its Science/EnginJering Education Division.
Undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in ca~eer fields related to nuclear
energy technologies and full-time permanent faculty who hol degrees in life or physical
sciences or engineering and who have ongoing interest in nuc ear energy-related research
are eligible. Students accepted into the program will receive str pends and payment of their
tuition and fees; and faculty members will receive a stipend t at is equal to their regular
college~university salary. APPLICANTS MUST BE U.S. CI IZENS OR PE
NT
RESIDENT ALIENS.
1

•

r

•

'
I
•

' \

FOR MORE

INFC~l\1ATION

•

CONT CT:
•

•

I
I

I
I
•

HBCU/NET PROGRAM
•
Science/Engineering Education Divi ion
P.O. Box 117
Oak Ridge, TN 37830-0117
Phone 615-576-5300

•

•

•

I

i
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GETTING INTO HIS WORK -

PAGE 8

THE CAT'S MEOW -

PAGE 12
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Colleges embittered by NEA co
We won 't forget ••.
Students at the U. of Florida pulled
together in the wake of a serial killer's
spree. A photo essay recalls the emotional images.

A jungle out there
Life after college is a strange place in
- An1erica, says a U. of Massachusetts
columnist who bases his findings on
obscure, but interesting, statistics. .
Page6

A star on the rise
•China Beach" star and Emmy winner Marg Helgenberger talks about
her humble, small-town upbringing in
Nebraska and the impact of her fame.
Page8

Skyrocketing costs
Despite record amounts of financial
aid, the money is not enough to keep
up with the rising costs of tuition and
inflation.
Page 12

masochism, homoeroticism, the sexual
Anti-obscenity clause:
exploitation of children or individuals
in sex acts and which, when
'Communist witch hunt?' I engaged
taken as a whole, do not have serious lit-

I

The clause prohibiting the National erary, artistic, political or scientific
Endowment for the Arts from granting value."
funds for the creation of "obscene" art
But the congressionally imposed
continues to polarize artists and admin- ~aivers raised questions for colleges and
istrators at colleges and universities I universities as to whether to accept or
across the nation.
deny grants. While the U. of Houston
The result oLthe heightened aware- L was among many who gave thumbs up
ness of government funding for art to the monies - T4D,0-00ror its Arte1
obscene or not - is unfolding as politi- Publico Press - it was only after much I
cians, university officials and activists I deliberation.
touting artistic freedom debate the
During the decision-making process,
appropriatenessoftheNEAand the def- advisory committee member and
initions of art and obscenity.
Director ofUH's Blaffer Gallery Martha
The uproar began earlier this year Mayo said, "What on~ person defines as
when a grant was used by photographer obscene may not be to another.. . . The
Robert Mapplethorpe to produce pho- bottom line is we have a right to say, think
MEl·CHUN JAU. TliE SHORTHORN, U OF TEXAS. ARLINGTON
tographs of an erotic nature. Congress and express whatever we want within
then began requiring grantees to pledge reason and this restriction will clearly Marissa Catubig, SMU theater sophomore,
that NEA funding would not be used for deny us ofour rights as stated in the First displays her outrage during a Dallas NEA rally.
works that "may be considered obscene, Amendment."
See related story, page 2
See NEA, Page 2
including ... depictions of sado-

French teaching program labeled sexist
By Lisa H. Cooper
• The Amherst Student

Amherst College

Double or nothing
Athletes adept at several sports are
choosing schools that allow them to
play the field, court and track to make
the most of their abilities.
Page22

vessy.

Portions of a French language jnstruction program were eliminated from the
curriculu.m at Amherst College after
three female students at Yale U. filed a
sexual harassment grievance.
Introductory French students claimed
~enc-h in Action," which-is used -by

more than 1,000 colleges and secondary I Robert, an American student.
schools across the country, is so sexist I .Yale senior literature major Tracy
that it interfered with their studies.
Blackmer initiated the complaint in a
Developed in 1987 by the director of letter to the French department last fall.
Yale's language laboratory, Pierre
"I had approached the course with a
Capretz._ the course uses a text, work- very strong desire to learn the lanbook and a series of videotapes for full guage," Blackmer said. "But then I startimmersion in the language.
ed noticing that the camera was lingerTaped in Paris, the 52 half-hour videos ing on women's bodies.•
follow the developing relationship of
Black.mer cited an example in which
Mir€ill€r-a-y-0nng .French w.oman, and
See SEXIST, Page 7

Campuses react to gang violence
By Alisa Wabnik

•

• Arizona Daily Wildcat

U. of Arizona

-

Their tennis shoes gave them away.
Campus police refused entrance to two
men who showed up at the Miss Black U.
of Washington pageant last spring
because they didn't meet the dress code
- no tennis shoes or ball caps - instituted by school officials to keep out gang
members.
Gunshots were fired on campus later
that night, considered by many to signify
a gang's way of saying goodbye...

UW in Seattle is one of several universities encountering spillover of gang
activity from their surrounding cites.
Bloods and Crips are moving east and
north from California. Skinheads, a political group whose members sometimes are
involved in racial incidents, also are
spreading into new regions.
For typically young gang members,
university activities are a natural attraction, said UW Police Department Det.
Cmdr. Lt. Vic Peirsol.
""'
U. of Arizona officials also are concerned about' gang activity filtering into
university life. UA Assistant Chief of
See GANG, Page 23

'
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By Tracy Peel
• The Argonaut

U. of Idaho

After an anonymous complaint about artwork depicting
nudit}', U. of Idaho administrators decided to put up warning
signs around an exhibit to explain its content so pas.s ersby
\vould not be disturbed.
The administrators originally planned to move the exhibit,
which consisted of drawings by student Lisa Eisenrich, to a
less conspicuous area of the gallery.
Some interpreted the move as censorship.
Coordinator of the Student Union Building Gallery John
Goettsche said, "No matter what you put up, solnebodyis going
to be offended. If you listen to that complaint, are you going
to listen to them all? Are you going to tear down every show

people don't like?"
The gallery manager, Dean Vettrus, defended the request to
move the artwork, saying, "This is the most public area of the
building. A lot of little kids come by that area in the morning
before they go to school."
Vettrus said he objected only to the placement of the exhibit,
not the content 01· quality of the art.
Eisenrich, or"Izey" as she signs her paintings, said she heard
mostly positive comments about the exhibit. Comments were
also listed in a book at the gallery's information desk, and positive comments outnumbered the negative ones.
Goettsche tells those 'vho may question his choice of display
art to "go through an art history book and look at the impressionists. They all painted naked women."
.
But because no consensus can be easily formed as to the
appropriateness of a piece of art, the university has decided
to evaluate its own selection process.
Hal Godwin, Wie president ofstudent affairs, said Goettsche
has done a good job of selecting art for the SUB Gallery, but
has been a "committee of one."
Godwin suggested a larger committee be responsible for
selecting artwork in the future.

'

..

BRIAN JOHNSON. THE ARGONAUT. U. OF IOAHO

Eisenrich's piece was at the center of debate.

Chairman John Frohnmayer continually reiterated his position on art versus
obscenity.
Continued from page 1
"I and the National Endowment for
Some students in California agreed.
the Arts oppose obscenity unequivqcal·
Erin Braddock, the U. of California ly. ltis the antithesis ofart. Itis without
Student Association representative for soul. It conveys no message. Itdegrti.des
the U . of California , Davis, said she humanity, and it sickens me," he said.
thinks "the essence of thes"e amend·
NEA spokeswoman Virginia Falck
mentsis repressiveness, which puts lim- said the ASU committee could have
its on human expression. When a gov- made a more effective statement by
ernmentattempts to define those limits, directly contacting members of
it is veiy, very dangerous."
Congress.
Ho\vever, Braddock admitted that
While Carlson and his committee
ai-tists should have the right to accept decided to embark on that route, other
grants. "There is a lot of truth behind the universities took a more overt stance bri
term 'starving artist,' " she said.
protests and marches.
Last year alone, the nine UC campusAt Southern Methodist U. in Texas,
es received more than $1 million from marchersinfrontofDallasCityHallcarthe NE.4.., and as
ried colorful signs ,
much as $150,000
some decorated with
9f that amount "Art is supposed to stir us and lUminous Jackson
rovoke us and keep us awake •...
was used forvari- P
Pollack-style paint
·
W
hen
there
no
longer
are
chalous arts prosplatters and styl ·
lenges to our minds and hearts,
grams, said UCD
ized images of
Vice Chancello1· thenwebecomeasocietyofsleep- human heads with
walkers.''

NEA

Richardiv1ethan.,~;__--~~~-...,---:=:--::-:-:--::---~ta~pHe;,ioi,v~e]r~t~h~e~e~y~e~s't-

~...: ~n+n~<"way

w[

ARE

-

AFRA/O(YQ) .

SMU
d t Tim Se "bl
and mouth.
NEAgrfallua ehi
.1. est, ~ Dalla s poet and
e ows P recipien SMU gfaduate Tim

the money isn 't
easy, said Ron
Carlson, director
of Arizona State U .'s creative writing
program, which rejected a $9,965 NEA
grant in protest of the clause this fall.
"We turned down funding three times
as much as our operating budget ,"
Carlson said.
The U. of lowa found itself trying to
meet similar costs by accepting private
donations after rejecting a $12,000 NEA
·g rant to fund production of the Iowa
Short Fiction Awards.
But many artists have accepted the
grants, despite the possible ethical ramifications that could accompany them.
''Of course it gave me pause ,'' said
Indiana U . English professor and writer
'lbny Ardizzone. "But to turn down that
grant would have been like shooting
myself in the foot."
~
In addition to the financial strain put
on universities, those involved have said
the clause infringed on their "academic,
social and artistic-freedoms."
Alberto Rios, ASU English professor,
did not criticize the NEA , but condemned the wording of the mandatory
oath, saying it resembled "a communist
witch hunt."
Despite such accusations, NEA

Seibles, who recently
received an NEA. fello\vship , said, "Art
issupposedtostirusandprovokeusand
keep us awake, and to challenge ou1·'
staid and often antiquated ideas of
what's OK. When there no longer are
challenges to our minds and hearts, then
we become a Society of sleepwalkers."
Artist Elizabeth Stirratt, who accepted a. 1990 NEA grant-.said-the-c1ause
may have had the effect of pushing
artists in the direction of becoming more
experimental.
"This whole thing has made people
focus more on obscene works," she said.
"ltmakesyouwonderwhatitwouldt.ake
to cross that line . It's an intriguing
thought."
Writers contributing to t}l.is
report: Rebecca Deaton and Mati!la
Ferri no, The Daily Cougar, U. of
Houston; M.L. Garland, The Argonaut,
U. of Idaho; John Kenyon, The DaiJy
Iowan, U. of Iowa; Sonja Lewis, State
Press, Arizona State U.; June Lyle ,
Indiana Daily Student, Indiana U.;
Chris Piper;The California Aggie, U.
of California, Davis; and Matt Seitz,
The Daily Campus; -Southern
Methodist U.
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'American' oil
is worth the
priceof war

ARIZONA

With the recent Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait, and the subsequent l:Jnited
States reaction, the idea ofAmerican
involvement in foreign crises is
,_again brought to light.
Students at campuses nationwide
have spoken out both in favor of and
against this country's involvement
in such affairs. Is sending American
troops to"Proteet foreign lands a
good idea? Read on.

Yet another
generation of
wasted youth
••WJI epin, bringing the imminent
end frigJrteeiing Plt6JA' ''ofwar to
the nan _lion of pi\M)IOCtive

d veta.
To protect "our" aeoets in the
MidclleE·e Pl . jontBuahinitieteda
afdb:Gv11npi 1 rt Iraq
for imading Kuwait wbich could
'z ;a Im *••Ml dying n another
......, muse in a beigu Jantl
E•••N•I' 11 have been eft'edad.
Alljances were made. Hostages
were taken. Economic sanctions
#&6 jnetjb•lecl Propaganda was
djsilh11icn

5

created. Diplomacy flliled. Shots
w& e fired. And the military reserve
was activated - a g1im t.estimony.
('lt.llllltl:i •tbett? uewaacmns
d WU 1968'man 1nmgn11s
I
;..nt °"'"'tzY called Vietnam.)
Domeetically, the attitude is
notJring obort ofrnngratulatocy for
~'8 quick"ac\ions towmd stop' ·
ping the ''mad dog'' Saddam
ff1J88ejn, Iraq's leader.
Nationalism baa be sn sold to a
bigoted majority, taucht to bate
throughouthtetoay. Now, flagawaving pride can bo ditected at Iraq,
lllD8tly becaUJe we don"t under ·
ptpnd tJwn and it ia mote convenHmt to bate than to learn.
'!be ract ia, the ens eta -we· are
protecting in Kuwait are two
thinp only-oil and oil refineries.
Tomedlilu anm:uae fur military
in&ei ;ention is ludicrous. A very
eneD per•e••t.ap of our oil comes
&.... Kuwait to b agi~ with. Do peo1

• ••

II

We've heard a lot of complaints
that the Unit.ad States' main objec·
tive in the Middle East crisia is not
to re establish the eovereip. state
of Kuwait or to protect our ally,

INDIANA

Please, Mr. Postman ... Students at the
U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, wishing to
write to U.S. military serving in the
Persian Gulfcan do so with st.ationery and
envelopes provided by a campus organization. The Kaydettes, a group that serves
to support Army ROTC cadet.s, purchased
the stationery in the hopes that students
would be more willing to write soldiers
overseas. "Many ofthe letters will be given
to those who aren't receiving Inail from
home," said Sgt. Maj. Carol Cochran, aformer public relations chair for the
Kaydettes. "Mail call is the most important time ofday to a soldier overseas," said
Lt. Col. Donald Crabtree. "The letters
from university students will demonstrate to them that someone cares." •
Melissa Tucker, TM Crimson White, U. of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa
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200-points ot light. .. Close to 200 U. of
Iowa students, faculty and community
members of all ages gathered for_a silent
vigil in September to protest United
States military involvement in the
Middle East. The vigil began with a
short speech from Dennis Gilbert of the
Wesley Foundation, a Methodist stun
dent organization. "As a group ... we
were divided on many aspects of the situation in the Middle East, though we
were united in thinking military solutions to conflict are no longer viable,"
Gilbert said: "What concerns us most of
all is the implication that the milit.ary
involvem·e nt has popular support-we
have heard very little humanitarian
concern," he added. • Jennifer Glynn,
The Daily Iowan, U. of Iowa

Bag it ... Students at Indiana
U.,
1
Bloomington, are collecting Ziploc plass
tic storage bags to send to troops overs
seas. Military personnel need the bags
to protect their personal. hygiene items
from desert insects, said Barry Porter,
of the Red Cross. "This is our chance to
help them find an item that they are
specifically requesting," said Porter.
"Plastic storage bags are in demand." If
the university gathers 42 square feet of
boxes of the plastic bags, the Red Cross
agreed to send the packages overseas.
"We're not involved with the politics,"
' Halaschak,
said ITT sophomore Melissa
organizer ofthe baggie drive. "We're just
trying to .make the lives of the men and
women who are forced to be there a little
easier."• Rebecca Velten, Indiana Daily
Student, Indiana U., Bloomington

Saudi Arabia, but to protect
American oil interests.
Ourm•inobjective,afterptolecting American livee in the Middle
East, slwl.11d be our oil inter eats
We import anywbare from 20 to
40 percent of our oil supply. What
would happen if Saddam ff11e cin

gainedcontrolofmcotofthewmld's
oil?
•
How would wefuelourcan?How
would we warm our homes? How
would"" transport food, clotbesor anything for that matter? How
wouldaocietysumvewitboutenVironmentally dangerous non·

CALIFORNIA

No cows allowed ... In an effort to persuade students to stop walking across
t he grass on campus, Marquette U.'s
Resident Hall Association Environment.al
Committee hosted a Cow Path Prevention
Day. Committee Chairman Steve Cole
said students cutting corners and walking on the grass costs the university
$22,000 a year for up-keep. A university
bu dget list shows that Marquette
spends $14,414 each year maint.aining
the campus environment and an additional $7 ,200 a year on labor. The cost
ofreplacing grass, shrubs, sod and flows
ers could be reduced if students would
walk on the pavement, said RHA committee member Amy.Schaefer. • Jaimie
A. Fraser, Marquette Tribune ,
Marquette U.

Flushing the evidence ..• California State
U., Long Beach, may have the richest 1
sewage in the world. Responding t.o complaints of a plugged sewer, university
plumbers discovered eight or nine $100
bills floating at the bottom of the manhole,
said 'Ibni Beron, senior director of public
affairs at the university. But the excitementdid notlait long. The bills were couns
terfeit. In the process of unclogging the
sewer, approximately 30 t.o 40 poWlds of
wet, shredded bills were confiscated, said
Lt Ron Perron of campus security, adding
that possibly $250,000 to $1 million was
found. U.S. Sec:tet Service agents investis
gat.ed twoplaceson campus where the bills
might have be~n printed. • Jenny _
Cleveland, The Maneat.er, U. ofMis.souri,
Columbia
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Studying up lhe wrong lree ..• U. of
Kansas senior John Boys climbed a tree
to read Neitzsche and found himself
$ome.Americanpeopleseemcaustuck 25 feet off the ground. About 20
tioualy supportive of President
people gathered to watch as fire fighters
Bush's decisiona pertaining to thia
extended a 24-foot ladder to help Boys
aiais. And with good raaaoo when
descend. Boys said he had climbed many
comparing the Iraqi "crisis" with
of the trees in the area but never that
the Vietnam •conflict.•
particular tree. "It was kind of a chalAnd there sretboee who, without
lenge," he said. "I just really didn't think
question, will support any military
about getting down when I climbed up."
action America takes regardless of
While in the tree, Boys had to field quesHussein. Participants paid 25 cents to
ci rcumstance or consequence.
tions fro!Jl entertained onlookers and
fire department workers, who said they
throw two darts at a picture of the
Seringwhat'satatake, Americans
Iraqi leader, in hopes of winnin r-a<rl+ - •cacu•.:t\.1•lfffnnWolllrli1<110.tl
bn>m:nJthll.e'll'..lll
'-J-<lid-oot.recei.ve..many cal Is to rescue people from trees. ''Ye,ah, I feel kind of
beer. ''I think the board represents peo·
this one.
-.Angella Champagne of The
stupid ," Boys told the fire fighters. "I
Pie's views about things," said sophoNicholls
Worth
contributed
to
this
guess they could get me down with a
more Chad Chilton. • Paul Baldwin,
chain saw. Obviously I was not the one
College Height s Herald , Western
column.
who called you:" • Steve Bailey, The
Kentucky U.
University Daily Kansan, U. of Kansas
CALIFORNIA

'
Beers lor bull's·eyes
•.• In the desert·
like heat, Western Kentucky U.junior
John Morgan took aim at one of the
most infamous figures in recent hiss
tory.-As Morgan fired his projectile, he
narrowed his eyes and breathed out
beer-tinged breath. His dart hit the
' -.
mark - Saddam Hussein was dead.
SUZANN£ STATES, DAILY BRUIN. U. OF CAl.IFORNIA LOS ANGEL
For his heroic efforts Morgan was
given not a medal of honor, but a beer .. ·- Oil and war don't mix... Mqre than 300 activists, many of them students, protested near the .
from the Fajit.a Factory. About 30 sttiof California, Los Angeles, against U.S. involvement in the Middle East. Claiming that the ma'9
dents gathered at the Bowling Green,
purpose was to protect oil interests, one protester remarked, "A better solution would be for
Ky.., res·raurant to '' kill '' Saddam
to change our lifestyles so we don't need the oil."

OREGON

•

biodegradable petroleum-based
products?
This crisis should be solved
quickly. If diplomatic meaaurea
aren\ effective, then any means
avejleNe to put an end to H11sscin's
reign oft.error should be 11sed.
If :military fmce is necensery to
stop the i 0 s•ne plans of a man who
1199d the wealth rl his Ml>Otry t.o
tight an eight-year territorial war
with Iran, tbM 80 be it

KENTUCKY

U. NEWS

Pleading insanity . •. Academicallydishon·
est students who are found to bement.ally
i ll will not have disciplinary sanctions
brought against them, according to a new
student conduct policy approved at the U.
of Oregon. UO spokeswoman Elaine
Green said the policy distinguishes for
the first time between academic and dis. ciplinary sanctions. "The problem is,
what if someone has a mental disorder
and is accused of academic dishonesty?"
Green asked. While such students will
not have any disciplinary sanctions
brought against them, they will receive
academic grades based on the fact that
they wei:e dishonest. "Insanity is not a
defense for getting a grade dishonestly,"
Green said. • Peter Cogswell, Oregon
Daily Emerald, U. of Oregon

Nichol.. 81819 U.

ALABAMA

The wincla are hrcinning to blow

KAil SAS

• The Nchcll Wo;tt1

Caring enough to send the very biggest ... Arizona Stattl!,U. student Rick Miller signs a giant
greeting card, which was sent ta American troops in Sauli Arabia. The card was designed by
two ASU dorm residents, who wanted to show support for the U.S. military in the Middle East.

• Ol D .a Mol'iltor
Otalone Cal191

•

By Kay Gervais

WILL POWERS, STATE PRESS, AAIZOAA STATE U.

By Robert Anglen

•

•

Main frame mani pu lation ... U. of
Massachusetts, Amherst, administrators
are drafting regulations to combat forums
devoted to the exchange of sex stories on
one of the university's most powerful
mainframe computers. Four forums,
called "CyberLust," "SEX," "Sexstories"
and ''Lusty One 1 " were disclosed last
March and contained files of graphic sexual exploits on the CYBER system which
is intended only for "instructional and
research activities." The sex story forums
occupy less than 1 percent of tot.al system
usage and are "owned" or operated by
their creators. Any universityaaffiliated
person who pays a $10 fee and has access
to a computer may connect with the
CYBER system. Administrators also cons
finned the existence of forums devoted to
discussions of Christianity, science fiction, poetry and even one that outlines the
underground tunnel system ofthe university. • Preston P. Forman , The
Massachusetts Daily Collegian, U. of
Massachusetts, Amherst
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preetSIOll.
When it comes to planning your
future, Air Force Officer Training
School (OTS) lets you plan it with
preaSIOO.
First, JOU can plan on putting
....,_
your degree to work in
an environment of the

worlds highest teclmologi<
You can plan on developing
leadership abilities and learning
· r=gement skills. You'll
•
be taking the first step into an exciting, challenging career with a
promising future.
And on graduation, you can plan
on wearing the gold ban; that a:mmarld the respect, recognition and
immediate responsibility of an Air
FOrce officer.
OTS gives you the opportunity
to design your own career path
in the Air Force. To travel To
serve your countr)l To enjoy the
benefits of good pay with nontaxable housing allowances, 30 days
of vacation with pay each l"3I' and
cumpide medical and dental care.
Take the guesswork out of your
tomorrows. See your Air Force
recruiter or call toll free

l ·800-423-USAF. Better

s~l,

send your resuffie

to. HRS/RSAAA,
Randolph AFB, TX

78150-5421.
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Condom crusaders wage war against campus machines
,

Life after
college

THE NATIONAL COLLEGE
NEWSPAPER'"

By presenting a wide range of opinions and ideas
reprinted from hundreds of campus newspapers, we hope
to enhance the quality of campus life as we infann,
entertain and engage the national student body. \Ve
acknowled~ the commitment of student journalists
across the nation, supported by their media ad\isers and
journalism professors, to report the activities, issues and
conctms of their fellow students.
PRESIDENT

Better -off
1·n

PUBLISHER
Gerald L. Tliylnr
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By Michael Fibison

Instead, they decided to take overt
• The Reporter
action.
Mankato State U.
The letter stated, "We will stoP at
nothing to sabot.age these machines and
A militant group of self-proclaimed prevent them from working." They also
"Christian-minded" students calling claimed to have the machine keys and
themselves Students Against Sin waged threatened to steal the merchandise.
The condom-condemning crusaders
a crusade against condom vending
machines at Mankato St.ate U.
said it is their duty to prevent the sins
G&B Vending Inc. owner Gerry of premarital and extramarital sex by
Erickson discovered knobs missing on a 1,i.dding MSU of its condom dispensers.
"If these condoIDs were not available
sabotaged condom machine at the student union and an inscription banning to the youth of our society, they would
the machines etched into the side.
- not be tempted to follow the path of
Erickson said he also received a letter Satan toward sexual misconduct," the
from SAS condemning the machines and letter stated.
vowing not to follow "the long drawn-out
The actions of the group have worried
legal procedures and red tape to have Michael Hodapp, assistant director of
these vending machines removed from the student union.
campus."
"I don't know how y~u stop something

I've recently discovered that the only
thing I really know
about America is
SCh00l
nothing. We're not
part of the world
when we come to campus. Not even part
of the country.
And nothing I've read has ever painted
a clear picture of American life.
That is, nothing until I found "On an
Average Day" by Tum Heymann. This
should be on the bookshelf of every student who wants to know what America
BRIEFLY STAT ED
is all about.
For example, if you're interested in
finding out about America's eating
SGAI network across the globe . . .
ha its,Heymannwritestlfatonanaver-~-•~yu."d-cuiture-soonmay-t..-++-'--

tr WI WI~& 1vr~ TO WALK OllT
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Putting on a show for the folks
By Jamie Stan ek
• Collegiate Times

Virginia Tech U.
What on earth could be more horrifying than waking up the Saturday of
Parents' Weekend - hung over - at
lOo'clock in themorningto the beaming faces of Mom and Dad?
"Hi, Mom. Hi, Dad. Be right with you."
''Gee, son," clucks my all-tooimpressed father as we walk around
campus, "there.sure are a lot of skateboards on campus.
"Are they in some kind of club or organization? Is this an engineering lab?
"When I was at school we had all kinds
of crazy engineering things going on.
You know, it's not too late to become an
engineer ... just like your brother."
So now I hear it again.
The ''Why-can't-you-be-more-likeyour-brother-the-megalomaniacal-electrical-engineer-with-the-silicon-brain"
speech.
~
"Aw, c'mon Dad. You know I barely
passed Math for Art Majors 101."
Anyway, it's getting pretty awkward
about now. Needing to change the subject, I try to think of some diversion that
will lead us to more pleasant topics.
Seeing where this is going, it's high
I

Is it a violation ·of the First
Amendment to regulate music
· and art for obscenity?
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time for me to call an audible. "Hey, let's
all go to the duck pond," I suggest, knowing how much Mom really digs the
nature scene.
So now people see the happy trio
traipsing on down to the duck pond. All
the while my dad is muttering, ..Eight
thousand dollars a year and he isn't
going to be an engineer."
Yep, you guessed it. I broke Dad's heart
when I came to Tech to study biology. To
this day my mother still shakes her head
and tells me about his blood pressure
whenever the subject comes up.
Lunch has come and gone. I'm still
hung over. Somehow, I managed to get
15 bucks off my dad. I told him I'd think
about taking a dynamics course.
"Hey, I really have to go ... three tests
next week. Have to keep those graaes
up,".I say.
Okay, so I lie.
I lie like a rug. I lie like a big, hungover rug that wants to sleep all Sunday
afternoon.
So I give Dad a firm handshake and
Mom a peck on the cheek, then I wave
cheerfully as they drive menily away.
Then I slink back to my room and cry
myself to sleep ~ Parents' Weekend:
beautiful, sharing experience or a nightmarish, guilt-filled hell? You decide.

• 24,657,534 hotdogs are eaten.
• 16.3 million people eat atMcDonald's.
These figures might account for the
$1.37 million we spend daily on laxatives and the 2,005,497 heartburns that
Americans have each day.
Want to know about relationships?
Want to know how you and your sweetheart are going to fare out there? Again,
on the average day in America:
• 6,567 cou'ples get married.
• 3,197 couples get divorced.
• Men spend 26 minutes cleaning the
house; women spend 59 minutes at the
task .
I say we live on campus for the next
20 years. Everyone cleans - or doesn't
clean - their own dorm room.
• 1,109,589 condoms are bought;
women purchase 443,836 of them.
So, we've come a long way in some
areas, but not as far in others; women
buy almost as many condoms as men do,
but they still do more than half of the
housework.
America's spiritual state isn't looking
so good either. While Christian bookstores sell 34,932 Bibles a day, 41,096
calls are made to dial-a-porn services.
The worst news of all, however, is that
every day four people call Graceland
asking to speak to Elvis.
Well, that's America for ya. Stay in college as long as you can.
Don't go otit there.
Statistics don't lie.
• Bob Bobala, The Daily Colleginn, U.
of Massachusetts, Amherst

tn ttie·September issue, we asked students if regulating music and art
for 00scenily ~a'violation of Flrst AmendmenJ righls. Eigh~ percent of
students who responded said they think it is a OO!ation, while 20 percent
said it is not.
/

•

''

It's definitely a violation,
but I think we can all out·
live 2 Live Crew's articulation of the English Ian·
guage . ... "
Michelle Krauss,
Monmolllh College, N. J.

NOVEMBER
QUESTION

''

No, because those are
forms of entertainment, and
they must fall under the
norms of society.''

''1t is
- d{i
'l
.
e tntte
y against
our rights to have any member of society judge what we
say, read, write or record.''

John Durham,
U. of Cincinnati

Do you want '60s-~le activism to return
to At uerican campuses?

Jeff Brown,
U. of Missouri, Columbia

1-800662-5511

-·-··

ROGER LUTEYM , TliE DAILY ILLINI. U. OF llLINOfS
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DR. DAVID ADA.'t!S, Cdlege !'t!OO.a Adviser., lndillna !J,,i/y
S1udo11/, Indiana U.
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like that," Hodapp said.
If the machines are not removed from
campus, SAS vowed to continue their
"active and militant" stance against the
dispensers.
Erickson expressed his disappointment. "I thought we were doing a service," he said.
His company is the second to brave the
MSU campus after the first vendor was
forced by costly vandalism to remove his
machines.
Erickson estimated his cost at about
$200. He speculated that the group must
have used tools such as a chisel and hammer to break the knobs off of the
machines.
Erickson said be questions the
"Christianity" of the group because they
are destroying property.
.-,
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to a new global electronic Student

Government Association mail net·
work developed in May at Vu-ginia
PolyU>chnic Institute and State Q.'.
For about $10 a month, more ttjan
150 institutions currently have
instant access to mail discussion,
arclrives and a global directory of
other student governments. Kurt
Jager, a member of an independent
student government association at
the U. of Stutprt in Germany, said
he thinks the future of SGANet
mighthelppreventsuchoccurrences
as the mavecre in Beijing last year.
1b participate in SGANet, Brian
McConnell, coordinat.or of Virginia
'Thch's network. said students may
obtain a CompuServe account by

•
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Sexist

,

Continued from page 1

the French word for "thin" was illustrated by a shot of a woman in a halfT-shirt.
"The image struck me so powerfully,"
Blackmer said. "They were exploiting
her body. She was a body, not a person.
It became really difficult to concentrate
on the videos."
In lesson 11, Blackmer said students
were shown a man trying to pick up a
pretty woman in a park. On the following exam, the students in Blackmer's
class were required to repeat the lines
of the male pick-up artist.
"I was really uncomfortable with the
fear and the violence that is implicit in
something like that,• she said.
·Amherst French Professors Aida
Nawar and Paul Rockwell agreed that
elements of the program are offensive
but said the program is an "excellent"
teaching tool.
Nawar said she intends to use portions of the program, but will use only
those which contain no sexist elements.
"I don't think anyone can deny that
there are things that might be offensive," Nawar Said, adding that she has
been made uncomfortable by at least one
close-up shot of a woman's chest.
"Most texts are truly objectionable,"
said Marie-Helene Huet, chairwoman of
the French department, adding, ''I
refuse to teach anything that is objectionable to anyone.•

•

When you said you wanted an affordable computer,
we listened.
And we responded. So, as a college student, member of the faculty or staff you can now get an IBM
Personal System/2® Selected Academic Solution at a
special price.*
You'll find lhat all the PS/2 Selected Academic Solutions haYe preloaded DOS 4.0 and Microsoft Windows •~
3.0, a color display and a mouse. Some selr.cted models
are preloaded with Microsoft Word for Windows'"** and
ExcelTW** to help you create impressive papers, graphics
and spreadsheets. Also, great tools like a· notepad, calendar and cardfile are provided.
What's more, the IBM PS/2 Loan for Learning is also
awilable to help make paying for your PS/2® easier.
-If you purchase a PS/2 Selected Academic Solution

before December 31, 1990, you'll receiYe a l&a®
Certificate entitling you to a round-trip ticket for
$149t/ $249.t Plus a free nlM Getaway® Student
Discount Card application. You'll also get a great low
price on the PRODIGY® service_,__
With the special price for college students, faculty
and staff, there's never been a better time to buy a PS/2_
Visit your campus outlet to fine!
out more abou1 the IBM PS/2
Selected Academic Solutions.
Or call IBM at I 800 222-7257,
and we' ll respond promptly
with our information kit,
or the location of the
nearest participating IBM ...
. ,o;;;o.... ..,..,.,... -.--Authorized PC Dealer.
'·
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Getting a head start

A U. & A session with Erasure singer

While some 19-year-olds are finishing high school, others
are graduating from college, like several students at the U.
of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana who are ahead of their time.

The eccentric Andy Bell tells why Erasure has finally
become one of the hottest new wave crossover·groups, as
well as what he thinks about the competition.
.Page 10
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Ajump start: Teens graduate college ahead of their time
\

By Millie Lle rena
• The Daily Illini
U. of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana

Paul Mendoza will graduate next month with a degree
in computer engineering. He turned 19 this year.
Mendoza is among a minority of students who have
been admitted into the U. of Illinois earlier than the
traditional entrance age.
His story goes like this: He skipped halfof first grade,
all of second and half of t hird, fourth and fifth.
That puts him three years ahead of most students.
But he doesn't consider himself extraordinarily intelligent. "Anyone can be pushed up a couple years in elementary school and they'll turn out fine," he says.
Ellen Drucker is an 18-year-oldjunior in accounting.
Her age isn't an obstacle. It was her decision to finish
high school in three years, and she says college actually
is somewhat easier.
With her involvement in the school's marching band,

•
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Cartoonist fits in with figures in his strip

she leads a "normal" life.
Edna Friedberg,17, a sophomore in liberal arts, says
some teachers don't take her seriously. But that just
makes her work harder to succeed. And she, too, feels
her college workload is lighter than it was in high school.
Ellen Johnson, a sophomore majoring in political science, says she has no problem relating to other students
although she also entered the university when she was
just 16. Butaftercompletingmostofher schooling early
. she admits, "It's easier to get burned out.n
Although most advanced students at UI haven't had
much trouble managing academically, college life is
more than classes, teachers, exams and books.
The social aspect of their lives seems to be their
biggest trouble.
.,
But while some advanced students joke about being
carded at R-rated movies or needing their parent.s to
sign forms that their friends sign themselves, they
agree, for the most part, that friends are easy to find
and age becomes an inconsequential matter.

a "grown-up." Berry, who's awaiting the Kansas snowfall so
he can put his sleds to use, looks - a nd acts - a little like
a kid you'd expect to be reading comics.
And after spending most of his adult life in college - nine
years to be exact-it doesn't appear he's going to grow up any
e looks quite a bit like the character Jim in his strip. time soon, either.
"Making the Grade" has a simple premise. Like
Or is it Joe?
. - ~-~NT ~ M ICH~l . THE TAR~ NEGIE MELlON ll
Bob,
Jim
and
Joe
go
to
college.
But
Jim
and
Joe.
"I11 admit it, I gave them really blah names,"
By Sh" e lley MaGee
' ivewith a walking, talking, beer-drinking7-foot
~------------------------------------admits cartoonist Bob Berry. "Now I've offended
• The Gamecock
Kodiak bear named Filbert.
everyone named Jim and Joe,."
U. of South Carolina
But why the bear?
Jim and Joe are char"Merchandising,''
Continued from page 8
Remember mom sitting -by your
acters in Bob's comic
Berry said. ''It's all
bedside reading you "Mother
strip ''Making the
merchandising ·
said. "That was a mistake.
- GOOse" tales as you nOOOe-<t-off·to--JW-- Gradef-whieh appears
- --J-1'.hose Filhe,d.Jl}:h~I-.::;;
sleep?
daily in the Kans~s
;-Bear lun~hboxe s.
''l-'-ve-been--in-co-l-lege--f.or.eYer__Tlle_j__ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.:
Well, there are many 5-year-olds
State U. Collegian.
•
goal is to get a college degree before
Snoopy's not going to
h h 1
·
out there right now who could be
Like Jim and Joe,
holdthatcornerformy 10-year hig sc oo reunion losing sleep. And if they're not,
Bob, a senior art
either that or I'm going to start drivever,
be
and
their parents should be. It's illegal
major, bas a
ing a cab," he said.
. in some places to sell the very same
youthful sort of
Garfield."
"I couldn't make it for the five-year
•
tales that ushered us into slumber
exuberance .
Berry, 8 Kansas
reunion, but at the I O-year reunion 111
City native, has
be able to honestly say, 'I'm still thin,
as children.
. ~.........
He'sfunny.His
attended four coland 1 have 8 degree .',,
Why? For the most part, the pareyes are aglow
leges in his quest
Berry said producing a daily strip is
ties responsible are special-interwithideas,makfor
a
somewhat
est groups who find parts of these
ing one wonder
elusive undertough . He sometimes finds himself
stories offensive and have the politjust what is going on
drawing at the last minute.
graduat.e degree.
His creative muses assault him from
ical clout to empty library shelves
in his head.
"Well, I started
all angles of his personal experiences,
of them.
Despite the fact
in pre-law," Berry
which usuallytriggeril).spiration for his
Bedtime favorit.es like "Mother
that he is a married
See COMIC, Page 9
cartoon.
GARY LYTI..EJBOBBERRY. KANSAS STATE C-OLlEG!AN, KANSAS STATE ll.
Goose," "The Wizard of Oz" and
man, Berry is hardly
He can be inspired at any time. "Little Red Riding Hood" are being
-------------------------------------banned daily from public libraries
He could be driving down the road,
all across the United States.
watching the news or sitting in class,
A r e cen t exa mple: A church
and an idea for the strip \rjll surface,
'
group in a small place like Flagler
he said.
County, Fla., had "The Wizard of
"Sometimes my professors will look at
Oz" pulled off a middle school's
me and think I'm actually paying attenshelf on the grounds that it is
tion for a change, when I'm really thinkoccultist (the witches in the book
ing about what to do with Filbert next
supposedly teach young children
week," he admitted·.
By Jennifer Cole
about the workings of Satan.)
• The Ban State Daily News
Berry said his-favorite cartoonists are
Even if you aren't much into
Gary Larson- "just because he's so odd"
Ball State U.
~-1-..:
Goose " ma be you like
- Bill Watterson, Berke Breathed and
In
the
wake
of
some
record
compa.nie
:\IGluntacilly..l.abeli.n
Stephen King. Well, all but oneGarry Trudeau.
albums
containing
"explicit
lyrics"
with
warning
stickers,
book he's written has been banned
''But the cartoon god is Charles
managers of three record stores near Ball State U. say the
somewhere in the country at one
Schulz," Berry said. "I'm a big fan of his.
effort has had little impact.
time or another.
Back in junior high I used to buy those
And
Erin
Adams,
manager
of
Karma
Records,
claims
that,
And he's not alone . Kurt
little books of Snoopy cartoons. Actually,
if
anything,
the
stickers
help
create
hype
for
the
albums.
Vonnegut, J.D. Salinger and John
I bought one just the other day. He's my
Daniel Walter, manager of Musicland in the Muncie Mall,
Steinbeck are all commonly banned
idol."
agreed that the labels make the records more appealing and
authors.
When Beny sees people reading the
do
little
to
keep
children
from
obtaining
them.
Oh, and if you'ro planning a trip
comics page in the Collegian without
"I'm
not
very
impressed
with
labeling,"
he
said.
"It
makes
to Florida this winter break, you
laughing, he rationalizes that they probkids want to buy them more."
might want to make sure you bring
ably aren't reading his strip.
But
the
labels
are
intended
to
be
a
signal
to
parents,
not
the
a modest bathing suit. You could
· "I want to ask them why they didn't
kids;
in
theory,
the
labels
help
parents
discriminate
between
spend more time in the slammer
laugh. But then if they told me why, I'd
a
clean
and
potentially
distasteful
record
when
making
a
purthan on the beach if you are caught I
say to myself, 'They ain't got no sense of
chase
for
their
children.
'
wear ing a G-string bikini that
humor anyway,'" Berry said.
Yet there are no widespread laws- at national or state levexposes your "anal cleft."
Berry said he hopes eventually to
els
-prohibiting
the
sale
of
albums
found
in
most
music
stores
YotJ don't have to be a finance major to figure out which long distance rompany gives
Now, you may have no.desire to
make a living drawing comic strips, even
t.o minors. So kids who can get the money can ~buy albums
you a great deal Alluou have to know is that when you sign up fur
AT8if R"""'. Out'
wear a G-string. You may not care
though cartooning is sometimes a
without parental consent.
America Ran by December 31, well giVe you one free hour of long distance sernre.
about "Mother Goose." But no matthankless job
And some do. Adams said children of the parents who have
ter what someone's personal pref~11 also waive our SS set·up charge.
As far as feedback goes, he cherishes
complained "may be under 18, but they are 16 or 17 - old
As part of the AT8if Student Sawr Plus program, the Read> Out America Ran could
erence may be, it is his inalienable·
the few comments he receives.
enough to know what they're doing."
save you money every time you make a long distance call. 2516, fur example, on out·Of·
right to make that choice.
"I do get a little feedback, but not
But Connie Higgins, manager of Discount Den, said she
The rea l "Fahrenheit 451" state calls made after 5PM" .
much. Some people come up to me and
hasn't run into problems with young children buying controRay Bradbury's account of a gov.
Whether you call a little or a lot, t!pe's an AT8ifRead> Out America Ran that's right
say, 'I really liked that last one,' or
versial records. "They may look at some of them, but they
eynment..dictat.ed society in which
for you.
sometimes they11 say they didn't."
aren't
buying,"
she
added.
book burning and other mind-conSo call us. And piit us to the test.
Berry said the drive for the comic strip
Higgins said records selling this fall that have caused some
trolling measures are the norm comes from one basic impulse - to put
squabbles include Jane's Addiction's latest LP, the cover of
is going around us everyday.
a smile on someone's face.
AOO: Helping make college life a little easier.
which
shows
the
lead
singer
with
images
of
two
nude
females.
Coincidentally, that book was "
"Anything from a little grin to an outTo
combat
the
controversy,
a
"white
version"
of
the
album's
censored, too.
right laugh, and rve done what I need
cover is carried by the store.
to do," Berry said. "I'm a closet comedi~
an I ess."
C OLUMN

Mother Goose

isnteren sate

B y D avid F rese
• Kansas State Collegian
Kansas State U.

H

Comic

•
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eackfi.re

'Warning' labels spur sale~

Get the ATcN Reach Out®America Plan by December 31 and get a free
hour of long distance. Call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 2480.
the
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MONEY
Books = bucks

ENTREP RENEURS
Definitely not for the birds
A student at Oklahoma State U. came up with a way to
keep her cat entertained and make some money at the
same time: the "Kitty Video."
Page12
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Textbook costs have risen steadily during the last 10
yeara, making up a large part of students' budgets. A U. of
Kansas report examines why books are so pricey.

•

•
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Financial aid not meeting college
costs
. .COLUMN

By Joseph Zybl e

''Students are relying on loans
more and more," she said. "In the
past you would get scholarships and
grarits; a small portion of that was
loans. Students can now have a
tremendous debt when they graduate. It can curtail their plans after
graduation, and posSibly affect their
whole lives."
The College Board reported that
student loans now make up 48 percent of the federal financial aid pro·
gram. And Northern Michigan U. is
following the national trend.
"Ten years ago we could meet the
H ii I-need ofst-udents without-ask.ill ~-them to take out a guaranteed student loan," said Bob Pecotte, NMU's
director of financial aid. Today, he
said, that is not possible.

Student
Financial
Aid
Figures in con stant 1989
dollars adjtJsted lor

inflaCion and growth
In enrollmenl

• The North Wind

Northern Michigan U.

1Rtte1·

Although the amount of financial
aid awarded to students nationwide ,
set a record last year, it is not keeping
up with the skyrocketing costs of high512,000
•
er education.
.:....-J------l-1-~ The"COllege·'B=Oar=a•-, =an~e=aucati"°o~n~a1•~+---1- ~-I~
research organization in Washing·
By Beau Dure
ton, D.C., reported that, although the
• The Chronicle
amount of fede r al student aid
Duke U.
reached a record $27.9 billion in
"·"'
1989-90 , neither student aid nor
Every term they come in themail.
Defaults decrease grants
family incomes kept pace with rising
No student is immWle, as their uniAnother reason that guaranteed
college costs in the 1980s.
versity's grand farce visits the mailstudent loans are playing a larger
In its annual report, released in
box and makes an indelible mark
role in the federal program is the
August, the board stated that federal
"·""'
on each student's perm a n ent
high rate of loan defaults. ~
aid, adjusted for inflation , has
record.
"The fede ral government niight be
declined 3 percent since 1980.
The "grand farce" is, ofcourse, the
in favor. of increasing (its allocation
Although state and institutional
awarding of letter grades.
for grants) if the student loan default
aid have increased, it has not been
Letter grades have dominated
rate were lower," said J ames Moore,
enough to cover costs that in 10 years
American education for .many
~
~
;
;
; ; ~
. spokesperson for the office of posthave risen 40 percent at public uniyears, rendering it nearly impossi;
~
~
~
~
I
~·
I
I
secondary education at the U.S .
versities and 59.5 percent at private
: U.S.
DI
liotl•
I
ble to imagine life without them:
Department of Education. The govinstitutions, according to the report.
NIK ICALYANI , WESTERN HERALD. WESTERN MICHIGAN U
Students, literally grow up with
ernment is currently paying off hunThese costs include tuition, fees,
'
grading, and those five magic letCollegiate Coalition (MCC) in Lansing,
dreds of millions of dollars worth of
room and board.
ters become an unholy obsession in
an organization representing students stUdent loails. "It wo\lld help the whole
college.
More loans, less grants
at public universities , the amount of process if students paid off their loans,"
Yet, some collegep have taken a
According to Kathy Swift-Musser, leg- financial aid in the form of student loans Moore added.
bold step forward.
See AID, Page 14
is la ti ve director for the Michigan is increasing annually.
Several coll eges, such as
Hampshire in Massachusetts and
Eve1g1een State in Washingt.on, do
not offer gr ades. The schools
'instead give written evaluations of
students' work. Unfortunately,
The idea of making a videotape for cats
these schools are the exception and
came to Talkington in June 1988.
not the rule.
"I was watching a bird documentary
Proponents of letter grading say
on one of the cable stations, when all of
the system challenges students to
a sudden my cat, Kitty, realized what
learn the material or suffer the conB y .R a n dy H artsock
was on the television," Talkington said.
• Daily O'Col1egian
sequences. It also indicates ability,
"He perched himselfin front ofthe teleso future employers or institutions
Oklahoma State U.
vision and started meowing and clawing
may compare students, they say.
For cats that have grown bored with at the screen," she said. "He even looked
But using grades to motivate
rubber mice , shredding couches and behind (the television) to see where the
students is simply a means of
turning their owners' Van (}Qghs into birds were."
patronizing them. Why should
It was her feline friend's reaction that
collages, there is another form of enterstudents need an artificial incentainment to keep their furry minds occu- gave Talkington the idea of making a
tive? By the time they reach univideo for cats and, after making sure
pied: the "Kitty Video."
versity level, the need to crack the
Created by Oklahoma State U. grad- there wasn't already one on the market,
whip should be gone. Teachers or
uate student Jane Talkington - with she set off to produce one of her own.
personal goals - not letter grades
After making a prototype tape to
help from Kitty, her cat - "Kitty Video"
- should provide the motivation
RANDY Ho\RTSDCK. Oo\ltY O'COt.LEGIAN. OKLAHOMA STATE U
determine
what
types
of
feathered
fowl
from
Lazy
Cat
Productions
features
30
to succeed.
would cause fe line felicity, Talkington
minutes of chirping birds.
Student entrepreneur Jane Talkington plots
Hampshire College avoids this
hired a videographE!r to make the docustrategies for a sequel to '' Kitty Video " with
problem by using written evaluaher cat Kitty.
mentary-qualitions. If a student tries something
ty producnew and does hot succeed, his effort
tion.
through a retail advertisement in Cat
is explained in words, not as a D-.
When Fancy magazine.
Teachers may assess students by
Talkington
But since attending a trade show in
descri]:,ing not only class perforfirst put Chicago, Talkingto!>'!laid "Kitty Video"
mance, but also the factors that
the video has gone nationwide. It is currently feamade that achievement satisfactoon the mar- tured in mail-order catalogs, including
ry or 11nsatifactory.
ket; it sold Neiman Marcus'.
The difference bet ween le tter
1n retail
"We were probably the most not.orious
grading and written assessments
stores in of people (at the trade show), "Talkington
should mean little to students who
Colorado , said. "Everyone was in disbelief. CNN
go to college to learn, explore and
Texas and featured 'Kitty Video' as one of the most
enjoy. But to many, it means all too
Oklahoma, as innovative products at the show."
much.
MIKE MDREU, THE RED & BLACK. U. OF GEORGIA
well
as
See KITTY, Page 14
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Money awards can't
keep up with rising
tuition, inflation
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MAC CAN HELP PUT YOU IN
181 FORWARD WUH 'BOO OFF A
IEW GM CAR OR LIGHT-DUTY TRUCK!
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Put Your Life And Career In High Gear
With This Special Offer From GMAC.

·~
f/)

GMAC could give you a big push in the right
direction wiih our College Graduate Finance
Plan.
If you 're a graduating two- or four-year degree
student, a graduating registered nurse or a
graduate student, you may qualify. And that
would make you eligible-to receive $600 off
the purchase or lease of any new Chevrolet,
Geo, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick or GMC
Truck when you finance with GMAC.

Watch the Birdie!
Student's 'Kitty Video'
keeps.felines entertained
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.
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But that's not all. How about no previous
credit necessary, a low down payment, the
opportunity to defer payment for ,90 days ~
and even the chance to enjoy financing
options such as SMARTLEASEs" by GMAC
and GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan .

~

Participating GM dealers in your hometown
or near your college can give you complete
details about the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan. So put yourself in fast forward
today.
I

)

-

· Not available through GMAC's Buyer's Choice Plan, SMAATLEASE by
G MAC, or when purchasing in Michigan, or in New Jersey on
.,.vehicles with a cash selling price of $10,000 or less. Finance charges
accrue fro m date of purchase .
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Textbook prices rise 10 percent annually
Publishers, bookstore markups figure heavily in casts
By Debbie Mye rs
• The University Daily Kansan

iJ."'Of Kansas

\Vhen it comes to textbooks, Josepha Lara shops
around.
Lara, a senior at the U. of Kansas, said she checked
prices at the KU bookstores and other places to find
the best deals on books each semester.
Like thousands ofother college students, Lara is frustrated by high purchase prices and low sell-back prices.
Charles Thodt, director of industry information"tfud
research for the National AssociatioRofCollege stores
in Oberlin, Ohio, said the prices textbook publishers
collected and the amount bookstores added to cover
thei1· costs made up the largest part of textbook prices.
Those prices have risen by 10 percent each year during the past 10 to 12 years, Thodt said.
He said the average student at a four-yeai· institution
spent about $463.35 for a year's supply of books during
fiscal year 19lf8.
Undergraduate students at KU spend about $300 each
semester on books and basic supplies for a 15-hour class
load, said Bill Getz, assistant manager for books at the
campus bookstores. CWTently, in-st.ate tuition at KU
runs $1,564 per year. Textbook costs there equal about ·
6
19 percent of total tuition costs annually.
·
Mike Reid, manager of the KU bookstores, said students could keep textbook costs do\vn by buying used
books, selling their books at the end of the semester
and using the student dividend program, which allows
KU students to receive a percentage of their bookstore
receipts back at the end of the semester.
Reid said during the 44 years the KU bookstores have
used the dividend program, more than $2 million has
been paid to students. Since 1988, the bookstores have

THE RIGHT MESSAGE
AVE

S

NATURAL RESOURCES

and show others you care
with beautiful note cards,
stationery, gift wrap, and
holiday cards made from
recycled paper. Printing,
office, copy, and compure-t ·
papers are also available. Send
for your free catalog today.
EARTH CA RE PAPER INC.

m,

PO Box 14140, ~pt.
M~dison, WI SJ:ri'4
(606) 27?·2900
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U. The Naticnal CcJ'ege Newspaper seeks applicants for its 1991·92 editorial fellowship program,
scheduled for July 1991toMarch1992.
U. editors select news and art from more than
40000\lege newspapers in the American Collegiate
Network. They edit, write headlines and design
pages, and write and edit special report.saboutsig-
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Monica, Calif. 90405 (213 ) 450-2921.
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Customized reading ... Rather than spending a large
amount of money on a tremendous number of books
- books they likely will read only a few chapters of
- students at the U. of Colorado might see a new
idea take hold that would allow them to buy only
one book per class. The idea for "custom textbooks"
is being marketed by McGraw-Hill, the second
largest college textbook publisher, and would

(jreef. Sportswear

allow professors to choose sections from different
books and have them compiled into a single bound
text. Some professors are skeptical, however, claiming the new method would take longer to order the
custom texts from the publisher than it would to
ha,ve copy centers prepare packets of material for
students. • Beth Potter, Colorado Daily, V. of
Colorado

Eu 9>ft. orumpus
224 s. 40th Smet
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The outlook is encow-aging. According
to Moore, the default rate that was higher than 20 percent only five years ago is
now down to 15.3 percent.
(Grey, Navy, White, Red)
Moore cited an increase in the
$21.99
SuperWeigbt Sweatshirts
nationwide student body, more than 1
ALL
million since l .~80 , plus a growing
$13.99 COLORS
100% Cotton T-Shirts
number of non-traditional students
lOOo/o Cotton Tank Tops
$13.99
who only qualify for loans , as additional reasons for the growth in the student
Add $1.00/letter for outlines. Add $1.00/letter for patterns.
loan program.
·
Add $1.50 per item for Shipping & Handling. ($3.00 minimum)
Moore said the dramatic increase in
Onler 24 of the same item, and take lOo/o off!
the cost of higher education is primarily-_-1: - - - ; ; : - - - - -.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, , due to the rising cost of living.

MC

HEARTS 201

' At NMU, several financial aid programs are already depleted for the year,
including the Perkins supplementary
grant, the Michigan Educational
Opportunity Grant and the general fund
scholarship.
Help could be coming
J
ecotte said that in 1992 the federal
government is scheduled to ''reautho·
rize" the annual amount of federal aid
granted to students. The last time the
amount was set was in 1986.
"I think we'll see a major shift in the
amount and type of financial aid available to students," he said.
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Continued from page 12
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nificant student issues.

The editon; work at U. 's headquarters in Santa
Monica, Califomia. The paper provides a $200
weekly stipend, free housing near the beach and
round-trip transportation.
Applications are available from newspaper
advisers, or from U. T he Nat ional College
Newspaper, 3110 Main S t., Suite 104, Santa
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U. The National College Newspaper
1991-92 Editorial Fellowships
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paid students 7 percent of the amount of a semester's
Whac makes UE che cosc of che average cexcbook? Herc's
cash regiSter receipts, he said.
a breakdown of costs for rexes published by companies
that arc members of che American Associacion of
. Used books at the campus bookstores cost about 25
Publishers or the National Association of College Stores.
percent less than new books, Reid said.
He said the bookstores buy books back for half the
new book value if they will be used the next semester.
3"'
m
.
, 0
If the books are not being used the next semester at
_o
0
~~
c~
the university, a wholesale book company buys them
=
a:
~ S"
c.
for 10 to 40 percent of their retail value.
.I
;;::
m
Senior Kurt Skinner said he was disappointed with
low sell-back prices, especially for soft-cover books.
m
=.
"One semester's use and they're practically valueless
=
to the student, and the bookstore is ·able to sell them
""
back and get their value many times over," Skinner
said.
Stephen Goldman, associate professor of English, is
the co-author of a textbook that has been available at
SOURCE: The Coll• • s10111Resear;h1nd Educ1tlan11Faund11 ton
the bookstores for three years.
BRITT BRENNER. THE UNlVERSITV DAILY KANSAN. u. OF KANSAS
Goldman said any royalties he receives from sales of
Goldman said he thought most faculty members
his book at KU are sent to the New York Zoological wrote textbooks so they could teach their classes the
Socie ~·;;--;:::;--:;::::-;~:::::;-:;-::::;:-:::~:::::::u:=-..:::-;:::o:-~
way they \Vanted.
•
"I don't feel that I should get any royalties for any
''Tli1ngs~h'a:ve--just--gotten--hor.cibly 011t of control,"
book sold at KU, and this was my way to avoid a con-· Goldman said. "(The costofteitbooksis) verydefi';;m~·te!l~y~--:------------'--------flict of interest," he said.
a factor in what it costs a student to-go to school·-~ow. "

..

RECYCLED PAPER

Textbook Costs

PLAID 612

PLAID 013

COLORS: White, Ivory, Tan, Plnk. Lavender, Purple, Grey, Red, •"
Cardinal (maroon), Kelly, forest. Teal, Haiie, Gold. Old Gold
, ~-O_r_a_
ng_e_,_P_aw<l
__•_r_B_l_ue_,_c_o_lu_m
_ b_ia.c,_R_o._,y_a.c
l,_ll_avy
_,.:._'_B_rown
_.:._•:_B
::..:.;la~c~
k _J•

But going nationwide is only the start.
Talkington is negotiating with distributors in Japan and Europe.
"My goal wasn't to conquer the world,"
she said. "It was just to make a tape for
my cat."
Talkington is currently working on a
sequel to "Kitty Video." She hopes to
release it in the spring.
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Freshmen may be ruled ineligible for competition

ATHLETICS

PRESEASON PICKS

DIET

Aaachoo!

Roundball roundup

No freshmen allowed

By Rita Heimes

Students with food allergies and
intolerances adjust to restricted
menus.

College sports editors pick their top
basketball teams and players for the
1990-91 season.
Page16

Schools and conferences discuss the
possibility of excluding freshmen
from competition.

• The Daily Iowan

Page 16

Page 17

C0Lur.1N

•/

U. of Iowa

When U. of Iowa President Hunter
Rawlings announced last year that the
university would declare its freshman
athleteSineligible to compete in intercollegiate athletics, even if other schools
in the Big Ten conference or the NCAA
did not, the outcry was immense.
Coaches, athletic directors and fans
feared that the university would be
unable to land top high school recruits if
Io\va were the only school to enforce the
measure.
Proponents of ineligibility say it would
allow freshman student athletes to
adjllst to their first yea1· of college and
concentrate on academics without the

pressures of athletic competition.
"If some athletes are involved in their
sports 40 hours per week ... they can't
give a fair shake to academics, and they
have no chance for any other kind of univ.ersity life, n said Christine Grant, director of women's athletics at Iowa.
Butevenifthemeasurepassednationwide, some coaches and athletes would
remain opposed to freshmen ineligibility
because of the loss of a year of competition it forces on the student athlete.
This argument is strongest among
"minor" sports, also referred to as "nonrevenue" or "Olympic" sports. Athletes
in t hese sports say that talting a year off
from competition would damage their
skill level, which generally peaks during
the college years.
See FRESHMEN, Page 23

A THLETICS VS. ACADEMICS

SAT standoff .. . Pennsylvania State U. researcher Donald E. Sheffield, who
studied 350 Penn State freshmen student athletes and 350 freshmen non-athletes, said that not only are SAT scores a deceptive criterion for freshman eligibility, but freshmen should be banned completely from Division I and II competition. Sheffield said he believes first-year college athletes become so
engrossed in athletics th"at academics become a second priority. He said SAT
scores should only be used as a college admission criterion and not a device
for determining freshman college sports eligibility, adding that many athletes
also take SAT prep courses, which can raise their scores by 100 points without
increasing their intelligen_ce. "As long as freshmen are allowed to participate
in sports programs, they will continue to turn in a mediocre academic performance," he said. "Student athletes will invest as much time as possible to do
whatever physical training it takes to establish themselves on a team." Shorty
Stoner, Penn State's baseball coach of nine seasons, disagreed with Sheffield's
assertions. "Our freshmen have done very well, both academically and athletically," Stoner said. "Ifit wouldn't have been for freshmen we would have
been in a bind." • To~ Esterly, The Daily Collegian, Pennsylvania State U.

Athletics
Continued from page 16

"I think that ·anytim.e you bring in
_ __-:.....
quality teams or schools in the conferf""'-i --'--1-0:·m:e-you- do-nothing- bu·t--str-engthe
your media interest and television con•
.. tracts," Alford said .
The networks look at potential audiThe U. of Nevada, Las Vegas, returns to the top
ence when hammering out contracts,
of U. The National Ccllege Newspaper's college basthus huge conferences with glamorous
ketball preseason picks this year, although they
teams can secure big money deals for
have been banned from 1990-91 postseason competheir Jllembers.
tition. The July 20 NCAA ruling stemmed from a
Florida State U.,an independent with
1977 case involving UNLV Coach Jerry
a strong football program and alumni
Tarkmanian who was charged with illegal recruitfollowing, was a prize in the conference
ing practices. UNLV outscored Duke U. last April
war and was thought to be leaning
to win the NCAA national championship after toptoward the SEC.
ping U. 's poll last November.
The Seminoles announced intentions
Twenty-one oollege sports editors submitted their
to sign \vith the Atlantic Coast
picks, and the top 20 teams were selected froin 63,
Conference, though, leaving the SEC
based on a rating system giving 20 points to each No.
\vith South Carolina as its final memI team and 1 point to each No. 20 team. The editors
ber to balance the addition of the
also selected players for first and second All-America
Razorbacks.
teams. The first team includes Georgetown forward
' Following the Seminoles' move ,
Alonzo Motmring, UNLV forward Larry Johnson,
Florida's other major independent,
, THE YELLl"I' REBEL ,
Georgia Tuch guard Kenny Anderson, UNLV guard II OBERT ANDERSDN
·· Miami, announced plans to join the Big
U OF "IEVADA. LAS VfGAS
Stacey Augmon and lSU center Shaquille O'Neil.
East conference in everything except
Forward tatty Jollnson was
Second team members are Syracuse forward Billy voted the nation's outstandbaseball this fall.
Owens, Missouri forwafd Doug Smith, Arkansas ing basketball player ot
Several events besides the CFA situguards'lbddDayandLeeMayberry,andDukecenter 1989. Johnson hopes to
ation precipitated this summer's flurry
repeat this year with UNLV.
Christian Laettner.
of activity on conference expansion,
J
most notably the acceptance of
ApplyfortheAmericanExpress•
January1991 on all Northwest and
KeepinmindthatourStudent
Coatribu:tirle"'°"'edi!On: JC111nl!iilir."~1aiuipPi&a1eU~<3hris ea.-. T1w...7lduiiqi.e.~illsbt111.e~+-.f--?l:llll.Sl!Wwi;L
. into the owerCard. Then get ready ro take off.
Northwest Aid.ink flighcs. ()'his
Status Program provides you with
1
1
ot~Ashley Conklin.°"""" Dau, Enwold. u. oCOreacn; a -t ~ 77it c..'" --v..' " u. of~ Frank
• f' · • s ·g Ten and the o·ght of the'iu7."''if~--iin~sea;;,.;;oc>ii of aaventdre, ac111~0,.n=orrdntscou·nrts-norapplicablew-th·-''- - - the opportunity to get the Card
1
1
0
dtS.W.. fMPrmpm..,,., U. of'Ilua, El ~Brian OtVido.CoJ/qialtTI1""5. V'UlPnia Polytechnic !n&11tuteand5btfl U~Rld<
W
Geoq.. ne J..,,,boJ", Younptown State u.; Man Harpu, Thf &JI 51,.,~ v..u, Nn.i:o, &11 St.ate u. Rod< Knicketbxker. TM
Notre Dame from the CFA's proposed
just simply to escape.
SllB student certificates and other
without meeting our usually
f,h,...,,.,..,U. of Mil«Juri, Columbia: Kevin M. ~ 77w Daily C..niP«.._ Southern ~lethocliat U.; Jeff ~I~ L,rC.,..,...,-,
fi
1
~ ~.,. Ommtn. s~1kr Qilkzi""' Butler eoiicp; Kevin 0ue.., TM 1lJoiw H11llc.boJoo. Tulane u.; Naq;.
television package.
American Express and
certi cares, promotiona O{
stringent income requirements.
1
~~H'kyu.~-rz~~:=:Ji'."'Ski~~n:.:!l::;!~~s.;: i:t.7~s.=
The Big Ten, whictv.;iominates midNorthwest Airlines have arranged special status airfares.)
And remember that as a
Ctutipa ~. u oflllinoil, alic:lp; David '"-P""" Ttt.-LMmbuJtd. Northern ArilONI u~ and Teny J . \Vaad. ~
\veste rn athletics and academics,
these extraordinary travel privi·
• 2,500 BONUS MILF.S TOWARDS
Gardmemberyou'll enjoy all the
..wa-'lhuhr, u. GtM-.F~
stretched its boundaries eastward in
leges on Northwesi--exclusively
FREE TRAVEL-when you enroll in
exceptional benefits and personal
search of a larger television market.in
for student Cardmembers:
Northwest's \lt>rldPerks• Free
service you would expect from
addition to gair.;ng a quality institlition
• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE
Travel Program.
American Express.
and athletic department, conference
PURCHASE OF TWO $118 ROUND·
AND NOW BECOMING A
So pick up the phone. Apply
officials said.
TRIP TICKETS-to many of the
GARDMEMBER IS AS EASY AS
for the card.And start packing!
DUllE URLlll., T)I( OAILV NEXUS, U. Of CALIFORNIA, SANTA 8ARl!AAA
The Fighting Irish arranged their
more than 180 cities in the 48 conA TELEPHONE CALL.
own deal with NBC last winter, selling
tiguous United States served by
Just pick up the phone, call 1-800' 'MU
•
the rights for their home games from
Northwest. Each certificate is
446-5389, and talk to us. we·11 take
1991 to 1995 for $38 million.
good for a six-month period, and
your application and begin to pro CFA officials had to scramble to
the~ill arrive in four to six
tess it immediately. Of you have
Carr said avoidance has become her
By Dawn Wilson
renegotiate a contract for its other 63
weeks after You receive rhe caro.• your banking information hand~
• The Daily Tar Heel
i·emedy, despite having to ask about the
members.
• 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST
like your account number and
U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
contents of casseroles and other dishes.
The move by Notre Dame in all likeFLIGHT-with your own personalbank address, it will help speed
Food allergies are caused when the
lihood. will not be duplicated by other
~ . ized d~unt card, valid through
the process.)
'
••
Bananas are forbidden fruit for U. of body produces too much of the antibody
independents, said Ole Miss Chancellor
'
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, student called inunune globulin.
Gerald Turner, a major player in the
APPLY TODAY
Martha Donaldson. Beef, pork and milk
Over-.production of this antibody often
SEC expansion decision.
also are off-limits.
is hereditary, but may be caused by par~
Notre Dame's contract did force instiFor Valerie Carr, merely inhaling the asites or the intake ofdrugs, said William
NORTIIWEST
tutions to re-evaluate their positions_,
AIRLINES
fumes of a seafood diSh causes her Woods, director of the allergy departthough the possibility of growth is nothtongue to itch and-hrskin to break out ment at North Carolina Memorial
ing new.
•Fare iS fOf rourxl1rip tnvcl on Nocthwest Airlines. Tickei:s mull be purdused wl1hin 2'f hours after making l't$Cl'Valions. Fares art nc.i-rdundal* and no itil"ICl'ary
Hospital.
in a rash.
changes may be made aftct purctwc. seats a1 this f.ltt arc Jimi1ed and 1my DOI always be availal.ie when you call Tra~~~lrwc by cenl6ca1c ~ration date and
"About every 10 years we.try to review
be cciinplct:ed within (Jo dayS oC thal dace. Travel may not be available between cities lO which Nonhwest does OOI have
·
roulings. City fuel surCha~ not
Like many people, Donaldson and
"The only safe way to treat food allerthe situation and see if there's a need
includci:I in fart from Bosl:M ('250). Chicago (15,00); Denver ($200) and Florida cities ($2.00). Certain blaclrou! dates a Other restrictions mayappty. Fueo11iplcteo6er
Carr have food allergies.
gies is to avoid thefood,"Wood said. "The
details, call 1-800·4'46·5~ C 1990 Amerie2n Express Tr:nd Rcl:uedSetVk:es Compan): Inc.
for expansion," Turner said. "fn 1979,
"It used to be an inconvenience, but amazing fact is not that some peop~
they decided not to, but this time we saw
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS" CARO. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER .
now it's a part of life," Donaldson said. have trouble with food allergies. The
a definite need ."
"You get used to not being able to eat cer- amazing fact is that we all don't have
. . "
· th m."

$118 roundt~·
air ares·on

Northwest Airlines.

Only for student American Express®Cardmembers.

-

Allergy sufferers avoid diet dilemma

Q't7£•~·

1-800-446-5389
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EDUCATION

STUDIES ABROAD

r&

- ·· - ··· -·-· · ··

S'fUDY IN EUROPE

We'd like to show you a path
that often holds Ifie greatest reward.

EuroCollege International Study Cente rs offer European language and cultural studies programs in Paris, Cannes, Cambridge, Salzburg, Florence, Siena, Barcelona and others. Courses last three to twelve weeks and include Foreign Language Studies, English
Theatre & Hist-Ory, Applied Art.a & Art history, Archaeology, etc. Classes are held in summer
& throughou t the year. Programs are enhanced by numerous excursions and cultural activities. On/off campus accommodations and full board are provided. -

For detailed information, plea se contact EuroCollege International at:

•

STUDIES ABROAD

EuroCollege International
Moosstrasse 106,
A-5020 Salzburg, Aust ria
Tel (662) 824617
F ax (662} 842555

•

EuroCollege U.S. Office
P.O. Box 8707
Newport Beac h , CA 92658
Tel (714} 722-1900
F ax (714) 722-9198

CIRCLE MO. BJ

'

ROAD

S'llJDY ABROAD
1991
SPAIN, FRANCE,
ITALY, amE

ITALY• ITALIA
Earn fully transferable
credits while studying a
semester or longer in

STUDY OR INTERN

ROME

THISSUMMER

Course~, in:

MEET THE
PROFE'SSIONALS!
EUROPE.
UNITED KINGDOM,
WEST INDIES

• ully accrec!;t cour.;es
tf'Jnsfcm:d to your
univef'5ity

OAD•---l2-4-8 week sessions

•

• Art History •
~

• Intensive language cour.;e;

Italian Studies •

• International Business •
• International Relations •

• Anthropology. hisiory.
political ..-.cience

• Business Administration •
Inquiries:

• Spring. summer. or full

THE AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY OF

.'il.'f'Ol..~t.'r.i

Wrire or c.tll 00\V for an
infOITTlatiofl fXlckL'I.:

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

'

ROME
Via Marche 54, Dept. 107

UM-efSily 5nxlies AIJIUld"
IuM~
'. •
•
I :h....-•/
'''
._..,,
... , . _n.R.eno. NV 89557-0J93

Rome. 00187. Italy

(702) 784-65&-J

Fax: 482182"1

Tel: 4821819

Stll(I~' ir1<Jnl·1)f Syra<·tisc l lni\·crsity"s 27 ;1l·:1<lc:n1i<" 11rc1p.ran1s <"<)n(lli<"lC(t

i11 England, France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, and Hungary.
c;r:tnl.-. :ire :1\•:11l:1blc: f<1r ;t sc:mc:st<"r. ;1 ~·t.·:1r. t1r :1 st1mn1c:r <JfSltll~' abro;1<I.
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Evcl1d A~enue, Syracuse. New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-347\
CIRCLE MO. 01

Sen1ester

-

•
Audiology
Clinical Exercise Physiology

Northeastern
University
Ari equal opportunity/atrlnnatiV'I! action unl\'~r$1ty.

EMPLOYMENT

T-i-...i. motuh 111ec1..,;.., .,.,,..,u

vacir>C!Mltom F...M. •tit.localprlvn.
A ........ -poo111 .... ~·· su i - NL

TltE OILAHOMA SUMMER
at Quartz =n:::i~
. tt;e award-win-

nilo. l'llltionaHy known,

multi-disci-

INTERESTED IN

WORKING/STUDYING
IN JAPAN

Japan NetwoitServlces, a tallfomla

1

Today's
PEACE CORPS
Has Samethlng

INTERNSHIPS
LONDON
DUBLIN
HOLLAND

ror You ...

501 E. Atmour BIYd
Kansas Cir/. MO 641 09

Co-Sporisor Urw or MO·KC
1.v< (816) 561- 7502

For free brochure and applleation:

CIRClE MO . IMi

llCD, Box 103-Y,
Williamstown , MA 01267.
(413) 458 -982 8.

INTE RNATIONA L

WASHINGTON! INTERNSHIPS!
HURRY! ACTS NOW FOR SUM·
MER & ACADEMIC YEAR INTERN·
SHIPS IN WASHINGTON, DC
For an insider's guide to 100s of
paid and volunteer Internships In
government and business send $7
to: washlngl1ln lnt&mships, Box
12351 U, Arlington, VA 22209

UNIVE R S ITY
CIRCLE NO . 08

GERMANY: Heidelberg
FRANCE: Paris and Strasbourg

.
U Eilm crl'Jit lc>ward your degree ot any of our campuses.
..J All classes are taught in Engl~h .
U Cradlldte programs in lntemahonal Bus1nt!SS,
International Hotel and Tourism Managt-ment,
l~tematlonat Rt'lations and Diplomacy. and more.

SWITZERLAND: Engelberg

For m ore info nna t ion : Sch i lle r Interna tio n a l U n iversity
~

·- ~

~ept. NC, 1111 16th ~t., N~, Suite 120

W<ish1ngton, DC 20036

Toll free: (800) 336-4113

()

.• •

+,.:.t

D~pt. ~C. 453 Edgew<iter Drive

0Uned1n, Aorid<i 34698
!813) 736-5062

•

24. For information, wrtte Oldahtvna
Arts lnslitute, P.O. BoK 18154 ,
OlcWloma City, OK. 73154, or call 1·
e-842-0890

§Alff- DCllTfllSSllJTI
Meet nl illel•ie'.v on sie wlh AT&T.
Easlrra1 KOOiM. Genni Mils, Gen!l3I
M:i:rs,Gtn!ralfo:D.,f'Rm&G.n*.

SiD!mBtcAles.Ford.EDS.3M.Gswal

EledrC, J&J, ~ Pepsi. Arllill:a•

(six

fl.AK

m

per

a booklet lor soft llndi111
into JAPAN. A once In a lllellme
1dventure Jn JAPAN wlll enhan~e
both e1rnr IS well IS Grad school
opportunities. Japanese language
abllttrnotnecessary.Send$24.501Jr
checkJmoneY order to: WAH MET·
WORK SERVICE'S, Z1J41 CEXTURY
PARK EAST, 12th FLOOR , LOS
ANGELES, CA 90067

Mid-Year Grads
GetAJob~ln

r.amq,~~&Ai1 a 1Sa:ns,

Silicon Valley!
Job Hunton

fa! a'ICI Olt!f11il cf"erqt~i

~ '91, The nation's #1 ColletJe
Recnitmln Conlemas ~ M.
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0 Rurm on IBM XT/ATI .
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For more information regarding any of U.'s Career and Educational Directory adver-

tisers, circle the appropriate number(s). Send itrimediately to U. The. National College
Newspaper. 3110 Main Street, Suite 104, Santa Monica, CA 90405
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0\1anagelT"ll!'Tlt. lntt'mational Relahoru; and Diplomacy.

SPAJN: Madrid

Applicants
an active
interest in the arts, preferably acting:
ballet; drawing; modern dance;
orcllesl:ral musie; photography. and
wrtting. The 1991 session ts June 6-

DIRECTORY INFORMATION

•

D Undergraduate programs in Business. Hotel
European Studie;, Liberal Arts, Psychology.
Llnguag('!i., Computl'l" Systl'llls Management,
C1xnmen:ial Art, and m~.
iJ Spani~h ,1nJ Gemian Langua~ !nstitvtn.
.J5um!Tlt'r, Semt'Ster, Yt'ar and Dt-gree progr.1~.

PLANT TREES IN

12 month group program Inclu des
Intensive technlcal, language and
doc!Jmentallon training; US
preseniatiora upon rarum.

81&531 ...701

SCHIL L E R

ENGLAND: London a nd
West Wickham

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Participate in tree·
plantina campaign in
Mozam biqu;

ColeQble Program

lnttmational study at ont of ONr 7 campusts in:

INSTITUTE 1'9R iNTERNATIOflW..

CXXlPEFIATION Nil OEVELOPMEf:lf

AFRICA

?eople to People lntema~I

CIRCLE MO . 07

D

Boston-Bouve
College

'

Bo• 1a•. Manc bes1er College
North Maoches1cr, IN "'696:Z -036S
( :Z 19) 982-S:Z 38 o r 9 8:Z-SOOO

'

Call (617) 437-2708,or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College
of Human Development Professions,
107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115 . Because
some of life's greatest rewards come
to those who care.

1--+------------------------------~--tf~·=.,='""~"'"::::;°"'~"i;'~·"~·'"
iii,'~r:~".,.::="'='~"it-f-i"m·~,.neoline arts camp for artisticalty; ;,.·1+l- Employm1nl/Plac1m1nt Agencr•+- catlons~~ ~s~;e;-1~!'ft~ns.
otters THE JAPAN NEWSLmER,
-L>---+++--------+should
have
Issues
year)
NONCREDITTRAVELALSO

BRET HREN COLLEGES ABROAD

II

•

Special Education
Te actier Preparation

College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling
Consulting Teache r of Reading
Counseling Psychology
Curriculum & Instruction
Educational Research
Human Developme nt
Human Resource C ounseling
Human Services Sp ecialist
Recreation, Sport & Fitness
Management
Re habilitation Counseling
School Counseling
Sch ool Adjustme n t Counseling
School Psycho logy
Speech-Language Pathology

•

lnternationa! Business
Banking & Finance
_Western European Economics

for lnform,1lon con11c1 -

-

CIRCLENO . 02

'

to others and to their profession.
Boston-Sauve College has wellestablished clinical affiliations with
some of Boston's leading medical,
educational and research facilities.
Study may lead to a master's
degree, certificate of advanced graduate study (CAGS), or doctoral
degree. Most programs are offered
on a part-time as well as full-time
basis, combining classroom theory
with practical hands-on experience.
Courses meet in the late afternoon
and early evening, so students can
continue to work.
Graduate programs are offered in
the following areas:

BUSINESS/FINANCE/
ECONOMICS

he-same....c:;ost as swd )W,n..thc..
study for a year or semester tn Athens ,
G REECE; Barcelona, SPAI N; Strasbourg
or
Na n cy , F R ANCE;
Ma.rburg ,
GERMANY ; Cheltenham, ENGLAND;
Dalian. CHINA; Sapporo,JAP AN1-Cuenca,
ECUADOR .

AtSea

'

ARTS AND SCIENCES
English Literature and Theatre
Europe Today:
Contrasting Cultures
The Environment
Social Welfare and Health Care·
The Swetlish Experience
International Relations:
Eastern Europe
Tropical Ecology/Field Biology

'

-f.:Gr.

A VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY

Is your education preparing
you completely for the global
community in which we live?
Consider seriously internationalizing your course of
study by spending a semester
studying and traveli~g around the world on the University Of Pittsburghsponsored Semester At Sea program.
Each fall and spring, undergraduates from across the U.S. and abroad live
and learn together aboard the S.S. Universe, an 18,000 ton ship equipped as a
floating campus. During this 100 day voyage, you can earn 12-15 transferable
credits choosing from more than 50 lower and upper division liberal arts
courses. Experience an itinerary as culturally diverse as Japan, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, Malaysia, India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Morocco.
For full information and application call 800-854-0195 I 412-648-7490 in
PA, or write Semester At Sea, University of Pittsburgh, 8th Floor, William
Pitt Union, Pittsburgh PA 15260. Apply now, then prepare for the learning
adventure of your life.

EDUCATION
Comparative Education
Special Educatin
Drug/Alcohol (Ed. Psy.)
Science Education

CIRCLE NO. 05

CIRCU NO. 114

Re warding careers for people
who care.
Down the road a.few years from
now, you 're going to be glad you chose
a career path today that's right in the
heart of Boston. It's Northeastern
Univers'ity's Boston-Bouve College of
Human Development Professions the smart choice that leads to a
greater reward for people who
really care.
The graduate programs offered by
Boston-Bouve College provide you
with a wide range of career opportunities in health, sport, and leisure
studies, rehabilitation, counseling,
communication disorders, and
education.
Our faculty have received national
and international recognition for
their research, teaching and service

'
For information or an application, call: (202) 606-3000, ext . 797

Address------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Or write: Peace C.Orps/VRS
PRU, Box 797

City _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __

1990 K St., NW
Washington, DC 20526

CIJltll NO.

11

alma mater

or College (yr)

11190

~
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Classifieds • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1990

NATIONAL COLLEGE NEWSPAPER

Leam how to earn SS0-$100 per book. reading famous iWld new authors at
home. Boolcs sent free. Annual income in thousands possitlle. Select reading
matenat YoU hke. Send no money, ontiJ YoiJr name and address !or COMPlITT
INFORMATION to:
ca1co PutlUstllng (Oepl D-40). SOD South Broad St., Meridan. CT 06450

Peace tiuttons and catalog FREE. Send
$1 S&H:Toad Hall.Box 169, YachatS, OR
97498

"''''''"

Fm cata1o0ue
FA.ST SHIPPING
cau 1-SOIHRAYBAN

NEW AGE
SUPERlEARllNG! Tripi! learning speed
threuQtl muse ..• Data, vocabulasy. languages. Empower memorr. potentials.
Sb+ I FREE bed m; peso.al trans+
b11idllll1 lape ~ S14Jeimt1 i10. ~
uSeverCh hie.. New Ytrt. ft'( 10'1 Z3

A GREAT GIFT
AND INVESTMENT!
500 assorted baseball or football
cards only $9.95 + $3.00 U.P.S.
A great Christmas/i.rthday gift

SATISfACllON GUAIWfTEElll
Sorry, ·no C.0.0.'s or credit
cards! LAKESIDE CARDS. P.O.
BOX 128, TOPlNABEE , Ml

15600 HNICock Rd., Sarasota, Fl
34240. (800) 243-7245

EUROPE

$14.95

FOR

plus $2.00 Sl1'ol i'I U.SA

••Tc

t~1fltEE

INDOOR GARDENING

.

TRAVEL

FUND RAI SERS

~~~~~~~~~tl~~
:::-sruoerrs-~-~·~•w~·-~.-~·-~,....~*~•~-~-~·;•~
"""'"'
- - -·
,__ ...........
STUDY

Uf'TOITIMES
- -TtfE·otmJOOR
nELD1- -l+-1=:;;QLUllZATll
"~

State-of-the-art Hydroponic equip-

w:.o.

ment 3 supplies.

.;>ilTlpSOllS, - " ' · ,_ ,..,.. ...-ru o

,.., Factory-direct savings!
$1 ,.,.... catalog & SS COIJIVV>I
II"..,HIGHER Y1ELD
"""'

QW!drenetc.., Sellliceiseclmerchandise on campus. Boxer shorts.
T 11:... ......,_.~
-s """· ............rs. mugs,
Proltts! r.au Now 800-762·1359.

..,·---~--.

"''~''""''""""""" "' «=

21l11~ II.[

etc..,

.1111..c.m.. WI\_,

ADOPTION

GREEKS

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Adoption can be a good option.
Select a!amity from our loving cou. pies that are an eager to lavistl love
and securil')' on your ba/Jy. We will
provide you with the supporttve ser·
viCes that wiU help you make a comfortable adoption plan. No cost lo
you. Serving the Midwest Birth parents may call ror1ect.
'

SWEATS JRTSChampion Quality w I

3 Mega Creek Sew-on
letters

$29.50

Tite AOoption Connedlon

(70B) .m-7121

BOXERS.

Hot Plaid F1annels w I
Greek Crests

DRINK RECIPE S

$15.50
Quick Custam Orders

••• •I W'S

MIXOLOGY UlllAL
The Erotic to the Exotic. Oller 100

FREE BROCHURE

1-800-334 -1331
ATTENTION GREEKS!
Ctlampion Rw. hv. wt. Ctlampion
sweatshirts wfJ Meoa Graek letters
incli.;ded: $44.95 each+ S&H. Same
as above wlo ltrg: $36.95. Bkomd.lel.tera $1 ea Custom letters no ma chg.:
Plakls, Paisley.

iit:""'::

specialty. campus reps wtd. FREE
Clta!o0: Bargaintown, 6 Main SL ,
c.ortl;nl, NY 1lJ45.1-800-628-1465.

r:.n
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er-_ .. a~•-11111
~..-'""*"''
•• a- E -
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WORJ<
.... - - , . . . . . , . . . _ . . . ,

• "' ....... .,. .w'lllng •
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WIN A FREE ROUND TRIP

----·-·""
___
·. --·-·----·-·-·-n1.t1,__..._
--·---l-........•-. ...
Tlcu:T TO EUROPE !!!

.....

_

ADVENTURE TRIPS SPECIALISTS in
Trans·Atri:a, Tr.ins·S.A. lrans-Asia. 526 weeks overtand. India and Nepal
experts. Free broctlures. Force 10
Expeditions . P.O. Box 30506-U,
Flagstaff. IV. 86003. 1-8CJG.922·1491

LOOKING FDR EXCITEMENT THIS
WINTER? Join tlundrvds of college SIU·
dents in Israel. VOiunteer on Mm'J bases.
kitlbutz1m. tlospitals. VERY INEXPENSIVE FLIGHTS AVAILABLE. For more
information, call (212) 643-4848

Sdd

•

wilfi~HouseOfMusic.-Box-

388759, Dept U.. Ctic:arJo, 1L 00538

DEADHEADS. Tie-Qves, stickers, ~.
COs-LPs-Cass, Guatemalan ctothing &
more. Send Sl.25 tor catalog (applied to
purctlase) to: Rolling Ttlunder 425U
Branmar Plaza, Marth Rd., Wilmington.
OE 19810
DFAiiHFAD NIRVANA!
Books. ~.dattieS.~. Incense and
more. Send !or FREE cata1oO to:mAOING
POST. P.O. Box 582. canton. CT 06019
Phone: (203) 003-4679
IMPORT & RARE CD's. 4.000 Tiile catalogue. $1 . retuooablewlordef: AB-CO,270
Lafayette St, .. Ste. 1000-U, N.Y., N.Y.
10012
DEADffEADS: Best catalog prirrted; Tshirts. sfX:kB!S, clolhes. crystals, kaleidoscopes, sandals, jewelry, wall hanQinos,
~am lndianitems.GypsyRose.
Box 624·U. Richtloro, PA 18954.
wtlolesale Avaiable. 215-968-8740

"' B U S T E D • "'

DEADHEAD MERCHANDISE. Unique!
Kolograptlic Items am! other cool sMf,
crystal~. Send $1 lor color catalog
relundatlle). Crystal Roots, P.O. Box
7134-U, Plantlticn, R. 33318. (305) 484·

l1001

HEY STUDENTS!!! SPECIAL ORDER all
)'CU DOMESTIC cm IMPORT7, 12' LPs.
ca ties. il"ld Couip;nOisc:s wth me. No
artist a group too Bizarre a MailSbea.n
Wf?f wasae tire? lei me tm;i lhe rrusi::al
wortltoycu!Dlr.WritermwlOrFREEi'b'mation. PSYCt() PSAMS CO'S & TAPES.
P.O. Box 9l45. Mosa:lw. ~ 83843
2lor1;
CD's/Videos: 20-60"4 oil . OriginalArtlstsll.abelS- Kit $7.50. P.O. B. 1402.
Laramie. WV 82070

~Videos:

TATTOOS
RElllOYAILE TAI JOOS. Samples $3.50
speeily male or lemale. Complete delah
included: Fantasies UnMmiled. 007 San
car1os Or.. Fort Myers Beach. Fl 33931 .

NEWLY DISCOVERED LINK between
mass and electromagnetk fields. Shows
how and why gravity worlcs. Send S10.00
!or complete report. PHOTONICS, P.O.
Box 1351 , Gabot, AR 72023

Organize 40 CDs in 1 l/4 ~ space!
'tbt.lr collection protected In soft " safety-sleeve ·~" pages.
Executive version $29.95 includes shipping in U.S.
Money-back guarantee. Free catalog.

COMPUTERS

PHOTOS FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL GIRLS Model Sexy bikinis.
lingerie . elc . Photo package and
tlrocllure. $5.00: New Images, P.O. Box
117. Dept UC. Newl~no, LA 71 461

,

DNE HALF MILLI ON MDVIE
1 POSTERS Newest re leases. Illustrated
catalogue S2.00 VISA.IMC orders (901)
357·1649. LUTON'S, Box 27621-U .
Memphis. TN 38127
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Kirin lnt'I Corp.
FRUSTRATED WITH COMPUTERS?
POLINO SMACK-N-TOSS. The squiStly,
squawt;y-computer t~. Allusers Guide
lncluOed. t-80(). 726-8983

CATALOGS
INTERNATIONAL DRIVERS
LICENSE Now available in lhe U.S.
(163) Countries/States (specify)
$19.95 check or money order or can
1-800-762-3875 Visa/MC. NO
TEST NEEDED. PhotocopJ ol valid
state·issued driver's license must
iiccompany payment. Allow 4-6
weekS for delivery. Send $2.00 !or
our 1.0. catalog.

BEAUTY
A STEP BY STEP GUIDE ro RAUTIFUL
EYES. SendS13.99 to: BEAUTIFUL EYES,
Box 43821 7, Chicago. IL 60643·8217

1-800·992·8262
UNIVENTURE
P.O. Box 570 • Dublin . Ohio 43017 • (61 4) 761-2669

BOOKS

HOW TO LEGALLY
AVOID A DWI!
_ JUST RELEASE01 Inside Sec~s Revealed! Prominent attorney spetializing
in OWi's, (DUI in some stales) tells exactly what to do when ligtlts start !lashing behind you. Your ACTION or LACK ol it is CRITICAL and can SAVE YOU
lrom a DWI! Know what to do! Know your RIGHTS! Save your CAREER and
emtiarms"ment. AVOID A DWI! Order the OWi MANUAL today!
OWi t+OnlNE

,

llOO£LS
PAY FOR ltJrTION
NY-LA CONNECTION
Names ol 10p · phone
numbers. People to contact &
helpful inloonation to make~ big.
($150-$200 an hour)

1~S10percal

WHY HIM? WHY HER?
CAREER DPf'ORTUNm

Wtff do ltll)' attract you so?

In the FA.5TEST GROWING Industry of
the 90s! Creative and ambitious stu·
dents naeded. Achieve Financial
Freedom While StiU in Sdlool! Fleldl>le
Houra. No sales. Send $3.95 lor com·
plele iifo pkg.: MadisavMa.xwell Ent..
1m Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 719-A. Santa
Monica, CA90403
, ~•nu MEDITAllON as a wor1d wva.

At one time or anolher everyone
mis lhat irresistible someone.
What makll that maolc?
W'tl'j do they drM )'OU r;taz(f The
stars Cil'1 shed some light on tl.e
qlliiSlio!IS.
I can compaie horoscopes tor 1tle
IWo of you. Is it in the siars or are
you star-crossed IOvers?
Ttis 15ilage reporl IOoks at eadl at
your styles ol 1lliatNl!I and the reQlionstip between yoo. It's so accurate you may not want to shOw it 10

LUW1"

For tllrnonthtt material wrile: MGNA. Box
56&-U, O,ai.r.A93024 Voluntarycorcn·
btlbOnS ~lhewoOC Also in Spanrstl.
QUICK CASH How to stan your own
prof1tatlle business al home. For in!o
send SASE to. RA Publishing, 1229 N
Maple, B10om1ngtoo. IN 47404

==(leiiU.

EAR NINGS UNLIMITEO I MAIL OUR
BURGLAR alarm advertisements from
home1 RBM Merchandising, Box59314·

HanistuV. PA 1noo

MAKE MONEY WRITING greeting
caras. send two 25estamps GREETING!
P.O. Box 521 ·UW. Cleveland, OH 441 07

1-800-245-991 2

VISA-MC-AMX
DWI MANUAL,
307 East Ash, Dept. 101. Columtlla. MO 65201
S7.95 PllJS $2.00 Postage & Handling
"ANARCHIST C-OOl<BOOK" Available
again( $22, postpaid. Barricade books.
Box 1401-C. Seacaucus, NJ 07096
UNDERGRDUND 800«5, Controversial
and unusual. Not availatlle 1n tlook
stores' Catarog$2. FSS, Box 232 (u), F.0.
. CA 95628-0232

ASTROLOGY
THE ULTIMATE Precision Astrologil::al
profile. Fully computenzed comprehen~lveanalysis. Send exact time. dale, loca·
!1an 01 t1111h and sex orperson to tie chan.
ed.$10 Ftt:Chel~s . PO. Box362.Sandia
Par11, NM 87047

Need U. claalllad Information, call Jason or Eric hlday 11 (213)450-2921 .

EYE CONTACT
Replac.emeot and span! ienses·stamng
at $19.95 eactl. 1-800-255-2020

CULTURED SINGLES, NATIONWIDE!
Older woinen/youl'l!ler men; ynunger
women /older men . Send SASE :
Anadlron, Box U-326, NYC 11367

• Top~~

•Owr 1.500 Nal'llies Placed
• Exttiisi~ ~ Su!)port

• I ell.CIR

.......

~·IMJ:-

ADOSltoffl'lll

BAO<

For FKBC catalog ca11 or wrtte

IHJ)(NEPUmllMJ'sm\U,IC.
1-800-338-1836
149 BudmnsterRd,
8roo10ne. MA 02146

1'.0,Box 1241 • capltola, CA 95010
Wholesale Inquiries Invited

Jcinour"tQoofNetwolk"alover800
in Nortlleasl. Fut-yea!" positions only.
Salaries: $150·$300 week, room,
board. airtare & benefits. BEST
CHOICES ol families & locations.
HELPING HANDS. INC.
1·800-544-NANI

GUARANTEEONOl'lOS~QAF-.

101 N . MAIN
SUITE 150- 205

ANN ARBOR.Mt. 48104
FO

(313

VISA OR MC
ee5 - 2272 - EXT 205

____
----=.. --..

SWUTSBlrI'S JS.9ST.SBtrrS l1.9S

~
AT230

AT310

{

1entopportunttyforyoo. Make lots

__ ._
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AT192

ATUS
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""<=•· ·YOUR FAVORITE STAR
"." T-SHIRTI

Acto!W~sses-For

key casting con·
tacts and lnterliews with director.;. producera and agents in HollywOOd, Write
or call: Career M1naoament 1111'1 9000
SMnsel MOS, HallywDOd, CA 90069.
213-851-97711
-------~~

SELF EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY!
Earn cash distTibutiOLJ credit cal'd applicabOnS on ~- Positions avatlable
for table and/or pos11ng reps . C§!I
Colegiate Poster Mal'WOfk Today at
1-llCXHiSCJ.7678
EARN $1 5.00 llOllR. LEARN TO BARTENO AT HOME. BE POPULAR. MAKE
~FRIENDS, GOOO PAY. COMPLETE
EASY TO FOLLOW COURSE. S,E.NO
$14.95 TO: EAGLE , P.O. BOX 11306.
35202
_Bl_R~
-'ING__
HAM ._AL_ _ _ _ __
Audlo·Vldeo Sales 1epresentative1
./wanted. Low. low p1ices! For complete
informalioo, call .ludloAmerlca.1·900.
77
_ _5_·5_777
_ _ _ _ _ _ __

EXQll(; .DIS .. AlASKA

tW'il M!n

and Women. Summer. Year Round.
.Rstq, (31 eiil.S, loggf'lg, rrri'ig, all-

~oi~~

•

I
END BAO BREATH ... NATURAllY.
Report. Send 53.00 and LSASE to
Purcell. OepL U.• Box~. Tustin. CA
92681-:lo84

(

T1a1~t6iLSi:l:tulhd jU~.

Gal Now.1·D-7.J>.700J. e'JCl.40'.B

$500-$1 ,SOOWEEKLY workingathome.
Free inlormation. Send stamped enve·
lope to: A.S.E. Associates. P.O. Box
534n , Philadelphia. PA 19105

See Altema1ln Neckwe•r Ad. Become
Sales Rep! Conlact Heniy.
AMAZING PftOATS! Ttlrough Easy to
Start Home Business. F~EE Oetalls:
Oivers1lled Mktg ., 3443 S. Dayton .
Springfield. MO 65807
$$NO ADOCOMl'£fES$$ FREE INFORMATIDN 1-800437-BEAN. ext. SNA·261
830962
---------$$ 1NCREDl8l£ EASY MONEY$$ Number
One Ad-100% GUARANTEBJt (504) 364·
4424. I (BOO) 741-2205241\rs.

SELL U.S. SPRINT, Build lifet ime
income. Fun wofil. excellent commissions, incentives. Contact Michael Nist
(212) 688·6381
. BIG BUCKS stiling licensed SIMPSONS
products on campus. CAU NOW 800762-1359

34

_ .....

AnyMcMeSur. Rodi Sur •
~ 100 perom. co<:~OCI I·
olw'l . 513.911 pM S l .00 ot.p.

°"

-

... -

?16 "'""

'*""' Corolirll. 2'72&4

ANIMAL LIBERATION! T-shirts. sweatshirts. Great designs. Profit pen:enaoe
to PETA. WILOWEAR: Sox 8509·U.
2022 T~raval . San Fr.lllciSco. CA 94116

.="

------.... . ·---·---
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RELIGION

Doyau know there isl purpose loryo11r
1xl11111ca7 Free informatfort,
Oeslinyism Religion, 403NASA E. Suite
3000, Houston. TX 77598-5107

'

SLEEP AIDS
STOP SNORING! New hlgtl-tectl
device cures snoring. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Gr&at gift! Only $39.
1-800-869-6837

SOUTIIEAST
J08 OPPORTUNmES
AL ·Fl-GA-NC-SC-VA
DIRECTORY-over 1600 of the Largest
employers and where to apply.
NE"IYSLETTER-lists hundreds ot current
openilgs. Send $26..95 + $3 postage &
tlandling: Business & Employment
Putllications. Inc. 2216 Daldand Parll.
BMl.,FL Laudeftlale. A.33300(800) 654sm we.Visa. Amex

Sumrrer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
wOOd trawl. Hawaii. Batiamas.
canibean, etc.

Earn $600+/Week in cannery. $8Jl00·
s12 COO+ ror two months on fishing vessel. Over 8.00! ope:oogs. No expenence
necessary. Mala Of Female. For 68-page

INTELLIGt;NCE JOBS. Cl~. US CUS·
TOMS, DEA. ETC. NCJ<N MIRING. CAll
(1) 805-687-600), EXT. K-2674

Research. Sox 84008-PX. Seattle. WA
98124 - 30 day unconditional. 100%
money bad< guarantee.

MAKE EXTRA INCOME PLACING Takeone posters on campus. Flexible hoors.
can (71 4) 969-9327.

~bQoklet.send$6.951oM&L
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Black/Wtlite letters
Charge to yot1r phona
$16.00
1-900·246-1100

"

Send ctleck or money order to:
Black Inc.
237 Hamilton Street
Hartford, CT 06106

tnAP S

-.... . ....

•w1s PMOTO ma:1s1

1EW IECiA Lii IJ6Yl Perlld ful.allof
11 x17raproduction o!Altt~
onT~shorls aslowas .
• Group Photos: Gnlolls, Donns
• ElTDITmill!I Phcms:: Parties.

and the day after thal.
...................................................

T-Stl1rt S·M·l·Xl
White/Black lettera

T·SHIRTS- En~ironmental, An imal
Rights, Wildl:fe. Hard tlitting T-stlin
designs. Send $2.00 lor catalog to:
Safari Screenprint. 200-B, Commerce
Ci rel~. Yorkt_9Wn. VA 23693

AUSKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

CALL MOW:
206-736-7000, Ext. 400N
(Cal! refundable)

T-shirts for today,
tomorrow,

Just Do Me .

JUST DD ME BlackJWtlite cotton Tshirt. Only $9.99 + $3 SM to: MR. GRAY
& CO., P.O. Box 68052, Cincinnatr,OH
45206

"".."'!:'.1

w.M·l -- -J

lncltde yac¥ ctpliJns. Free brodue:
t 11 zs-2117 (Earn S "IJl!i! Diii
plWJlQ uwll*' at~ sdll:d). PHOTOWEAA. 7111, ONid om o... AllalU.

· Stw Eict<prioet
o.-.
Kernen. ..

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING Mlf

ASHER IES

--·

• o. .... ...

""

$

THINKING MAN
•

HE JUST DID IT.

$

1·7114SZ-4IOI

amount ol time and investment.

MOBILE D.J. GUIDE FOR,BEGINHERS
5end $9.7510. MOBILEO:.J • Box 24,
Appleton City, MO 64724

"*

=
- 1.0..C.0.1).
-·Caoi-..
Call

48 Page Catalog Fru With Order (or und $2)
Gesner Legion P.O. Box497, Dept GI, Broadway, NJ 088D8

of extra money with minimal

We carry over 4500 ~ems in over
6 different catalogs. Catalogs
CQme printed with your company
name. and fMf'/ item in the cata·
k>JS v.111 Ile dropshipped !or you.
For Starter Kit, sim~ send SS.00
S&H to: TSCOA, P.O. Box 670,
Lewislon, NY 14002

BACKDROPS CUSTOM MADE
ROCK 'N ROLL ATTIRE
fof Information 1-800-2"·7361

•

CHILDAREMANNIES NEEDED

Esta~heG1934

KILLER
TIE·DYES
l-Sll1111'1 $1 II + P. H.
or 1end S2.50 10:
Morg11nton Dyeing a Flnlah
Selem Ad., Morpnlon, NC 2HSS

SEND CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER TO:
EWE INC.

• Pe1S01lillly SUttl led !amiies
• Qne.'real"Comrritrnertreieswy

SECOND INCOME Stuffing Envelopes.
Proven Successful No Experience
Necessary. Part-Time Opportunity E.am
as much as $100s Weekly. Quit Anytime;
ytiur length of stay-you decile! Details
to New Era Enterprises. BASC. 1589
Albion, Relf.dale. Ontano M9V 186. Send
a k>nQ SASE:

$500 WEEIClY mailing ads. Ad mailera
~ ASs CJL
Box51003-LJ,!AJrlml,M:27717

EXOTIC CONDOMS! Imported and
unusual noveltieS! Assonmenl of 10
Send S9.00 to Double T, Inc., P.O. Sox
2288, Anderson. IN 46018

want to reach milNons with one phone
call. call Eric or Jason !or Classified inlor·
mation at (213) 450·2921 today!

BOSTON NANNIES
HAVE MORE FUN

Surte27,0epl.4A,Middle!OWn.N.J.On48

S1000's montllty processing maill Start
1mmediatefy. FREE supplies/postage. No
'e~perieoce . Koobligation . Rust\ stamped
envelope to: Macpress and Pulllication,
Box 163-U, Birdsboro. PA 19508

PENFRIENDS-ENGLANO-USA. Make
lasting fnendstlips. Send aoe. lnterasts.
Free Reply. Harmony, Box 82295 U.
Ptloenill, f.J. 85071

Receive FREE Colleg~ Singles Magatine.
Send S.A.S.E.: Colle~ Exchange. P.0
Box 2937, Athens. GA 30612-D937

•

CIQthlng, Accessories &: Jeweiry from
India, Guatemala,
Thailand, Indonesia
&: Mexico.

•

P.0 Sox 155-U. Boston. MA 02131

JOBS IN RADl.0! RadiO stationS nation·
wide are IOoklCl!I for Radical Dudes and
Babes to Iii interesting positionS. How to
Get Into Radio Broadcasting. Prove11
Mettlods! Send $11 to: RAD!&. P.O. Box
1416, Poway, CA 92074-1416

COMBAT ANTI -SEMITISM . Send
stamped envelope. Cohen. Box B09(XP). Boyntoil Beadl, Fl 33425

I NEED CLOTHES. Male, size medium.
Please Help! Send to'. Joe Kollar 827.
Hintoo James. Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

Mail Order (408)479-3380

Make .........oo:r cash i1 one ...~r effortTHE HELL ••
fl'lSf.S5&1 WH~l¥ Al HmA:~tiii!ii"ffi
illiiiinn""ss.ooi'•l;ni1••,,._
. -H--•~H~E~
•E'-'';i~~;;;-+t1nto1mat1on?SendSASEtoAMBA.ssoc..
to caramaoo Put11ist1i1V11. 747 Hwy 35.
GLASNOST?

""'""

STAG PARTY videos $10.00 each. P:O
Box 222. Tanner, Al 35671

:.\'-\\~·

~ ·Iii.

-~1~8~0~0~:e~J~.A~~N~E~T~S~!f'~t1-MAILOROERCATAUIGS~f+-I
_ Shli:t• awU•bl• In ' " ' ' M<dlum, 1.a,... or XI.a,...
College students, this is an excel·
· $14 Postage PaidForeign Orders (n:cept Can11ili} :sis

100% cotton T·stlirts $12.00 The
Rutltler W1ap'"' beverage tlugger
wtvelcro attacllel:I glowing condom
SS.OD.Add 10% rusn shipp1ng/han·
dl1ng . Ctleck/M .0
RUBBER
WRAPS . LTD . 220 Eas1 Blvd .
Ctlarlorte. NC 28203 VISA/MC
(704) 358-1514 . Campus reps

AMAZING MIMD REAIMNG ACT. Be tll8
hit of the Party. AH secrets revealed. $3.
ESP. P.O. Box 724687, Atlanta, GA30339

MOVIE POSTERS, From 70stocurrent.
Catalog $2.00 FLICKERING IMAGES
1001 Banning St.. Dept. U., Winnipeg.
MB. Canada R2E 2JI. (204) 255·6030.

e'o't"TI

[!J

~ iiillQ~S. Pinlv'Ellaclc-$10:00~.1-

S2 per mi'I.

Box 16681 -U.
Raytown, MO 64133_

We

Please provide Gard Numtler and
expiration date.)

~
\IV

MISCELLANEOUS

POSTERS ONLY· LARGEST SElEC·
TIDN anywtlere. Music, Imports.
Movies, Art, Escher. Psycl'ledelic, Men.
Women. 92-page catalog $3 .00
Posterservice. 255 Northland Blvd.
1627 Cinc1nnat1. OH 45246

:::;.sJ!J·I!J. ·.:-~;::~.:~
·
··

tcporu to ~H.

COMPlITT GLOW JN THE DARK
CONDOM LINE
FDA APPR.DVEO. $2 .25/eactl ,
6/$12 .00, 24($42 .00, 100/$1 50 .

We're here to help.
1-900-446-2468

catalog $2.00:
POSTER EMPORIUM

.~~·

U. Ctlicago. IL 60659

PC * Macintosh
problems?

BEST PRICES, All curren1 Titles plUs
Thousands more. VISA. MC. Dis.
DIAL 1-816-353-7300.

~:S~

Just $22. Send birthdates, places
and limes to:

2'J 462'9769-

MOVIE POSTERS All current releases.
Thousands. 1950s-1980s. CompareBesl Prices -Fastest Service .
VISA/MASTERCARD (904) 373-7202.
Catalog -$·2.00. RICK ' S, Box
23709/U11 . Gainesville, FL 326023709.

Thi: ffco: MJuU aWox has
· ·
douM ci r.o)'5 . .. qualit1· /· -.~ .!"\

,

)'Oii" lover!

BON JOVI. SPfllNGSTEEN. U2... thousands RIXk & ~Rare Recordings: $3 a
catalogue (iefundable). B. Deal, 48 Upper
Mount SL, Dublin 2. lre~nd.

140 more too riSqUe to men-

POSTERS

j·

'M\at is it about this peqon?

SCIENCE
ROCKET SCIEWTIST Invents Indoor
RoclleL Great Partv Fun, Adults only.
Flammable. 25 Rockets $3 Party
Rodlell , P.O. Box n4687. Atlanta, GA
30339

How }'OU can make money
creating ascrology reports
on your computer!

.~""i;;'~"~'~··~,ssen~;VA;;;•;""';;;;;.;~n--Please·add·S2:00~or
1si
s1

8'.MSllEt BARGLllOE
Eroties. shooters. tropicals and

~n etc;;·~~;;'~"'~'t·

,---l~'fif'9'1_'.

C:'

recipes. Created by LA 's favorite
tlartender. Awesome gllt!
Guaranteed Delivery by XMAS. Only
$5.95: Malitlu Max Ent., 1223
Wilsh ire Blvd .. Ste. 71 9, Santa
Monica, CA 90403

\.

T.-~

Al .. CO'l. LP's,C I JOUwnAlfl
Be a l!COl'd sc:out. No tlrains. no taler1. no
e!lort1 Guara'rleedl C01111*2 no~· r:df
$2: MadisonlMaxwefl Ert. 1223 Wtshle
Blvd.. Ste. 719-11.. S'.na.Ml:rica. CA !(l4Q3

.00 eactl add'\ Unit Mailunit;
YQUr
cheek or money ordar today to:
BENEFICE co. Qept. 98
P.Q Sox 166132
Ctlicago, IL 60616
(MASTERCARD or VISA accepted.

"'

•

COMPACT DISCS. Prices starting at
$.5.99. Send $2.00 fllf catalog refundable

.......

lWENTY FflEERECOROS, CASSETTES,
CD's -Mtf1 memllersl1p. Blue Ridge, Rt. 6,

.

Sdd

XJO COlpJ 20ZI W. Galrol Ave.
Chica9D. IL 60512 1{312) 226-1299

....

CH1AllllllTll

IMFOKTS

Netv.l::xWActM!ies
FOREIGN STUDENT'S Gulde to
Olltaining Employment and Green Card
in U.S. Send SOC stamp for additional
information. SunBelt Publishing POB
7856-U. Marietta, GA 30065

...m-.MH

TAMPOllltONOOM HOLDERS
Discreet, practical accessory lor
women, men. Fits snugly into bag,
purse or IXICkel. Tampon holder is 5
112 " long.1" ltlidt Conelomholder
is 3 318" IOng; 314· thick. Both hold
3 units. Avai!abla in black. grey, blue.
ivory, green and pink. Please specify
Tampon or Condom and color
deSired.Youmaymixcolorsoomulliple unit orders.
•
TAMPON - $7.50or1121 .00
CONDOM - $5.50 or 31$15.00

CompacTime"'
Compact Disc Clock ·

FOR

.'

1• 1 O'fRIY IT. ""W •OM. ~ . Y , 1• 11

group charters from Miami. 800ll
NOW FOR SPRING BREAK. For
infofmation, cal! us COiiect. Scuba
Diving available. From S32Slwk or
$42512 wk:s. capt Steven A Salem,

LESS

49791 (BOO) 752-0619

Cent &: South Amcrlc• 1~1 ,..,11 bkJ,..
your n1inll! F1n1 . ,1i< nc,.. rclc•,,.,>!
Write f<>r fitt ~11al<>~ . LYR1CHORO

BAHAMAS SAILING AOVENTURES
Skippered ba retlOat,full partici pation

EUROPE

NMllllES Choose from pre-SO'Wled
families In seaside New Enoland.Top
salaries, benefits, room, board, and
airtare. Yearl'/ positionsorfy. Care for
Kids. P.O. Box Z7, Rowayton. CT
06853 (203) 852-811 1

L~richD111 i> 1hc !Jf\'n1icr label of 1nld1·
110,,ul World Mu•ic un LP. ('~,>Cllc &
CO. Suunll> !mon A,i • • lll<li•. Afri•·• ·

sacramento, CA 95825.

SAVE 40% Great Gifts!
Over 300 Sty\eS.

..

~TilE WHOLE WORLD
l{SV ON LYRICHORD DISC.~'

FLY FREEi
Transporting
Documents To Oestlnatlons
Worldwide! Send $7.95: COURIER·
GUIDE: 2301 Pennland , (NC)

RAYBANS
VUARNETS
SERENGETIS

PERSONALS

MUSIC

TRAVEL

GIFTS

M.. IL UtATl'VE MECkVEM

DOOR TO 11IE WORLD

GET PAID FOR READING BOOKS!

•
SUNGLASSES

APPAREL

OPPORTUNITIES

'
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SELUHI I Y

ARE YOO SAfE?
Is your dOrm room secure and your possessions sale? At 2.8 ounces, the fully
~ronlc AMAGAURO Mini doortwin·
dow alann is so liotlt. small, and atton:raDle, it can be mounted anyMwe nsic1e
1he room. Batttrypowered-nowinnQ nee·
· essary. Piercln!I. penetJatlng 95 dB alarm
with exdusivfl IS-second delay mode.
Order today tor just $24 95 or saw S10
and get2 for$39.90.MG/Associates, P.O.
Box 2569, Battle Creek. Ml
4~16-2569

VIDEO
SUPERIOR OUAllTY1 Unreleased rock
auOOs &'o'ideoo! Expr+s detmy, reasonal* prkl!s! FREE CAT.aJ..OG! T. Pertdns. CP
373, St Larrbelt, ()Jebec, CANADA. J4P

""'

GREAT l&R, less money. Video Oerronstrallls ~ iwrt. import·style beer
easiij.$30, VISMvl:.1'.:00. ~)882-sa59

AUSTlWJA WANTS YDUI
BIG PAY! Transponation\ New
Employment Handtlook. SJ.DO
International,
Box 19107·RC,

Wash111!11on. oc 20036

>l•;I ,., ..... . _ _ • >01.:...0 ....... Popi IOI • C - . " " "-'""
.............
s.,,....,.._,..........,. .............
... °""'·•--i _ __,,..,,7...
..I

l.....,.,i•7'"'"'

..1

..._c..., _, ,.,..

..1 --~.,..,..

....... ,
HYPI JOSIS
WANT TO IMPROVE ·YOUR
GRADES?"Tapthe ooli'niled potential of your Subconscious Mind
using PflOFESSIONAl HYPNOSIS
to iml)roYe your or.ides. Now, take

advlntlge ol a SllCCISSful mathod
to lmpn:MI study habits, test tilllg,

COCICtllitletion, and memory fflClll.
Send $12.95 p1us $3.00 S&H for
Audio cassette. Hypnosis Tape to:
POSITIVE DYNAMICS, P.O. Box
1636, Saiford. NY 11783·2924.

THOUSANDS WEBQ.Y
Stuffing enwlopes. Send Self Addressed
Stamped Emelope to: MAIOiE ASSOC.,
4431 Let»gtlRd., SUile236,ConegeParx,
M020740

'

MEMORY FUEll EflERGV BOOSTER!
Study better and stay alert. ll1Cl'YSI
memorv. concentration and energy
level. THESE PRODUCTS WORK! All
NAruRAL GUNWmfll. Foril1lornia-t1011 1nd sampll!, send $2.00 to: R.J.
Manin , 2144 Lyndora Rd .. Apt. A,
Vlrolnla Beach, VA 23464

HAV£ MORE AHO BETTER SEX
WIT!t APHRO
A hlgllly ettectM Mrba1formula
containl"!I Oamlana Leaves.
(Tumera AphrodiaslCI) Saw
Palmetto Benies, Siberian Ginseng,
Edlinacea Purpurea, Gofu Kola. FoTi and Sarsparilll.
100% Natural. No side elfects.
Money back ~rantae.
Visa. MC or C.0.0.
Three weekS supply $19.95
Call 1-800-242-4649
Meo 1tJ0;1 this ad and get

ASECONO BOTTLE FREE.

""""'

SENIORS (Business & Engineering):
GPA 3.0+. Desire NORTHEAST
~CEA will ASSIST your Job
seard1 tor free and IV) Obligation. Send
Resume: CEA. Inc., Box 10393. Stare
Coleoa. PA 16B05

NO GIMMICKS. Extra Income Now!

SPORTSWEAR COMPANY looking for
mmet reps near snow & water skiing
areas. (213) 498- 1000. CHAO.

FIGHT ANTI-MALE SEXISM! Read '1'HE
LIBERATOR" Monthly News Mag.
ComlllOfl Sense on GtMer Issues. II
your sctl=I ts feminist literature,
demand ua .$19.00peryar.MEN'S
RIGHTS
.. 17854 Lyons, ForMt
Lake, MN 55025

CtRSTMAS CASH! $1CXJ-$1 ,00J SA.SE
TO Oolalsand Sense, P.O. Box 71B, Dept
U, RiehmOnd. KV 4047&-0718

_Ttle Gazette. TWIN PEAKS News and
,,_,,,,_$8 """""· 1557 Avenida Selva, Fullerton. CA 92633

EASVWORK!
EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PROOOCTS AT HOME. CALl 504-641-8003.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS
$300-$900 weetd'/. t«lw Hiring. 1-206-B.1&-7B02extC13.
Envelope stuffing·S60»!00 Mryweek

- FREE details. SASE to: Brooks
lntemattona1 Inc., P.O. Box "68(Xl64,
Orlanclo, Fl 32868

NEWSLETTFl1 S

•
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Straps

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? For
SS9.95 we guarantee FOUR
sources of financial aid or your
money back. For FREE inlormalion, write or call: Educational
0i)portunities, P.O. Box 50397,
Palo Alto, Calilomia 94303
(415) 322·7706

NEED MONEY FOR SCHOOL?
Find Scholarships or Loans Over the Pftone
Hyou need money for sdlool, Don~ Wait! Locate prime scholarships
and loans instantl)t. No hassles, no long waits; all for the prX:e of one
phone o;1 (on~99 cents/minute). Gall today' 1-0CXJ.!ro-9190.
ACE YOUR EXAMS
AND CLASSES

AVAILABLE
$20,000 SCHOlARSHIP
0£TAILS: Print Name,
Address. and School ()fl 3x5
card. Maj! wi1h 2/25¢ s1amps
to: SAS, Box 4464,
Greensboro, NC 27404. Award
Announced. May 1991 .

With the most Important t>ook you
will ever buy; ~

m: Leaooe ~

Tu Academ ic Excellence Send
$9.95 to: Ivy Texts, Box 20009.
AlelC300ria, Virginia 22320

Continued from

gestures behind the misshapen backs
of all the Qi1asimodos-in-the-making.
And that's not all. Double-strappers are the kind of people who can
long divide without benefit of paper
or pencil. We can pronounce the word
legume. we· do crossword puzzles
'vith pens.
I do not want everyone to get the
idea that just be<:ause the two-strap
packer is in every way superior "to the
one-strapper, we can't find some common ground.
After all, you one-strappers may
look pretty silly, but those who doni
even wear backpacks are ahowing the
sort of moral courage your average
U.S. senator will display on the sub-

Financial Aid Sourees Guaranteed or
your money back. Free information.
1-800-USA·1221 ext. 9260
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Re03rdless of
G.P.A. or financial situation. GUARANTEED. Many sources revealed. National
College Aid Administration, 400 W.
Madison Rm. 2400, Chicago, IL 60606
(312)993-7665.
Minions in unclaimed scholarships, grants
available. Guaranteed ~rogram! S_eyid
stamped envelope !or detailS. cap1ure The
Moment, Dept. UNCN 13170-B Central
Aw. SE, Suite 184, Albuquerque, HM

87123 SCHOlARSHIPS AND LOANS for college
students. For application, write: PallicK
Enterprises loc. P.O. Box 11078. Fort
Smith, AR 72917
-

ontinued

HEED MONEY FOR COLLEG E? Our
data bank contains over 200.000 listings,
scholarships, fellowships. grants ,
exceeding $1 Obillion in ?rivate funding.
EVERYONE QUALIFIES .•• 1 (800) 659-

2005
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS, $4 Billion in
Aid! For free intormationand ap:pHcation:
Scholastics Plus , P.O. Box 2134 ,
Danbury, CT 06813

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
TOO HIGH?
Reduce your present premium up to
60'/o Guaranteed! Send SASE, $2.00,
Terry Sweatt - 3871 Stevens Lane,
Nashville. TN 37218

SCHOLARSHIP/AID GUARANTEE!! Only
$89, you get any money you need.
Otherwise,S100U.S.SAVINGS BOND in
your name. Free information & application writ!I:
HOTllNE CONFIDENTIAL
COMMUNICATION,
15822 S.E. FairwOod Blvd ..
Renton. WA 98058-8632
Easy part·time job available. Earn Great
CommlS9ion as our cami)us representatrvehlistributor, vou make 540 lrom S89.
Start yourseH. Please contact us immediately.

IS IT TRUE? ...
Jeeps for S44 thru !he U.S. Gov"t?
Gall for facts!
504-649-5747, ext, S-2500

• MONEY FOR COll..EGE
lnvestigateallyouroptions forfinnlalald
and sctiolarships. Free information. 800457-0:in, Ext. 400
·
EDUCATE YOURSELF! Look 10 Page 18 at
U.'s Classified arid Educational Directory.

-

'

"1 IN 4 COLLEGE WOMEN IS THE VICTIM
OF RAPE OR ATTEMPTED RAPE _'' ;;:-;;;;.."::.;:;-_ _

For over 20 years 4000 police departments
across America have used genuine Mace"'
for protection against assault.

WHY'?

MACE®wORKS BEST!!
has always been the lor9most l"der
for personel protection end we !eel it Is by fer
the best device of its kind avalleble to dat1.M
··Ma ce•~

CALENDARS

SKlllNG

.DSEl"H S~OTT. CGCEO

American Rape Prevention Association

FAST! • SAFE! • EfFECTIVE!
• MACE WORKS JN SECONDS !
• MACVllAS NEVER CAUSED l'ER!ofANF..NT INJURY!
• SUBDUES EVEN Tilt: LAHGt:ST ATTACKt:R!

BE A FRIEND AND TELL A FRIEND •••
CALL:

®

1-aoo-B-U Y·MACE ...
, HERE'S HOW TO ORDER!

JUSTIN CASE

_

------- - -----------------.
'
C ~IDI T

CAM CUIT-UI c ..- c &u. l•O C.o .... . .

1 ·800-BUY·MACE ®
(1 ·800-289-6223)
MIC • VISA - AMEX ONLY!

~~~·

PRICE LIST

NO. Of UNITS

PRICE• S&H

$19'' + 3••

1 UNIT
2 UNITS

$35'' + 4••

"

$49' ' +

s••

~'"'---------................ 0 . . . . . -. . ..

c"'-----------STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ __

TOTAL
~\..'{\

0

$ 2:z9$

o'°"\..-t \

$3995

SAVEU..

3 UNITS

'~'------·-

~\..'I\

0 $5495

ALLOW 2 . 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

I - QYlJl 1• -.0.llS 01,.0 NfD llE"'-'U, IT OS .... AUl'OO<SIHITV
TO Ullli .... Ci .. ...CCOAO.y,c.I WITH tn lOCAl ~

~~---------SEN D C HECll 0 11 MOHH" OllDUll

II.I.TA•~

MACE SALES
BOX 73 • Dept C
OAI'PORT. N.T. 1.1703

TO:

Continued from
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rule would be to limit mandatory freshman ineligibility to "high-profile media
sports'' like football and basketball,
where most of the reform proposals are

"Swimmers are at their peak from age focused anyway.
"All this is coming about because of
18 to 22," said Arthur Wodjat, a sophomore swimmer at Iowa. "You don't have football and basketball, not be<:ause of
time to compete at age 28. Your career tennis, swimming and golf," said Iowa
is over. I couldn't give up swimming at freshman Jason Palmer, a member of
the tennis team who opted to redshirt
this age."
Glenn Patton, head coach of the Iowa his first year because of an injury.
Palmer claims that joining a team
men's swimming team, said the measure is simply unnecessary for his ath- actually aided his adjustment process,
letes because they have little trouble since his teammates and coaches helped
handling the combination of academics him get comfortable with the university
and develop good study habits.
aod athletics:
Wbile it may be unfair to limit fresh"We're dealing with student athletes
who have a tremendous amount of self- men ineligibility to men's basketball and
discipline and appear to be quite suc- football, coaches may accept the meacessful with academics," Patton said. sure ifit is imposed on all NCAA schools.
Freshman ineligibility will be formal·
"They have career objectives which go
ly considered, along with other reform
beyond the sport."
Patton suggested that a viable alter- legislation, by the NCAA council in
native to unilateral enforcement of the January 1991.

Gang

FREE REPORT ON SCHOLARSHIPS ,
grants, loans. Results Guaranteed, Call
(9j_8) 33 MONEY XI: U11{24 Hours)

AUTOf.10BILES

page 16

ject of abortion.
Even these shoulder-bag-wearing
issue..duckers aren't the worst, however. The worst are those who walk
around with Day-Glo protrusions
wrapped around their waists.
These individuals look like they
have.lost the use of a major organ and
are being fed vital fluids intravenously. This is fine if a major organ is
indeed not functioning, but the vast
majority are just looking for an athletic-looking holder for their
cigarettes.
The real question may not be how or
what kind of backpack to wear. For all
of us guys, the question is: What are
we going to do·when we don't have the
excuse academics provides for carrying around a thinly disguised purse?
rm not getting a briefcase. Those are
for geeks.

Freshmen
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24 MONTHS OF
BEAUTIFUL WOMENPhotography by Brad W i ll is

81 /2"x11"
Super-Glossy,
Full-Color Photos.
VOLUPTUOUS ·
WOMEN OF THE 90'5!

Limited
Time Offer!

•

Se~d name, address and check or money order to:
Secret Passions. Dei)t. YUN3 • P.O. Box 8870 • Chapel Hill NC 27515
VISA or Mas1erCard Customers Call TOLL FREE 1·800-3°34-5474

PHOTO STAR • U·STAR • "'
CAlfNDAR
Ft.II eoklr, 11 x 11, laser reprOOucOOn Of
Mri snapsttt 1 ~ndac. Ove~
calendarsile(11 x22). ~~fofsea·
sons 91tt!i11gs. SeOO $16.95 PIX!. per
taerdar +srnpshot (s) to A. T. Co. P.O.
Bo~ 1109, Dei)l·U, Fayetteville, AR
727ffl.. HOOday Orders: Pl.ease Rush.

SELF-DEFENSE
MACE!! At discount pr1tts. have
matt iust in case. For info write.
Walter Erickson, Box 967,
Stonybrook, NV 11790

I· 900 ·7POWDER

from-pa1ge-1----+-=R!!;~E::::S~E.;;!R~VyE;dO~F.!_F_.,!l~C~E~R~S~'_!T~R~A2l.2N!_!.I.!N~G~~C,,,,:O~R:,,,;P~S=-

Police Harry Hueston said local -gang
activity hSSincreased in the past year.
Most recently, two men reportedly
attacked and terrorized a 20-.year-old
Hispanic woman; the men involved
allegedly were skinheads, Hueston said.
Campus officials nationwide agree
that what affects the surrounding city
usually affects the college.
"The university is not surrounded by
a fence. There's no big moat around it,"
said UA Det. Sgt. Sal Celi.
At the U. of California, Los Angeles,
•
''1th about 12 entrances, the potential
for gang activity also exists, said John
Barber, campus p,Olice chief.
Gangs have been a UCLA conce111 fo1·
Jbout five years. In that time, two shooting incidents at the school's Mardi Gras
spring carnival were _gangtl'.elated, and.
police arrested about 24 gang members
un 0 1· near campus in the past year.
.t\.t Boston U. , campus police have sugc!ested creating a separate category list.11g gang affiliations \vhen they institute
i new on-line booking system.
''We do from time to time, in the nor·nal course o m _ng arres , v
-,·i duals who claim they ru:e, or we have
reason to believe they are, gang mem·
:-iers," said BU Police Department Lt.
Robert Gaffney.
Because school colors instigated the
.nitial Bloods-Crips rivalry, students
~hould learn to recognize the nuances of
.;ang appearRnce and diaiogue. "A lot of
gang members) don't look much differ·nt than other college. students, except
fo1· their color s,"'" Barber said.
Red typically is associated with Bloods
gangs, while a shade of blue symbolizes
1t1volVement in the Crips. Skinheads
have adoptectmore of a punk style, often
signifying thei1· membership by such ..
details as a twist in a shoelace, Tucson
Police Sgt. Ron Zimmerling said.
Because many of Tucson's gang mem·
bers have been- transplanted from
California, Zimmerling said university
officials should keep a close eye on students recruited from other cities.
"We investigate every student athlete
that we recruit," said David W. Murray,
UA men's head track and field coach.
"Sometimes you pick things up, sometimes you don't."
Zimmerling said, "Security and peace
of mind of the students is certainly a
concern."
Pat Carrillo, a juvenile probation officer in Tucson, added, "Is it going to get
better? Is it going to get worse? Is it a
fad? I don't know."
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If you're a freshman or sophomore with good
grad es, apply now for a three-year or two-year
scholarship. From Army ROTC.
.
Anny ROTC scholatships pay tuition, most
books and fees, p lus $100 per school rhonth. They
also pay off with leadership experience and officer
credentials imp ressive to future e mployers.
To apply, contact the Professor of Military
Science at your campus or one nearby.

--

'

ARMY ROTC
1'RE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

..
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